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Disclaimer

This series of lectures is intended to convey general health, fitness, and nutritional information and is for educational purposes only. It is not a substitute for, nor does it replace, professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment of health conditions. Please consult your physician or other health-care professional before beginning or changing any fitness or nutrition program to make sure that it is appropriate for your needs. If you have any concerns or questions about your health, you should always consult a physician or other health-care professional. Do not disregard, avoid, or delay obtaining medical or health-related advice from your health-care professional because of something you may have seen or heard in these lectures. Current health and fitness research may exist that could affect the educational information provided in these lectures, and advice found herein may not be based on the most recent findings or developments. Therefore, the use of any information provided in these lectures is solely at your own risk. By continuing with the programs, exercises, advice, information, or diets discussed in these lectures, you recognize that there are risks of injury or illness that can occur because of your use of the aforementioned information, and you expressly assume such risks and waive, relinquish, and release any claim that you may have against The Teaching Company as a result of any future physical injury or illness incurred in connection with, or as a result of, use or misuse of the programs, exercises, advice, diets, and/or information discussed in these lectures. The opinions and positions provided in these lectures reflect the opinions and positions of the relevant lecturer and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of The Teaching Company or its affiliates.

The Teaching Company expressly DISCLAIMS LIABILITY for any DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOST PROFITS that result directly or indirectly from the use of these lectures. In states that do not allow some or all of the above limitations of liability, liability shall be limited to the greatest extent allowed by law.
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Changing Body Composition through Diet and Exercise

Scope

Improving body composition by losing body fat and optimizing lean muscle mass is not about vanity—it’s about health. It’s not about how quickly you can lose weight or how small you can become. It’s about how to become stronger and healthier while decreasing your body fat and increasing your muscle mass. It’s about changing your body composition through diet and exercise in a safe way that supports you holistically and helps you achieve optimal health and performance. This course is about the science of nutrition and exercise that can lead to lasting changes in body composition.

In the first section of the course, you will learn why body weight is not the best way to determine your health status and why understanding more about exactly how much body fat you have and how much muscle mass you have is the key to improved health and performance. You will discover what happens to food from the moment it enters your mouth—where it goes and how it supports your cellular functions. You will learn about what carbohydrates, fats, and proteins are and how they are broken down in your body to provide energy for everything you do. You will also discover that as you age, your nutrition needs change.

The next part of the course explores how to evaluate a nutrition label, and you’ll discover that the calories from a bag of chips are entirely different from the same number of calories from a piece of fruit or lean meat. You’ll consider how not only your food choices, but also when you eat and how frequently you eat might influence how you feel, look, and perform day to day in your normal life and also while you exercise. You’ll also uncover myths and facts about dietary supplements that are designed to help you lose
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body fat or gain muscle mass all within the context of energy balance and weight control.

The third segment of the course examines the caloric cost of exercise, and you’ll learn some simple strategies that help increase your activity level. You will discover why certain types of exercise might be most beneficial for losing body fat or gaining muscle mass. This section allows you to draw conclusions for the most optimal way for you to incorporate various types of exercise into your life to meet your goals. You’ll also discover why weight training is good for everyone and won’t just make you big and bulky. You will also explore certain hormones and the influence they have on your body composition.

The final lectures will use science to dispel myths about unrealistic methods that are marketed to improve body composition and provide evidence for what really works. You’ll also discover the best practices for handling travel, boredom, and a busy schedule while keeping your nutrition and workout plan consistent. You will learn why improvements in body composition tend to plateau and how the set point influences your outcomes. You’ll discover the science behind popular diets and how to build sustainable habits for successful loss of body fat and gain in muscle mass.

By the end of this course, you will learn to avoid the quick-fix mentality and find simple strategies to keep discipline, hard work, and fun in your plan to improve body composition. You will appreciate the complexity of the human body and understand why smart nutrition and purposeful exercise are both critical for improving body composition, health, and performance.
Body Composition: Managing Our Expectations

This course is about the science of nutrition and exercise that can lead to changes in body composition. The goal of the course is to provide you with the tools to make the decisions that you want to make, when you want to make them, to produce lasting results, not necessarily fast results. This course will provide you with all of the information you need to make big or small changes to live a fit life. The field of nutrient metabolism, exercise physiology, body composition, and performance—also known as performance nutrition—involves studying how energy is derived from foods and how this energy fuels exercise and human movement.

Body Composition

- What is body composition, and why should it be used as your indicator of health instead of body weight? We all get crazy about body weight when what we should be talking about instead is how much muscle and how much fat we have. A two-pound fat loss and a two-pound gain in muscle would improve your body composition, health, and functionality, but it would not change your body weight.

- Body mass index (BMI), which is your weight in kilograms divided by your height in meters squared, is useful in some situations but not others. The way you hold your weight—how much fat and how much muscle you have—contributes a lot to how you look, feel, and perform (in the context of the real world—in your job, with your family, and with your general energy and enthusiasm for life—not simply on an athletic field).

- The nutrition that feeds your body and fuels the physical activity that can change your body composition is also a major component of the
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Nutrition is directly linked to your health and well-being. It influences your body composition and your energy levels for work, play, and exercise.

Energy Balance

- A lot of controversy surrounds the topic of energy balance. Energy balance is the balance of the calories you take in from foods and beverages (energy intake) with the calories that you expend (energy output) for all of your biological processes necessary to live, such as breathing and thinking, plus the calories you expend from walking around and from exercise.

- To alter body composition, to lose fat (for example), you want an energy deficit. Just burn more than you take in. But if it were that easy, maybe we wouldn’t have the obesity epidemic that we have today.

- The quality of our calories has as much of an impact on our body composition and overall health as the total number of calories that we
eat daily. Your body needs certain foods. In fact, you should probably eat more protein in your diet. Your body works harder to digest and absorb protein than it does carbohydrates and fats. This is probably why eating protein gives you the largest increase in metabolism when you eat it.

- A number of research studies have been designed to measure metabolism after a meal containing protein versus fat versus carbohydrates, and the majority of these indicate that the greatest impact on increasing metabolism comes after eating protein. Some foods come with a little bit of a metabolic advantage, and this can have an impact on goals you’re setting for changing body composition.

- Twenty years ago, we were served smaller portion sizes. The National Institutes of Health tells us that a bagel 20 years ago was typically around 3 inches in diameter and 140 calories. Today, a bagel is typically 6 inches in diameter and contains nearly 350 calories—more than twice as many calories as just 20 years ago.

- You don’t have to begin counting calories, because that takes a lot of time and is not fun. Getting bogged down with the numbers complicates it all and can get you fixated on the wrong kinds of details. Instead, try using your hands as a way to gauge how much you should eat.

- For example, most women can go with one palm-sized portion of lean protein to meet their needs at a particular meal. Men, who typically have bigger and thicker hands, can go with two palm-sized portions of lean protein. You simply adjust this based on your goals and the food you are eating. Carbohydrates, for example, could be a fist-sized portion of vegetables or rice.

- Learning to pay attention to what you eat and how you feel will help you achieve your optimal body composition and lead to improved health and performance. When you eat, just eat. If you’re distracted while you eat—rushed, or stressed, or not paying attention—you are more likely to eat more than your body really wants or needs. Most of the time, the simple
practice of eating just enough becomes overcomplicated by massive amounts of media propaganda, misinformation, or family habits.

**Exercise**

- How much exercise do you need to do, and how often do you need to do it? What exercise or activity works best if you want to gain muscle mass, and what works best if you want to lose fat?

- Data shows that we lose about 5 percent of our muscle mass per decade. Over the span of 50 years, you could lose as much as 25 percent of your muscle mass. That’s not something we want. It can make you weak and frail and lower your metabolism a lot, too.

- But the fact is that the overall decrease in your metabolism is only one to three percent during the aging process, which really doesn’t amount to much—and you can easily offset this with the nutrition and exercise strategies that you’ll learn throughout this course.

- Many people think that being sedentary is easier than being active. Screen time—the time that people watch television, use the Internet, play video games, or look at their phones—is increasing every year. This is likely a big problem because during these activities, we’re usually not moving.

- In a national sample of girls and boys, it was found that those who watched less than two hours of television per day had about a 10 percent chance of becoming obese, but those who watched more than five hours per day had close to a 30 percent chance of becoming obese.

- For adults, this is also an issue—typically from too much sitting and sedentary time during the day. In fact, a number of research studies link daily sitting time to a number of health concerns, including risk of obesity, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.

- The obvious answer is to exercise. Unfortunately, planned exercise and unplanned activity typically slow down as we age and make it likely for
us to gain weight and fat. You need to make a real effort to stop this reduction in metabolism and work for your optimal body composition.

- Having the body composition of your dreams is certainly a great goal, but keep in mind that just being active is extremely helpful for improving your health. The good news is that following even the most basic of recommendations brings many benefits.

- In fact, just a 5 to 10 percent loss in total body weight will improve your blood pressure, cholesterol, and sugar levels. And even if you’re still in the “overweight” or “obese” range, this modest weight loss can decrease your risk factors for chronic diseases related to obesity.

- A major point of information about body composition that most people don’t know is that if you are trying to lose weight, you should be lifting weights. This might go against what you’ve always been told, but long and slow aerobic exercise is no longer the recommended way to lose fat. While it is part of the plan, many other types of exercise are needed if you really want a fighting chance to lose fat but keep or add muscle mass.

- Particularly when trying to lose weight, it’s important to lift weights so that your muscle mass has the best chance of staying around and your metabolism stays as high as possible.

- Quick changes in body composition should not be expected. Instead, look for changes to come over a period of time, after you’ve dialed in a nourishing eating plan based on quality foods and a consistent and effective exercise regimen.

**Nutrition**

- Overall, the health benefits of exercise and eating right are clear. If a pill existed with even half of the same benefits, there’s no doubt that it would be the best seller.
Even if you are overweight or obese, simply being physically active can ward off metabolic disease and keep you healthy. Health is not always about weight. Of course, they are related, but the key for your health is that you exercise and work on ways to improve how you eat.

However, simply exercising more and eating less is not the key for improving body composition. We’ve been preaching this for a long time, but it doesn’t work very well. The science of healthy body composition is not weight loss science; it’s the science of a healthy balance of fat and muscle mass and how we can achieve that.

Choosing both quality exercise and quality foods is the way to make lasting improvements. And weight loss might be a consequence of changing eating and exercise habits, but it is not the goal.

It’s also important to keep in mind that things like your genetics, your environment, and even chemical pollutants are factors that might contribute to gaining fat. But even though our ability to alter our body composition depends on many things, the take-home message is that exercise and quality nutrition do a body good.

In fact, exercise and nutrition must be combined for a healthy body composition. You can make it pretty far with one or the other, but healthy does not just mean “not overweight.”

Your journey to better health is not about a quick fix; it’s about a lifestyle change that works for you. It’s not about how quickly you can lose weight or how small you can become. It’s about how to become stronger and healthier while lowering your body fat and increasing your muscle mass. It’s about changing your body composition through diet and exercise in a safe way that supports you holistically and helps you achieve more day to day.
Try This

Write down the biggest hurdle you see as standing in the way of achieving your optimal body composition and health.

Questions to Consider

1. What is the easiest and most sustainable change that you think you can make for big improvements in your body composition, health, and performance?
2. What exercise or nutrition myth was busted by this lecture?
A Healthier Way to Measure Body Composition

Body weight offers no indication of how much fat versus muscle a person carries on his or her frame. This relative proportion is critical, because it is related to what the status of our overall health is, how our body moves and behaves, and how we look and feel aesthetically. How can we better quantify success with weight management? After this lecture, you will have a better, healthier idea of what’s happening to your body during weight loss, which benchmarks are typically used to indicate success, and why success goes far beyond simply what the scale tells you.

Body Mass Index and Fat-Free Mass Index

- Body mass index (BMI) compares your body weight (in kilograms) to your height (in meters squared). A note of caution: Measures like BMI or body weight may be relevant only in certain situations. The usefulness of BMI is not great when considered on an individual-to-individual basis. In practice, BMI is most appropriate for large sample populations or in a clinical situation to quantify risk for a patient who is clearly overweight and overfat at the same time.

- There are four main categories of BMI.
  - Underweight: a BMI of less than 18.5.
  - Normal weight: 18.5 to 24.9.
  - Overweight: 25 to 29.
  - Obese: more than 30.

- Research has consistently shown a positive association between a high BMI and greater risk of cardiovascular, pulmonary, and metabolic
disease. If you are curious about your own body mass index, calculate it or look online for a free website that can give you the information.

- The problem is that BMI only considers your body weight and body height and does not account for the proportion of muscle mass or fat mass—which is the composition of your body weight.

- For example, a typical NFL running back is very strong, has lots of lean muscle mass, and has very little body fat. Assuming that this running back is about 6 feet tall and a little more than 230 pounds (due to all of the muscle mass), his BMI would be more than 31 kg/m². According to BMI standards, this professional, healthy, lean athlete would be considered obese, even though common sense tells us otherwise.

- Body composition is different from body weight and body mass index. Body composition is the relationship between the different types of tissue that comprise your body—in other words, how much muscle and how much fat make up your body weight.

- To account for fat-free mass and not just total body weight, the fat-free mass index (FFMI) was developed. It is similar to the BMI, but it takes your fat-free mass, or muscle mass (again, in kilograms), divided by your height (in meters squared).

- This index can quantify your body composition more accurately when you know that you have extra weight that is mostly muscle. It is not always a better index, but it is a different index, and like any index will be more or less useful depending on the specific need for the information.

- While the FFMI is not used nearly as much as the BMI, a few research papers have attempted to come up with normal FFMI values for men and women. A paper from 2002 in the International Journal of Obesity and Related Metabolic Disorders found that the average FFMI for young women is about 15 kg/m² and for young men is 19 kg/m². These values change slightly after age 35, showing that fat mass is gained as we age, most likely due to a more sedentary lifestyle.
These indices are important to consider because they can be helpful for knowing your health status and risk for certain kinds of disease, such as cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease, and metabolic disease. It is well established that if you have a lot of fat deposition, particularly around your waist and belly (near your major organs), your chance of developing these types of diseases increases dramatically.

In addition, knowing your current body composition gives you greater clarity about your starting point for an upcoming weight loss intervention. You will better be able to track your body’s changes over time and have a bigger picture of “success.”

**MYTH**

**Muscle Weighs More Than Fat**

This myth is just like saying that one pound of bricks weighs more than one pound of feathers: Of course, if you have one pound of each, then they both weigh one pound.

But here is the difference: Muscle has more density than fat. This is a key to understanding why two people can weigh exactly the same at the same height but look entirely different.

If you look at five pounds of fat and five pounds of muscle, they weigh exactly the same, but the amount of muscle is smaller than the same amount of fat. The muscle is about a third to a half smaller than the fat because of its increased density.

When you add muscle, you might weigh the same, but you could be an entirely different shape.

**Body Fat and Muscle Mass**

In terms of body composition, your total body fat includes both essential body fat and storage body fat. Essential fat includes fat in your organs, such as the heart, liver, kidneys, intestines, muscles, and bone marrow. This type of fat is required for normal physiological functioning and differs greatly between men and women. In fact, it accounts for most of
the major body fat differences between genders. Women have about 12 percent essential fat, while men have about 3 percent essential fat.

- Women have more essential fat mostly because of its biological function for reproduction. Women need extra fat stores during pregnancy. Regardless of whether a woman ever has children or not, she will most often have slightly more fat than a man.

- There is another type of fat that is also required for normal body function. It is called storage fat, which is fat stored until it can be used for energy when needed. It includes the visceral fat, or deep fat, around your organs and the fat just underneath your skin, which is called subcutaneous fat.

- Storage fat can insulate your body, helps to maintain your body temperature, and provides vital protection for your organs. The amount of storage fat is more similar between men and women—usually just 2 to 3 percent higher in women.

- Health issues arise when storage fat becomes excessive. Body fat is important for supporting daily function and health, but excess amounts will contribute to overweight and overfat conditions.

- The other component of body mass that is not comprised of fat is called fat-free mass or lean body mass. These terms are often used interchangeably; however, they are technically different. Fat-free mass is only the muscle mass that you have, while lean body mass also includes your muscle mass, bone mass, connective tissue (such as ligaments and tendons), internal organs, and any essential fat stored in these tissues.

- In practice, body composition is often described as a two-compartment model: fat mass and fat-free mass (or lean body mass). And if you know these values, it can help you avoid getting stuck in the rut of only measuring and talking about body weight. It will also give you much more information about your overall health.
Typically, body fat levels are broken into “optimal health” and “optimal fitness.” These terms are very similar, but in general, “health” refers to the optimal level for reduced risk of disease, and “fitness” takes a step further to the optimal level for physical fitness. We should all strive for at least optimal health, and then optimal fitness.

For women, optimal health is a body fat range of 18 to 30 percent and optimal fitness is 16 to 25 percent. For men, optimal health is 10 to 25 percent and optimal fitness is 12 to 18 percent. Consider your own goals to determine which range you should fall into. Then, the next step is to determine your current body composition.

Measuring Body Composition

Many methods of assessing body composition exist, including direct and indirect measurements. Direct measurements include dissolution of the body and physical dissection. This means that to truly know your body composition, you will have to wait until after you have passed away and donate your body to science. This is obviously not a viable option.
Luckily for us, multiple indirect methods are available to assess body composition and are fairly easy to get access to. But because each method is indirect, each will have its own inherent error threshold based on the accuracy compared to the direct method. That error threshold is usually somewhere between one and four percent.

Depending on the modality, if you are measured at 30 percent body fat with a method that has an error threshold of plus or minus 4 percent, your “true body fat” could really be anywhere between 26 and 34 percent body fat.

While this is somewhat disappointing, these assessment tools are great for tracking changes over time, as long as the same machine and same technician is doing the measuring. The skill of the technician can also make big differences in the measurement that is made in some instances.

Some of the more expensive and laboratory-based methods include the following.
- Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)
- Hydrostatic, or underwater, weighing
- Air-displacement plethysmography, or what is commonly known as the “bod pod”
- Skinfold measurements using skinfold pinches
- Bioelectrical impedance analysis using an electrical current
- Advanced clinical methods, such as computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

With each technique, we are able to assess body density through your body volume in water (such as with underwater weighing) or in air (such as with the bod pod), or via some sort of imaging technique, such as DEXA, CT, or MRI.

For most of these tests, you can either ask your local gym personnel to administer them or search for a human performance or exercise science laboratory at a local college or university.
Body Shape

- All of these methods can only estimate your relative fat and lean components. But just how much body fat you have is not the whole picture. It turns out that where you store that fat may be more important than how much fat you have.

- Typically, fat is stored either around your abdomen in the typical “apple shape,” called android fat, or around your hips and buttocks in the typical “pear shape,” called gynoid fat. Depending on where you store your fat, you can often predict your risk of future health complications.

- The android pattern of body fat indicates a lot of fat stored around your organs, which is called visceral fat, in addition to fat also underneath your skin, which is called subcutaneous fat. This fat distribution is much
more common in men and is associated with more disease risk than the
gynoid fat distributions.

- The gynoid fat deposition is typically thought of as the female pattern
  of weight gain. This might actually be protective against disease for
  women. However, after menopause, when estrogen production tapers
  off, women tend to shift more toward the android obesity that is
  associated with men.

- A measurement called waist-to-hip ratio, or waist and hip circumference,
  was developed to quickly and easily allow physicians to crudely
  estimate body composition as well as determine risk based on where
  fat is located. The size of your waist (smallest part of your abdomen) in
  relation to your hips (greatest protrusion of the buttocks) can quickly
  paint the picture of your fat distribution.

- There is a standardized set of values that can identify your risk based
  on both measurements. For example, your disease risk increases with a
  total waist circumference measurement of more than 35 inches (88.9 cm)
  for women and more than 40 inches (101.6 cm) for men. And this is for
  just for your waist, regardless of hip circumference.

- Similarly, a waist-to-hip ratio of greater than 0.86 for women or greater
  than 0.95 for men indicates an increased risk for disease. The closer
  to 1 or above, meaning a bigger belly than buttocks, gives you the
  apple shape. In both cases, improvements in body composition are
  recommended to avoid these associated health problems.

- Another way that body shape is often described is according to
  somatotype, or physique shape. The three clearly defined shapes
  include ectomorphs, who are naturally thin with longer limbs and small
  joints; mesomorphs, who are naturally muscular with broad shoulders
  and narrow waists; and endomorphs, who are more round and soft with
  thicker joints.
Most people can identify with one of the categories even if they are a hybrid of two groups. Just keep in mind that the type of body shape you might naturally be might be hidden or morphed by years of beating up your body with excess food or, on the other hand, lots of dedicated exercise to change your body composition.

Regardless, these body shapes are correlated with certain levels of fat mass and muscle mass. Knowing which category you fall into can also help you set realistic goals for body composition and performance.

**Try This**

Find your starting point and work with a fitness professional to have your body fat percent measured.

**Questions to Consider**

1. Why should you care more about body composition than body weight?
2. Why might lifting weights change your waist size but not your body weight?
How Food Is Digested and Absorbed

Every bit of the food you eat has a dramatic impact on your body composition, health, and how you feel. The bulk of this lecture will focus on the details of digestion and absorption. It will also touch on how the aging process can interfere with normal digestion absorption—and how that can affect body composition. You’ll also learn about nutrient partitioning, which is the manipulation of both nutrient content and nutrient timing of your diet for specific physiological reasons.

Digestion and Absorption

- How does the food you eat enter into your body for storage as glycogen (stored carbohydrate), fat, or protein? Many processes must happen inside your body to prepare food for use or storage.

- Before the food you eat can be used for energy, it needs to be broken down inside the body into individual nutrients. This is digestion. Following digestion, the body must take up, or absorb, the individual nutrients to either use them or store them for later. This is called absorption.

- Foods and beverages provide your body with nutrients that it needs to sustain itself. The nutrients for our body are split into two main categories: macronutrients and micronutrients.

- Macronutrients, consisting of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, are used by your body’s cells to create energy. Micronutrients—vitamins, minerals, and water—do not provide calories, or energy, but they are required for many physiological processes in the body, including digestion and absorption.
Once you take a bite of food, the first section of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract that it hits is the mouth. The food then travels down the esophagus and enters the stomach to be chemically and mechanically broken down into smaller fragments.

After the stomach, these food fragments enter the small intestine, followed by the large intestine. Whatever nutrients and materials the body does not use up until this point are excreted through the rectum and anal canal.

Along the route, your pancreas, gallbladder, and liver all help digest and absorb the food by producing various enzymes (specialty proteins that help reactions occur) and enzyme solutions that help break down and transport foods.

Almost all nutrients within the food you eat must be digested before they are absorbed. Various physical and chemical activities from the mouth, stomach, pancreas, and small intestine are responsible for digestion.

Once all of the nutrients are broken down into their simplest forms, they are then taken up into the cells of the GI tract to be transported throughout the entire body. This process is known as absorption.

Most of the carbohydrates, fats, and proteins that you consume are generally absorbed within 30 minutes after reaching the small intestines. Any intestinal material that is not absorbed by the time it reaches the end of the last portion of the small intestine passes through something called the ileocecal valve and then into the large intestine.

Overall, it can take anywhere from 12 to 70 hours for food remnants to pass all the way through the colon, and waste products are eventually excreted as fecal matter through the anal canal.

Your body composition overall is highly influenced by the digestion and absorption of nutrients from the food you eat.
Carbohydrates

- Through digestion, more complex carbohydrates are eventually broken down into individual units, known as monosaccharides. The three monosaccharides are glucose, galactose, and fructose, with the most common being glucose.

- Most nutrients are absorbed somewhere along the length of the small intestine, through the brush border—where all of the intestinal digestive enzymes are produced and stored—into the intestinal cells. Carbohydrates are absorbed very efficiently and are usually cleared out of the small intestine more quickly than fats or proteins.

- Glucose is absorbed into the intestinal cells by a protein complex called the sodium-glucose transporter. This is an “active” process, meaning that energy, or adenosine triphosphate (ATP), is required to make this happen.

- After glucose is absorbed into the intestinal cell, it is then transported out of the cell and into the bloodstream. Some of the glucose simply diffuses into the blood, but a carrier protein transports much of the glucose from the intestinal cell into the blood.
Once glucose enters the blood, it goes directly to the liver. This is called portal circulation. The liver is the main site of glucose metabolism, so it gets first choice on what to do with the incoming glucose: use it, store it, or let it move on.

Any glucose that is not metabolized and used in the liver passes through to systemic, or whole-body, circulation. From here, glucose travels to various other tissues, where it can be taken up through a facilitated transport process, using other transport proteins before it is used within that tissue.

**Fat**

Digestion of fat begins in the mouth by the action of an enzyme called lingual lipase. Only very small amounts are broken down in the stomach. The bulk of triglyceride (or fat) digestion occurs in the small intestine.

Before fats are broken into their component parts, they must first be emulsified by bile. Bile is produced in the liver but stored in the gallbladder.

Once fat is present in the small intestine, a hormone called cholecystokinin (CCK) is secreted, and then bile is released through the bile ducts into the small intestine, and the emulsification process begins.

Once emulsified, pancreatic lipase acts on the fats and further breaks them into smaller units that can be absorbed and transported for use.

Unlike carbohydrates, fats are a little tricky when it comes to their absorption and transportation. They are naturally insoluble in water. Because of this, they cannot move through the brush border or the blood as individual lipid units.

To solve this problem, broken-down fat particles mix with bile salts and form a water-soluble substance called a micelle, which then interacts at the brush border of the small intestine. Fat particles move out of
the micelle and into the intestinal cell, and the water-soluble bile salts continue down through the small intestine until they are reabsorbed and sent back to the liver.

- After the broken-down fat particles—which include free fatty acids, monoglycerides, and some cholesterol and phospholipid particles—are in the intestinal cell, they actually combine back together to their larger original triglyceride form. Then, they are transported.

- Fats are not only broken down differently than carbohydrates; they also travel differently. Fats must travel through the lymph system instead of the blood. The lymphatic system is a network of vessels that transports nutrients to the cells and collects cell waste products.

- In a slow process, fats move out into the lymphatic vessels and eventually into the blood, where they freely travel to tissues to deliver the fats for use or storage. Some fat will be used by your muscle cells to produce energy, and some will be deposited into your fat cells.

- There are many things that affect how fats are used and stored, including when you last ate, what your overall calorie intake for the day and exercise habits are, and how physically fit you are.

- Because the transportation process for fats is relatively slow, it could take anywhere from 30 minutes to 3 hours after you eat a high-fat meal for your blood lipids to reach the highest level. About 5 to 6 hours after the meal, however, the fats will have been delivered to the designated tissues, and your blood levels should return to normal.

**Protein**

- The structure of protein is very complex. The reason that digestion of protein makes more demands on the body’s metabolism is because of the complexity of protein.
Proteins stay fully intact until they get to your stomach. Large proteins are broken down into individual amino acids in the stomach by very acidic stomach juice. Proteins that are still intact after leaving the stomach are broken down further in the top portion of the small intestine. The end products of protein digestion are free amino acids, which are absorbed into the intestinal cell.

Proteins are absorbed in a process more similar to carbohydrates than fats. This process occurs along the entire small intestine.

Amino acids, just like glucose, require a sodium-dependent carrier to get into the intestinal cells. There are several uses for particular amino acids within the intestinal cell. However, amino acids that are not used within the intestinal cells themselves are transported out of the cells into the blood and make their first stop at the liver.

About 50 to 65 percent of all ingested amino acids are metabolized in the liver. The rest of the amino acids are used in other tissues, particularly the skeletal muscles, kidneys, and brain.

Micronutrients

Macronutrients provide the body with energy. Micronutrients, on the other hand, do not provide energy. Despite this, micronutrients are vital to make all of the digestive processes occur, along with hundreds of other reactions and processes within the body.

Water-soluble vitamins—vitamin C and all B-complex vitamins—are absorbed into and transported through the blood. With the exception of vitamin B\textsubscript{12}, water-soluble vitamins are not stored in the body for long periods of time. They are either used fairly quickly in the body or are excreted in the urine, so we need to get them daily from the food we eat.

Fat-soluble vitamins—vitamins A, D, E, and K—are absorbed and transported much like fats. Unlike water-soluble vitamins, excess fat-soluble vitamins can be stored in the body for a decent amount of time.
For this reason, fat-soluble vitamins deficiencies are much less common than water-soluble vitamin deficiencies.

Anorexia of Aging

- For the most part, the GI tract of a healthy individual works like a well-oiled machine. Along with the digestive system itself, the endocrine and nervous systems play a major role in regulating digestion, absorption, and transportation of nutrients.

- Unfortunately, as people start to age, some functions of these systems begin to slow down. The main cause for these changes is the degeneration of the enteric nervous system, which is the nervous system of the GI tract. This can lead to serious GI complications.

- Along with biological and nervous system complications, elderly individuals might experience what has come to be known as “anorexia of aging.” This refers to a physiological age-related reduction in appetite and energy intake, which leads to significant weight loss and muscle wasting.

- Basically, as you age, there might come a time when you just don’t feel hungry very often. While this might lead to weight loss, this is not a good thing; oftentimes muscle mass is lost, too. Ultimately, low muscle mass prevents mobility.

- Your best bet to avoid or slow this age-related reduction in appetite is to simply make sure that you are leading a healthy lifestyle. See your doctor regularly, exercise, and nourish yourself with foods that contribute to your health.

Nutrient Partitioning

- Nutrient partitioning is the term used to describe how the food you eat is stored or partitioned into a specific storage area, such as muscle or fat. At the most basic level, the more of one type of food you eat—
carbohydrates, fats, or protein—the more of that fuel you will burn for energy.

- Exercise is the most important and powerful tool to help you use the foods you eat to improve body composition. If you are active, you will tend to use the foods you eat to power exercise. But if you are sedentary, your body will tend to partition the foods you eat to being stored as fat, instead of being used and stored for a healthy purpose.

**Try This**

Pay attention to the foods you eat and how they make you feel and perform.

**Questions to Consider**

1. Why is nutrient digestion and absorption important to body composition?

2. What is the biggest determinant of nutrient partitioning?
Nutritional Needs and Cellular Function

It is very easy to associate the food you eat with external, appearance-driven end points like body weight. But it’s important to understand how the food you eat affects you on the inside, because your internal functioning directly influences how you feel, how you look, and your overall health. The nutrients you eat are an ingrained part of every cell and tissue that makes you what you are and who you are. In this lecture, you will learn which nutrients are needed to keep your cells healthy and what these nutrients actually do inside your body.

Cells in the Human Body

- The cell is the smallest structural and functional unit of any organism. It is what every living being is made out of.

- Our cells vary immensely in size, function, and chemical makeup. Each cell is a minute version of a human life. Each cell in our body must move, grow, consume food, excrete waste products, react to the environment it lives in, and reproduce.

- Cells in the human body are constantly communicating to make the entire organism function. They communicate in response to your environment, what you touch, and how you move.

- Cells bond together to make tissues; tissues make up our organs; our organs make up all of our organ systems; and our organ systems combine to make up the organism, which, in this case, is our body.

- If your cells are not healthy, then they will not work properly. If the cells don’t work properly, then the tissues won’t work properly. If tissues aren’t working, then the systems will begin to fail. Eventually, you will
most likely experience increased fatigue, decreased physical capacity, improper nutrient use, and partitioning, which might ultimately lead to poor body composition as well as serious health consequences.

- By keeping your cells healthy and fed with the proper nutrients, you are keeping your whole self healthy.

- The average adult human body is made up of about 30 trillion cells. When the old cells become damaged, new ones are made to replace them. The nutrients we get from our food are used to make these new cells. This is the main reason why nutrition plays such a major role in cellular health and, therefore, in overall optimal functioning.

- Also, certain nutrients from the food we eat can protect cells from early damage and provide the cells with the fuel needed to produce energy for our bodies.

**Cell Components**

- The outermost component of the cell is the cell membrane. It is the boundary that separates the internal components of the cell from the outside environment. It keeps all of the cellular contents safe so that they can function properly without being damaged.

- The cell membrane is referred to as “semipermeable,” meaning that it has the ability to filter out important nutrients from damaging waste products. The membrane allows various nutrients to pass through the wall and sends the wastes out to be removed from the body. The permeability of this membrane also allows the cells to communicate clearly with one another.

- All of the dietary macronutrients—carbohydrates, fats, and proteins—are found in the cell membrane. The most abundant form of fat found in the cell membrane is the phospholipids, which have a hydrophobic, or water-fearing, tail and a hydrophilic, or water-loving, head. This love-
hate relationship with water is what gives the membrane its unique structure and stability.

- Another type of fat-related compound found in the cell membrane is cholesterol. The cholesterol improves the mechanical stability of the membrane and helps regulate the fluidity.

- The second major nutrient found in the cell membrane is protein. Proteins play a small role in forming the structure of the membrane, but they mostly contribute to the membrane functions. They direct proper operation within each individual cell and also the healthy functioning of your entire body.

- Lastly, carbohydrates are also found in the cell membrane, but in smaller amounts compared to fats and proteins. Carbohydrates contribute to membrane structure and are present in the form of glycoproteins and glycolipids, which are protein and lipid molecules that have a glucose or sugar residue attached. These molecules also typically function to support cellular signaling.

- The next important cellular structure that is essentially built from our foods is the nucleus. The nucleus is the largest organelle, or specialized structure, within the cell, and it contains the cell’s DNA.

- The nuclear envelope surrounds the nucleus. This two-layer membrane is composed primarily of lipids and proteins. It also contains minerals that are needed for activities within the nucleus.

- The nucleus can be referred to as your “genetic storehouse” because it contains all of your personal information within its nuclear membrane walls in the DNA.

- DNA is the blueprint for every one of the body’s proteins. The proteins that make up your tissues, organs, chemical messengers, and more originate from the coding of DNA and the quality of food that we eat.
For this reason, it is vital that the nucleus has a solid structure to keep the DNA safe from damage that occurs from normal metabolic and oxidative stresses and aging. Nutrition also plays an important role in protecting your DNA.

Another cellular structure is the mitochondria. Known as the “powerhouse” of the cell, the mitochondria are responsible for energy production. All of the nutrients from your food are turned into energy within the microscopic mitochondria of your cells.

Just like the cell membrane and nuclear membrane, the mitochondrial membrane is made up of fats and proteins. The mitochondrial membrane has an inner and outer membrane, both of which play important roles in energy processes. The mitochondria also use many micronutrients to assist with producing energy.

The structural and functional integrity of the mitochondrial membrane is critical to your health. If the mitochondria structure and/or function is compromised, energy production from that cell will be compromised. This mitochondrial dysfunction can contribute to several chronic diseases, including diabetes, heart disease, and Parkinson’s disease.

Omegas

Unsaturated fats are necessary for strong cell membranes. The membrane is semipermeable thanks to the fluid structure of the fats. However, saturated and trans fats are much more rigid than unsaturated fats. They don’t function the same way as the unsaturated fats, and they cause membranes to be much more rigid than what is optimal, potentially limiting the functionality of cells.

Diets that are too high in one type of fat—for example, trans fats—might lead to rigid and brittle cell membranes that cannot communicate as well as if they were composed of a better mix of fat types. In general, diets high in unsaturated fats will promote healthy cell membranes.
Two categories of unsaturated fats to take particular note of are omega-6 fatty acids and omega-3 fatty acids.

Omega-6 fatty acids are highly concentrated in walnuts, almonds, and various types of vegetable oils, including corn, soybean, safflower, cottonseed, sunflower seed, and peanut oil.

Rich sources of omega-3 fatty acids include fatty fish, such as salmon, tuna, cod, and trout. Some seeds and nuts also contain omega-3 fatty acids, such as flaxseed, but to a much lower extent.
Both omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids are essential for good health; however, they both play very different roles. Omega-3 fatty acids have an anti-inflammatory effect in the body, whereas omega-6 fatty acids have a pro-inflammatory effect.

While some amount of inflammation can help protect the body from infection and injury, too much inflammation can lead to heart disease, metabolic syndrome, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, and many different types of cancer. As opposed to omega-6 fatty acids, omega-3 fatty acids are known to lower the risk of these diseases by decreasing the amount of inflammation within the body.

Other nutrients required to maintain healthy cell membranes include high-quality proteins, fat-soluble vitamins (vitamins A, D, E, and K), and vitamin C. Whole grains, vegetables, fruits, and lean poultry and fish will provide you with all of these nutrients and will keep your cell membranes in top shape.

Because the cell nucleus and your DNA are also made up of nutrients, the quality of food you eat can greatly impact their structure and function as well. Unfortunately, despite the barrier provided by the nucleus, DNA can be damaged from any excess potentially harmful substances (often called toxins) circulating around in the body.

Damage to DNA can also occur from reactive oxygen species or excessive oxidative stress, which can be produced as by-products from the energy we produce from food or even from excessive exercise.

If reactive oxygen species make their way into the nuclear membrane, they can potentially alter normal DNA functioning. If this occurs, the proteins that the particular DNA strand produced will no longer be available to your body. This will lead to poor functioning in your body and could lead to various disease states.
One way to protect this from happening is by eating quality sources of polyunsaturated fats. You can focus on getting these fats from sources like fatty fish, flaxseeds, walnuts, and even soybeans.

Other nutrients that are needed to protect DNA include high-quality protein, antioxidants, and vitamins. The easiest way to get these nutrients into your diet is to consume foods like lean meat, eggs, dairy, colorful vegetables, whole grains, and fruits.

### B Vitamins, Iron, Sulfur

The mitochondria can use the nutrients we eat and turn them into energy for everything we do. However, not all foods are created equal when it comes to efficiency of energy production.

Most of the energy that the mitochondria produce comes from fats and glucose (carbohydrate) either stored in your body or from your diet. This energy ultimately ends up in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

The process of making ATP from our foods is very complex. The obvious nutrients that are needed for these processes to occur are the energy-yielding macronutrients: carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. However, essential nutrients that are often overlooked when talking about energy production are the B vitamins, iron, and sulfur.

The B vitamins work to transfer electrons through the electron transport chain, which produces a massive amount of ATP in your mitochondria. Iron and sulfur are important components of the protein structures within the major energy-producing systems of your cells and are used to simply transport oxygen around your body.

If iron and sulfur are not available from the diet to the mitochondria, energy production will suffer. Just as with the cell membranes and the nuclear membranes, nutritional support for healthy mitochondria function comes from eating foods with a lot of nutrients that are...
minimally processed. Things like green leafy vegetables, complex carbohydrates, and lean proteins are a great start.

Exercise Levels

- Some factors that have nothing to do with food can also impact our cellular health and function. For example, excessive exercise can actually cause some damage. Exercise naturally increases the production of free radicals, which are molecules that have an unpaired electron in their outer shell. The missing electron in these molecules causes them to be unstable and highly reactive.

- To regain stability, the free radical molecule works to steal electrons from healthy cells in your body. When this happens, the free radical leaves a healthy cell damaged and unable to perform its usual functions.

- This free radical damage does not stop with one cell. Once one free radical attack occurs, it sets off a domino effect. The newly damaged cells move on to other healthy cells as they attempt to become neutral again. Excessive free radical damage has been associated with accelerated aging, cancer, diabetes, and coronary artery disease.

- Luckily, our bodies have the ability to fight free radical attacks by forming three natural antioxidants: glutathione, catalase, and superoxide dismutase. These substances donate extra electrons to free radicals and prevent them from damaging healthy cells.

- The major problem with exercise occurs when it is too extreme, causing the production of free radicals to exceed the body’s ability to produce antioxidants. This does not mean that you should shy away from all intense exercise, however, because your diet can help ward off this exercise-induced oxidative stress—a diet that includes lots of fruits and vegetables that are full of antioxidants.

- Being still and sedentary can also have a negative impact on cellular health and integrity. Sedentary lifestyles are associated with increased
cardiovascular disease, atherosclerosis, overweight/obesity, diabetes, accelerated aging, and more. Oxidative stress plays a major role in these dysfunctions. Sedentary lifestyles can lead to increased oxidative stress and vascular dysfunction.

- Leading a physically active life (but not excessively active or sedentary) will help keep our cells healthy, happy, and functioning to the best of their ability.

---

**Try This**

Try eating more omega-3 fatty acids to decrease your ratio of omega-6 to omega-3 fatty acids.

---

**Questions to Consider**

1. What is really meant by “you are what you eat”?
2. Provide an example for where specific foods you eat are used for your cellular functioning.
In this lecture, you will learn how we produce energy from the food we eat and which food choices might be best based on your activity level. Knowing how to use your energy systems to your advantage is a huge asset when wanting to change your body composition. After digesting and absorbing the food you eat, it is amazing how it is used to provide energy for everything you want to do, including changing your body composition.

Bioenergetics and Metabolism

- Bioenergetics is the process of converting the components of the foods we eat—such as carbohydrates, fats, and proteins—into a usable form of energy. Bioenergetics relates directly to your overall metabolism, which is the sum of all energy transformations that occur in your body.

- We produce energy by converting the food we eat into adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is often called the “energy currency” of the body because in a sense we “pay” for all of our biological actions with ATP.

- To release the energy from ATP, it is broken apart in a process called hydrolysis, using an enzyme called ATPase. ATP is broken apart into smaller components to produce adenosine diphosphate (ADP), a single phosphate, and energy.

- Food is eaten and eventually converted to energy (ATP), carbon dioxide, and water. And the ATP is used to produce work for all of your metabolic needs and daily activities. Heat is also produced in the process of making energy.
Essentially, you simply changed the chemical composition of the food you eat into other forms of useable energy and heat. This follows the first law of thermodynamics, which states that energy is neither created nor destroyed, but only changed in form.

ATP is the stored chemical energy that links the energy-producing and energy-requiring functions within all cells. This energy fuels all forms of biological work, such as digestion of food and muscle contractions.

Making and Replacing Stores of ATP

We have three energy systems that make and replace our stores of ATP for us. In all three systems, a phosphate group is added to an adenosine diphosphate (ADP) molecule in a process called phosphorylation to create adenosine triphosphate (ATP). That phosphate is added to ADP and then stored as ATP until the energy from ATP is needed for activities, such as exercising.

Each energy system has a specific role and works at the highest rate based on how hard or intensely you are working. Each system has a different way of providing ATP, but they are used on a continuum and overlap quite a bit.

In addition, certain parts of each of the three energy systems can also work to provide ATP in the other two energy systems. In this way, you get the most ATP out of whatever you are doing and whatever fuel source—carbohydrates, fats, or proteins—you are using to provide energy.

By understanding these energy systems, you will gain the ability to decide what to eat, or what certain nutrients may be best to support whatever you are doing. This allows you to better understand how to eat what you can use best for energy production, limit storing excess body fat, and improve success in fat loss.

The three energy-producing systems are the creatine phosphate system, the glycolytic system, and the oxidative system. All of these systems are
at work for us to provide energy, but one system is typically used more
than the others during different exercise and rest scenarios.

- The creatine phosphate system works hardest for us during maximal-
  intensity exercise. In this system, you will create ATP by first combining a
  phosphate with stored creatine, which is a combination of amino acids,
  to form creatine phosphate. Then, the enzyme creatine kinase breaks off
  the phosphate from creatine phosphate and allows it to combine with
  ADP. This forms more ATP and free creatine.

- This process is anaerobic, meaning that it occurs without oxygen. This
does not mean that you aren’t taking in oxygen by breathing; it just means
that ATP can be produced without the presence of oxygen in the cells.

- The creatine phosphate energy system works quickly but does not last
  for long; about 30 seconds is all you’ll get (depending on your fitness
  level), but it is the most rapid method to regenerate ATP.

- The second energy system is the glycolytic system, also called anaerobic
glycolysis, which relies on carbohydrates as a fuel source to make
  energy. The glycolytic system lasts longer than the creatine phosphate
  system—but probably not more than about two minutes while you
  are working hard. Once again, you produce ATP without the need for
  oxygen in your cells.

- Glycolysis is the breakdown of carbohydrates or glucose to make ATP.
  Glucose is in any type of carbohydrate that you eat or drink, such as a
  sports drink or piece of bread. Once the glucose is in your blood, you
  need to get it into your cells to break it down to either make ATP or
  store it as glycogen for later use.

- You can use stored glycogen or the glucose from food that you’ve
  recently eaten to make ATP. In both cases, you first need to get the
  glucose into your cells. There is an elaborate system of proteins called
  GLUT transporters that assist with this. The glycolytic energy system is
  one you rely on a lot during any kind of physical activity.
The third energy system is the oxidative system, which relies on carbohydrates, fats, and in some cases protein to provide ATP. The oxidative system is the long and slow system, which kicks in after about 90 seconds to 2 minutes of activity and can last almost indefinitely—as long as the intensity of activity is low to moderate. It's aerobic, unlike the other two energy systems, so it uses oxygen.

The oxidative system is active for most of your day: while sitting at a computer, walking around, and even just watching television. Carbohydrates and fats are the primary fuel sources used to provide ATP in the oxidative system, but this system can also metabolize some protein for energy production. This does not typically happen, though, unless someone has been exercising for a very long time (longer than two to three hours) or for someone who has not eaten in a long time.

You never only use fat or only use carbohydrates. The reality is that the fuel used to provide ATP in this energy system is typically a combination of fuels and not an all-or-none kind of action.

Fitness and the Respiratory Exchange Ratio

The fitter you are, the better you become at using fat as a fuel source. Also, the fitter you are, the better you are at saving your stored glucose or glycogen until you really need it—such as when you pick up the intensity of your exercise. This is just one more reason to consider adding physical activity into your daily lifestyle: It will impact the fuel you use all day long.

As you exercise and your training status increases, you can increase the number of mitochondria that you have in the cells of the muscles at work. This is called mitochondrial density, and you want it to be high. The mitochondria are the organelles within your cells that help you produce large amounts of ATP, so it makes sense that the more exercise you put into your lifestyle, the better you are at making energy.
Another benefit is that you can increase the number of capillaries, or small blood vessels, you have to bring blood, oxygen, and other nutrients to working muscles. This is called capillary density, which you also want to be high.

Additionally, with exercise training, you actually increase the activity of enzymes called lipases that increase fat breakdown. Exercise also increases the hormones that are used to help initiate this breakdown.

By making exercise a part of your life, you increase your body’s ability to effectively use fuels. You decrease your reliance on carbohydrates and use more fat for fuel, regardless of what you are doing all day. This means that at rest and during exercise, you are burning a greater amount of fat. Over time, this will impact your body composition.

The fat that is used to make ATP can come from stored fat tissue, such as the fat around your waist and hips, or from dietary fat that you’ve eaten. You even have fat stored in your muscles to use for energy; this type of fat is called intramuscular triglyceride (IMTG).
Interestingly, you’ll find IMTGs in both very fit people and also out-of-shape people. But how these storage depots of fat are utilized is extremely different between the fit and unfit. For the out-of-shape people, these intramuscular fat stores can do harm and alter the proper cell signaling that should occur in response to various hormones. But in physically active people, the intramuscular fats tend to be used as an energy source, sparing glycogen and increasing fat use for activity.

So, while both fat and carbohydrates will be used in the oxidative system, the amount of fat used compared to how much carbohydrate used is highly dependent on a number of key factors, including when you last ate, when you last exercised, how fit you are, and what hormones are circulating in your blood.

The human body is amazing and adjusts to what you eat by burning more of that type of nutrient. This ability to shift easily from one fuel source to another based on the circumstance is called metabolic flexibility.

In a lab setting, we can determine which fuel source (fat or carbohydrate) you are using by measuring the amounts of carbon dioxide and oxygen in your breath at rest or during exercise. The ratio of carbon dioxide produced to oxygen consumed is called the respiratory exchange ratio (RER). When burning 100 percent fat for fuel, your RER is equal to 0.7, but when burning 100 percent carbohydrate for energy, your RER is 1.

Basically, the faster and harder you go, the greater percent of carbohydrate that will be used to make energy, or ATP. But there will always be a mix of carbohydrates, fats, and some proteins used to produce ATP. The more metabolically flexible you are, the better you will be at using all the energy sources at the exact right moment.
Try This

Aim to change your food intake and carbohydrate intake based on your activity level each day.

Questions to Consider

1. If you like to walk as your primary form of physical activity, what fuel are you most likely to use to provide energy? What source of food might you want to consider eating more of? Less of?

2. What activities might the first energy system, the creatine phosphate system, be used for in your typical daily routine?

3. How will understanding nutrient bioenergetics impact the choices you will make while trying to improve body composition?
In this lecture, you will learn why carbohydrates—fruit, pasta, whole grains, corn, peas, and breads—don’t have to be scary or off-limits. You will also learn how carbohydrates impact your body composition and health, why there might be certain carbohydrates to eat at certain times of the day, and how exercise fits into the puzzle. In the end, you will have a firm grasp of the many types of carbohydrates that exist, how and why they might impact your body composition differently, and when you can eat a high-carbohydrate meal with less fear of storing it as fat.

Glucose and Ketosis

- Glucose is the preferred fuel source by your brain and nervous system, as opposed to protein or fat. The body needs glucose for some actions, and it is estimated that we make about 50 grams of glucose per day in a process called gluconeogenesis. This amount is quite low, and for people who are physically active and like to exercise, the amount of carbohydrate needed will likely be more.

- The current acceptable macronutrient distribution range from the Institute of Medicine for carbohydrate is between 45 and 65 percent of your total calorie intake, with no less than 130 grams of carbohydrate per day to meet our basic physiological needs. Because 1 gram of carbohydrate yields 4 calories, you will need roughly 500 calories per day from carbohydrates just to meet minimal needs.

- However, more and more research is showing that we might be able to consume far less than 130 grams per day as long as dietary fat and protein are increased in the diet.
Fortunately, when you eat very little carbohydrate, you can still function from the production of ketones, which are simply a by-product of excess fat breakdown as a result of a low-carbohydrate diet. This excess fat breakdown is called ketosis.

Recently, ketone use for energy has been the topic of much research and debate. Some experts support nutritional ketosis for weight loss and health. Nutritional ketosis is induced when a person is put on a low-carbohydrate diet to encourage the breakdown of excess fat. Other experts recommend the traditional model of a higher-carbohydrate, low-fat diet for weight management and health.

The research is clear that some glucose is required for life, and even more is likely needed if you decide to become extremely active. However, most scientists agree that the United States is an “over-carbed” nation. They recommend that steps be taken to identify which carbohydrates are best to eat at what times during the day to provide the best health and performance benefits and to minimize negative changes to body composition.

How active you are, what size you are, and what your specific goals are will dictate how much carbohydrate you should have in your diet.

Of the three macronutrients (carbohydrates, fats, and proteins), carbohydrates are traditionally thought of as the most important fuel for exercise, particularly during high-intensity exercise.

The carbohydrate foods that we eat can range from quite simple, like sugar, to more complex forms, like starches and fibers. This ultimately determines how quickly we digest, absorb, and use them to fuel our activity or store them as fat in our muscles, liver, or fat tissue.
Types of Carbohydrates

- We classify carbohydrates by their structure, from simplest to most complex. These include monosaccharides, disaccharides, oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides.

- In all of these types of carbohydrates, the term “saccharide” means “sugar.” The prefixes “mono-,” “di-,” “oligo-,” and “poly-” refer to how many sugars are linked together—1, 2, 3 to 9, and 10 or more, respectively.

- The length of the carbohydrate chain is one factor that determines the rate of carbohydrate breakdown. The shorter the chain, the faster this rate becomes. In terms of overall health, you want a slower rate of breakdown to avoid any large variations in blood sugar and insulin concentrations. Insulin is one hormone that is responsible for inhibiting our ability to use fat as a fuel.

- Another interesting factor that determines the rate of carbohydrate breakdown is the shape of the carbohydrate. Starch, which is
carbohydrate from plant sources, can have two basic forms: amylose (a straight, long chain molecule that is digested slowly) and amylopectin (which is highly branched and rapidly digested). Glycogen is also highly branched and is the form of carbohydrate that we store in our bodies.

- In the context of body composition, we typically just think about the carbohydrates we eat as something that either makes us fat or doesn’t. However, we also have to remember that carbohydrates provide us with fuel to ultimately produce energy, especially when we try to exercise at a high intensity.

- Another source of carbohydrate that has clear health and body composition benefits is fiber. Dietary fibers are from plants and are not digested or absorbed by humans, so having these in your diet will slow the rate of carbohydrate digestion, which is usually a good thing.

- Dietary fibers are found in foods like bananas, oatmeal, beans, whole grains, and dark leafy greens.

- Fiber might help you feel more satiated or full for a longer period of time, lower your blood cholesterol and fat levels, and improve overall gut health. That means you might eat less by including fiber in your meals.

**Digestion**

- The process of carbohydrate breakdown starts in your mouth with an enzyme called salivary amylase. It breaks the long sugars apart into smaller units to be absorbed. These small simple carbohydrates move through the cell lining of the small intestine and into the blood in capillaries that lead to the portal vein.

- The portal vein takes blood to the liver, and the liver takes what glucose it needs for its own energy requirements and also what it needs to store as glycogen.
The remaining glucose continues to circulate in the blood. No matter what carbohydrate you eat, ultimately it will be in your blood as glucose because your body favors glucose for production of energy, or ATP.

The fructose you eat is stored as liver glycogen, and once the liver stores all the glycogen it needs from fructose, fructose then serves to increase fat synthesis. Clearly, this might not be the best thing for overall health.

The end result of carbohydrate breakdown is glucose being directed into circulation and ultimately to the cells that need it throughout your body.

Glycemic Index, Glycemic Load, and Insulin Index

There is a limit to how much glucose the body can use, and when those uses are met, the body responds by storing the energy in other forms, such as fat.

The glucose in your blood is used by cells to produce energy, especially by your nervous system and red blood cells.

Glucose can be stored as glycogen for later use, or the fat cells can remove glucose from the blood to form glycerol that is needed for triglyceride, or fat, storage.

Our bodies work best for us when blood glucose remains at a constant level without large fluctuations throughout the day. To a large extent, blood glucose levels can determine our mood and energy levels.

When blood sugar is elevated for a prolonged period of time, numerous detrimental health and body composition outcomes may occur, particularly for people who are hypo- or hyperglycemic. The good thing is that we have an index that tells us how quickly a food you eat will raise your blood glucose levels: the glycemic index.

By knowing the glycemic index of common foods that you eat, you will have an idea of what your blood glucose response will be after you
eat that food. The higher your blood glucose, the higher the hormone insulin is in your blood.

- Insulin is highly involved with the storage of carbohydrates in your cells. Insulin also blunts fat burning in most cases. It plays a critical role in this important function of balancing blood glucose levels.

- If you have high insulin levels for a prolonged period of time, losing fat will likely be much more difficult to do. High levels of insulin also might interfere with your ability to achieve optimal health and performance.

- Foods like bread, pastries, and bagels have a high glycemic index and therefore spike your blood sugar. On the other hand, foods like apples, cherries, beans, and nuts tend to have a much lower glycemic index.

- The glycemic index provides a snapshot of good information but needs to be balanced with some other basic nutrition principles. One mechanism that has been developed to overcome some of the shortcomings of the glycemic index is called the glycemic load.

- The glycemic load is the glycemic index of a particular food multiplied by the actual amount of food that you eat. Similar to a high glycemic index, a high glycemic load of a carbohydrate food means that your blood glucose values will increase quickly.

- This glucose response is used to predict what should happen to insulin levels. The problem is that there is not always a direct correlation between a high glycemic index or a high glycemic load food with a high insulin response.

- For this reason, research from *The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition* has provided an insulin index of common foods. So, rather than eating and measuring how high glucose gets in your blood, we would measure how high insulin gets in response to specific foods.
The glycemic index, glycemic load, and insulin index are useful tools, but other methods for choosing carbohydrates should also be considered. Ideally, we need a way to monitor the carbohydrates that we eat so that they serve the greatest benefit to us while also minimizing any negative impact to our body composition and health.

**Balancing Blood Glucose**

- Lower-glycemic-index, lower-glycemic-load, and lower-insulin-index foods have the best potential to improve your body composition, keep you healthy, and avoid large spikes in blood glucose and insulin.

- On the other hand, many prepackaged foods and other refined carbohydrates will quickly get into your bloodstream and over time have the greatest chance for causing some negative health consequences, including insulin resistance, where your body has to produce more and more insulin just to have the same effect it normally should have.

- So, unprocessed carbohydrates like vegetables, which are high in fiber and nutrient density, should be the staple of your carbohydrate intake, compared to overly processed carbohydrates and added sugars. Eating this way regularly should improve your fiber and micronutrient intake and increase your feeling of fullness, or satiety, for a longer period of time after eating.

- Another step in keeping blood glucose levels balanced is to exercise. At the end of exercise, your body is primed to store glucose as glycogen. Additionally, the exercise has increased your body’s insulin sensitivity, meaning that you are more responsive to less of this powerful hormone. Theoretically, then, the best time to consume any carbohydrate-heavy meals would be after vigorous exercise, because you are metabolically prepared to handle them best at that point.
Try This

Aim to eat your most starchy meal of the day, such as pasta, after your hardest workouts.

Questions to Consider

1. What sources of carbohydrate in your diet would be best for optimizing your body composition?
2. How many added sugars do you eat on a typical day?
This lecture focuses on the many different valuable and necessary physiological roles that fat has in the human body. While fat has been maligned as the nutrition “bad guy” for a long time, there is new evidence indicating that eating fat is likely not all that bad for health or body composition, as long as fat intake is not combined with high sugar/refined carbohydrate intake; fat is consumed in a more balanced manner between saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fats; and total calorie intake remains aligned with your nutritional and body composition goals.

What Is Fat?

- Just as carbohydrates are composed of monosaccharides linked together, fats are composed of fatty acids. This is the simplest form of fat. And fat goes by a few names. You might hear about fat as a lipid or even a phospholipid. All of these are considered fats, and in general, they are all composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, just like carbohydrates.

- However, the carbon chain in fats is much longer than the carbon chain in a carbohydrate. This longer carbon chain is a unique feature of fats and plays a pivotal role in energy production. All fats also contain nine calories per gram, making them the macronutrient that provides more calories per gram than any carbohydrate or protein, which both provide only four calories per gram.

- Fatty acids are found in the food you eat. There are two types of fatty acids that you’ve heard of already: saturated fatty acids and unsaturated fatty acids.
Fatty acids vary by the length of their carbon-to-carbon chain and the number of hydrogen atoms that surround the carbon chain. That’s the definition of saturated or unsaturated fat: They are either saturated with hydrogens or not.

When fatty acids are joined together, you get a triglyceride. Triglycerides are lipids with three fatty acids that are attached to a glycerol backbone. Triglycerides are the major storage form of fat in the body and the major form of fat in your diet.

On a food label, you will often see saturated and unsaturated fats highlighted. You might also see monounsaturated, polyunsaturated, and trans fats listed.

Saturated fats are saturated with hydrogens and have no double bonds in the carbon chain. These fats—like animal fats in meat and butter—are usually solid at room temperature.

When saturated fats are the predominant source of fat in the diet or just eaten in excess, they have been associated with increased blood levels of total cholesterol. And high cholesterol levels have been correlated in some research to increased risk of heart disease.

However, new research questions the common recommendation that we need to lower our saturated fat intake from our diets.

Some experts now suggest that high saturated fat in combination with high intake of sugar and other processed carbohydrates might be the real problem for our health and body composition. In fact, saturated fat might be less of a problem than originally thought, as long as carbohydrate intake is not excessive and a balanced fat intake is in place.

A balance of fat intake occurs when unsaturated fats are also in your diet. Unsaturated fats contain one or more double bonds along the carbon chain, meaning that, unlike saturated fat, they are not completely saturated with hydrogen molecules.
There are two types of unsaturated fats: monounsaturated fats and polyunsaturated fats. Monounsaturated fats have only one unsaturated bond (also called a double bond), while polyunsaturated fats have more than one unsaturated (double) bond.

An easy way to identify an unsaturated fat is that it is typically in liquid form at room temperature. But if unsaturated fats are chilled or refrigerated, they will solidify.

Examples of monounsaturated fat include olive oil, canola oil, peanut oil, and sesame oil. You will also find monounsaturated fats in foods like avocados, peanut butter, and many nuts and seeds.

The polyunsaturated fats are also known as essential fatty acids, meaning that they are essential to eat because our bodies cannot make them naturally. Many foods have a mix of fat types, but some examples of polyunsaturated fats include soybean oil, canola oil, flax, tofu, soybeans, and fatty fish like salmon.
Polyunsaturated fats include both omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids. These essential fatty acids are needed for immune function, vision, and cell membrane integrity, among other things.

Omega-6, Omega-3, and Trans Fat

Omega-6 fatty acids ultimately produce compounds that are involved with inflammation, blood vessel constriction, and immunity. All of these functions are important, and it’s critical that they are well controlled.

Because omega-6 fats lead to inflammation when taken at high levels, they are known as pro-inflammatory agents. Eating too many foods with omega-6 fatty acids, such as heated vegetable oils and many boxed and packaged grocery items, can compromise health and optimal body composition, especially when not balanced with other types of fats, such as omega-3 fatty acids.

Omega-3 fatty acids are beneficial for health, due to their anti-inflammatory effects and effects on decreasing blood clot formation. Some omega-3 fatty acids keep cells less rigid and more fluid. In doing so, they promote blood vessel dilation, which lowers blood pressure and can decrease instances of heart attacks.

Omega-3 fatty acid consumption can also lower blood concentrations of triglycerides, cut the chances of rheumatoid arthritis, and even reduce some behavioral disorders. Some data even shows that low omega-3 intake is associated with both poor memory and mood disorders.

Because omega-3 fatty acids essentially have the opposite role of omega-6 fatty acids, a balanced intake of omega-6 and omega-3 will be needed for optimal health and physical function.

Americans tend to have very high omega-6 fatty acid consumption in comparison to omega-3 fatty acids in the diet. This is a problem because a high ratio is reported to promote things like cardiovascular disease, cancer, and inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. But a higher intake
of omega-3 fatty acids seems to have the opposite effect and reduce the likelihood of cardiovascular disease, cancer, and inflammatory disorders.

- If you can’t lower your omega-6 intake, then be sure to reduce the gap in the ratio by eating more omega-3 fatty acids. For optimal health, decrease the amount of omega-6 fats that you eat and increase the amount of omega-3 fats that you eat.

- The other type of fat is trans fat. Trans fats are often in the media, and legislation in the United States to completely ban trans fats from restaurants has been a big issue.

- Trans fat is made in an industrial manufacturing process that adds hydrogen to previously liquid vegetable oil, making it a solid at room temperature. The fat is essentially artificially hydrogenated.

- This is done to give foods a longer shelf life and might make certain foods taste better. Many restaurants will use partially hydrogenated vegetable oils to deep-fry foods because the oil does not need to be changed as frequently as other types of oils, resulting in a cost savings.

- Many foods contain trans fats, including many baked goods, fried foods, potato chips, and margarine. A diet high in trans fats might increase your “bad,” or LDL, cholesterol and decrease your “good,” or HDL, cholesterol. It might also be associated with your risk of developing heart disease. But some trans fat occurs naturally in food, so it is not entirely avoidable.

**How Much Fat Should You Eat?**

- Opinions vary when it comes to how much of each type of fat you should eat. The American Heart Association recommends that, for good health, the majority of the fats that you eat should be monounsaturated or polyunsaturated, rather than saturated fats and trans fats.
Others recommend eating about one-third of each type of fat—saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fats—that includes a balance of omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids.

The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommends fat intake between 20 and 35 percent of your total calorie intake and recommends that saturated fat make up no more than 10 percent of these calories. They also recommend replacing “solid fats” with oils when possible and limiting foods with trans fats or hydrogenated oils as much as possible. The guidelines also recommend eating less than 300 milligrams of dietary cholesterol per day.

Fat is the most energy-dense macronutrient that we eat, because one gram of fat yields nine calories. Many people don’t need to seek out additional fat to eat when considering total fat eaten per day, because fat is usually in many of the foods that we eat normally.

However, research is showing that it might be useful to make an effort to eat more high-quality fats in your diet, such as nuts, seeds,
avocados, and fish. These foods provide a nice variety of saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fats. And because fats help you feel full, these foods can be used to help reduce the total number of calories that you consume in a day.

**Burning Fat**

- Fat provides the most abundant source of energy that we have. It fuels your body at rest and during activity that is light to moderate in intensity. During this type of exercise, a muscle’s main source of fat supply is your fat (or adipose) tissue.

- Muscles can also rely on fat that is stored inside of the muscle called intramuscular triglycerides (IMTG). The amount of IMTG used during exercise or activity will vary with fitness level. The more fit you are, the more fat you use.

- This is a great adaptation to exercise. With fat stored in your muscle, it is already located where it needs to be so that it can be used as energy. The amount of IMTG will also vary with the intensity and duration of exercise, where longer and slower activity will rely more on fat use than short and fast activity.

- To use fat as a fuel during exercise, your body needs to be able to break down stored triglyceride into free fatty acids to make ATP for energy. The intensity of the exercise will determine if fat will be used during exercise. The more intense the exercise, the less your body will be able to utilize the fat stores, and vice versa.

- Fat oxidation (or burning) is regulated in part by how much glucose you have in your blood. So, eating lots of carbohydrates will increase blood glucose and decrease the breakdown of stored body fat (which is called lipolysis) and fat’s use (or oxidation) for energy.

- But fat oxidation is enhanced by exercise training. This occurs because exercise training can increase the number of mitochondria you have, as
well as the capillary density. The increase in mitochondria will help the body process the fat at a higher volume, and the increase in capillary density will help increase the blood flow and oxygen delivery to the exercising muscle, which is required to burn fat.

Another interesting aspect of fat burning is the differences we see between men and women. Recently, it was reported that fat use relative to total body muscle mass was higher in women than in men. In general, women also tend to have a higher fat oxidation than men during exercise of low to moderate intensity. But women and men alike need to exercise to use fat and to eat in the best possible way to support fat use and optimal health.

**Try This**

Add at least two servings of fatty fish to your diet each week or begin to use a high-quality fish oil supplement.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What types of fat do you normally eat? What is in your kitchen now?
2. Does eating fat make you fat?
Protein’s Critical Role in Body Composition

Eating more protein might be the best nutritional strategy to manage body composition, given its influence on metabolism, satiety, and even maintenance of muscle mass. And the impact of a high-protein diet when combined with an exercise program can provide even better results for improving our metabolism and body composition. In this lecture, you will learn how protein does all of these positive things in our bodies and how you can use it to improve your body composition.

Protein and Metabolism

- In terms of our body composition, eating protein can help boost your metabolism. In fact, there are a number of foods and supplements that are thought to boost your resting metabolic rate. But exercise and nutrition research suggests that you can do that by including more protein in your diet and by eating lean protein with every meal—such as chicken, turkey breast, fish, and lean beef. Plant protein sources—such as beans, legumes, some grains, and tofu—can be incorporated as well.

- This strategy can be controversial, but much of the current research supports the fact that protein should make up about 20 to 30 percent of your diet. This is higher than the 10 to 15 percent that has been traditionally recommended.

- This recommendation applies to healthy individuals free from kidney disease (because protein could be an added stress to someone with diseased kidneys). Protein is especially important when trying to lose weight.
Protein Functions

- Similar to carbohydrates and fats, proteins contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, but proteins also have a nitrogen molecule attached to their structure. It is this nitrogen found in protein that distinguishes it from the other macronutrients.

- Proteins are composed of amino acids that are linked together by peptide bonds. Twenty different amino acids exist, and they can all combine in unique ways to make new and different proteins in our bodies.

- But because so many different types of foods can provide you with protein, how can you tell if a specific protein or protein food is good-quality protein? One way to tell is by knowing the biological value of the protein. The higher the biological value of a protein, the higher its quality.
There are two types of proteins: essential and nonessential. They are either essential to include in our diets because our bodies don’t make them, or they are nonessential because our bodies make them from other proteins, so we don’t need to worry about eating them. There are 11 nonessential and 9 essential amino acids.

Essential amino acids are the ones we tend to worry about the most. When proteins contain all of the essential amino acids, they are called “complete” proteins and have a high biological value. These proteins are typically from animal sources and include meat, poultry, fish, eggs, milk, and cheese.

When food does not have all of the essential amino acids, they are called “incomplete” proteins and have a low biological value. These are lower-quality proteins that are missing at least one of the essential amino acids. A diet made up of incomplete proteins might eventually lead to protein malnutrition. Examples of incomplete proteins are usually found in plants, grains, nuts, and vegetables.

Classifying the amino acids like this is probably most important for people who do not eat animal products. This is because animal meats contain all of the essential amino acids, but plant products generally do not. This means that one or more of the amino acids will be missing, which could mean that you won’t be able to make certain products that your body needs.

The good news is that most people don’t eat only one source of plant food. And by combining various types of incomplete proteins, you can make up for any amino acids that were missing in your diet. This is called eating complementary proteins. The most common example of this is to eat rice and beans together.

One exception is soy, which is a plant product that does contain all of the essential amino acids, making it a complete protein.
Of the 9 essential amino acids, three are important because they are branched-chain amino acids, which can provide some fuel during long bouts of exercise or when we go long periods of time between eating. They might also help improve body composition.

The three branched-chain amino acids are leucine, isoleucine, and valine. These amino acids have a “branched” side chain that distinguishes them from other amino acids.

If you work out, consuming branched-chain amino acids might be beneficial in preventing muscle damage or helping repair damaged muscle tissue. This means that you might be less sore and uncomfortable after moderate to strenuous exercise if protein—such as milk, yogurt, or a protein shake—is consumed beforehand.

With regard to body composition, leucine gets the most attention of the three because it is considered to be the “trigger” to start muscle protein synthesis. In fact, research suggests that you not only want to eat some protein at each meal, but that you might also want to make sure that you are getting roughly two to three grams of leucine in the protein foods that you eat.

Over the past 5 to 10 years, there has been a huge increase in scientific papers that support using protein or amino acids to prevent the loss of muscle as a result of aging or extreme exercise. The scientific literature has repeatedly shown that a higher-protein diet helps with fat loss and improves body composition.

Nitrogen Balance

Some amino acids, such as the branched-chain amino acids and alanine, can be used to make ATP in your energy systems. In this way, it is estimated that protein contributes as much as 10 to 15 percent of your energy supply during intense prolonged exercise.
One common way to use amino acids for energy is to convert them to glucose in a process called the glucose-alanine cycle. This is one way to produce new glucose from non-carbohydrate sources, which is known as gluconeogenesis. This is how the amino acid alanine contributes to energy production.

Research shows that the more oxygen a person consumes, such as when breathing heavily from exercise, the greater the amount of leucine she or he uses as a fuel source.

In the process of eating protein, using it to make other proteins, and using it for energy, proteins are constantly being broken down (or metabolized) and built back up (or synthesized). This process is called protein turnover, and it is a never-ending process, which is why we must eat a sufficient amount of protein in our diets, particularly when we exercise a lot.

Nitrogen is the part of protein that distinguishes it from carbohydrates and fat on a chemical level. In the lab, we can measure nitrogen balance, which is the balance between nitrogen intake and nitrogen output. Protein foods can be analyzed for their nitrogen content, and this will take care of the “nitrogen in” part of the nitrogen balance equation. Doctors can then analyze nitrogen from body outputs, including urine, feces, sweat, skin, and hair.

When nitrogen intake is higher than output, you are in a positive nitrogen balance. In this scenario, you would likely be “anabolic” and in a muscle growth mode. If you are trying to maintain or build muscle mass, or lose fat, you want to be in a positive nitrogen balance.

When nitrogen intake is less than nitrogen output, you are in negative nitrogen balance. In this case, you would likely be sacrificing muscle to support your protein needs. This occurs during very long and intense workouts, if you don’t eat for very long periods of time, or during the normal process of aging—if you don’t pay attention to how much protein you eat.
States of positive and negative nitrogen balance are drastically different and are both very important to your overall body composition.

Factors that might affect nitrogen balance include protein quality and total calorie intake. High-quality animal proteins, such as eggs and dairy products, are best because of their amino acid content and high digestibility—that is, they are easy to digest and absorb.

Plant proteins have lower digestibility—meaning that they are more difficult to digest and absorb and are low in some essential amino acids. In fact, a common recommendation for vegetarians is to increase protein intake by about 10 percent, just to account for this.

**Exercise and Protein Needs**

The amount of protein in your diet can make a difference to overall body composition and health, but protein needs can change based on how much and what type of exercise you do.

Endurance and resistance exercise can use or burn a lot of calories. This fact alone would require more protein in your diet, but exercise also puts a lot of strain on your body’s protein stores.

Protein breakdown increases when you exercise hard, and protein intake at an optimal level is required to maintain or improve muscle mass. Ultimately, you have the best chance at maintaining or improving muscle mass by choosing a diet with high rather than adequate protein levels.

**Metabolism and Energy Balance**

There are three major components of total daily energy expenditure: resting metabolic rate, the thermic effect of activity, and the thermic effect of food. The largest percent of total daily energy expenditure belongs to our resting metabolic rate—close to 75 percent.
Your metabolism tends to slow as you age. The overall decrease in metabolism is only about one to three percent during the aging process, which really isn’t much and can be offset with a few simple nutrition or exercise strategies—one of which might be eating more protein.

How does eating more protein help us adjust to a slowing metabolism? Your body digests a certain percentage of the macronutrients we eat—protein, carbohydrates, and fat—and protein is the least digested, because your body cannot oxidize, or burn, the nitrogen in protein sources of food.

In essence, your body works hard to digest and absorb protein, and this is probably why eating protein gives you the largest increase in metabolism when eating it. This is called the thermic effect of food. A
number of research studies have been designed to measure metabolism after a meal containing protein versus fat versus carbohydrate, and the majority of these indicate that the greatest increase in metabolism comes after eating protein.

- In addition to the increase in metabolism we get from eating protein, it also makes us feel the most satiated after eating it. Here, the research is also clear: Low protein intake is linked to increased feelings of hunger and desire to eat again, while increased protein intake is linked to decreased feelings of hunger and less desire to eat again.

- Even without exercise, research is showing that adding protein to the diet of overweight (but otherwise healthy) people can help improve body composition.

How Much Protein Do You Need?

- The standard recommendation for protein is 0.8 grams per kilogram (0.36 grams per pound) of body weight per day, but we need more to have an optimal body composition response. The most recent research tells us we should be consuming up to about double the current recommendation.

- Most women can aim for about one palm-sized portion of protein every time you eat. Most men can aim for two palm-sized portions of protein at each meal. This will, surprisingly, come close to your optimal needs for protein without having to count and weigh everything you eat.

- These guidelines should be discussed with a qualified professional to get specific recommendations. You want information that best suits your lifestyle and health status.
Try This

Make sure you make protein a priority with every meal.

Questions to Consider

1. How much protein do you need to add to your diet to meet the “new” research recommendations?

2. What food sources of protein are in your diet, and which ones do you want to add to your diet? Why?
How much protein should you eat? In this lecture, you will learn about the amounts, timing, and type of protein that you might need to consume to lose body fat while maintaining muscle mass—even with a low-calorie diet. You will also learn about muscle growth and breakdown and how, as you grow older, you will need even more protein to support what is happening to your body. In general, diets that are higher than typically recommended in protein are safe and are an effective tool for improving body composition.

The Amount of Protein You Eat

- Many people still think that eating protein will somehow automatically add muscle and make them bigger. This is just not accurate—or gaining muscle would be much easier.

- When people start a diet or purposefully eat less food, one of the major risks is losing muscle mass. You’ll lose body weight, but you might also lose a lot of muscle. And that, of course, is a problem because having muscle helps you burn calories, stay active, and be healthy.

- The research to date says that you can preserve muscle mass and decrease fat mass even with severe caloric restriction.

- The ability to maintain muscle while losing fat is one way to rescue our resting metabolism so that it doesn’t drop too drastically. This means that you just increased your ability to fight weight regain, or putting all of the weight back on, as is typical after the diet stops or changes.
Changing Body Composition through Diet and Exercise

- When lowering your calorie intake in an attempt to lose body fat, you increase your chances of success by increasing, not decreasing, protein in your diet.

- During calorie restriction, a shift to increase the number of calories you get from protein—which would replace many of the calories you get from carbohydrates and fats—will improve body composition. Even supplementing with milk has been shown to improve body composition when trying to lose weight.

- In terms of recommended amounts, it looks like about two times the recommended dietary allowances can cover most of your bases. That would be about 1.6 grams per kilogram of body weight, or 0.72 grams of protein per pound.

Aging and Anabolic Resistance

- Research shows that people who add more protein to their diets tend to improve their body composition, particularly when exercise is also included. But what about the massive amounts of muscle that we risk losing as we age?

- If you don’t work to keep your muscle mass, you will lose muscle mass every decade after about 30 years old. The health implications and your ability to just move around depend on keeping some of your muscle mass.

- When we talk about muscle protein balance, it is important to talk about both the synthesis part, which is known as anabolism (or muscle growth), and the degradation part, known as catabolism (or muscle breakdown). If synthesis matches degradation, you would not gain or lose any muscle. If, however, degradation is greater than synthesis, you would be losing muscle.

- Additionally, certain changes occur that make it more difficult for an older adult to use protein to build or maintain muscle mass. The body
actually starts to resist anabolism, or growth, with age. This process has been coined “anabolic resistance.”

- Interestingly, even after consuming an amount of protein that is known to increase muscle protein synthesis, the synthesis response is lower in older adults compared to younger adults. So, even though you hear about a specific protein intake—such as 0.8 grams per kilogram of body mass per day—that is recommended to avoid disease states or muscle wasting, it is much too low to actually optimally improve body composition, especially as you age.

- If you are 20 years old and you eat or drink about 20 to 25 grams of protein following a workout, you will likely maximize your immediate ability to make new muscle proteins. But you need almost twice this amount (that is, about 40 grams) after exercise when you are older to have the same result as seen in younger people. It is probably quite variable at what age this occurs, but you might consider increasing your after-exercise protein intake after about age 40.
A recent scientific review paper pointed out a number of reasons for why this anabolic resistance might occur as we age, including decreased digestion and absorption of protein, decreased ability for your muscles to absorb amino acids, and decreased anabolic signaling once the protein is eaten.

This anabolic resistance in older, healthy adults can be overcome with a higher intake of dietary protein. The entire process for muscle repair, maintenance, and growth is blunted as we age. You might just need an extra push—such as more protein—to have the response you want.

How much protein should you be consuming to keep your muscle protein synthesis high? One study gave healthy older men 10, 20, or 35 grams of whey protein and found that absorption and muscle protein synthesis was greater with 35 grams compared to 10 and 20 grams.

It looks like there is some sort of anabolic threshold when we talk about protein intake that simply rises as we get older, and that threshold needs to be met to stimulate a response.

An increased protein intake seems to have a long-term effect, as well. Research has shown that more protein in older people help them maintain their muscle mass better than lower protein intake. Overall, if you are an older adult, every time you eat, think about including a lean protein source of food.

Recommendations for Protein Consumption

Unfortunately, the recommendations for daily protein consumption vary across organizations. The American College of Sports Medicine recommends 10 to 35 percent of your total calorie intake to come from protein—which equates to about 200 to 700 calories in a standard 2,000-calorie diet. They also recommend increasing protein intake to 1 gram per kilogram of body weight around age 50 and increasing even further in active older individuals.
But if you are very active, then how much do you need? The International Society of Sports Nutrition recommends 1.4 to 2 grams of protein per kilogram of body weight for active individuals to improve training adaptations to exercise. This is strongly endorsed by the most current research.

Other leading international organizations, such as the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism, recommend somewhere between 1 and 1.7 grams of protein per kilogram of body weight, depending on your activity level and health status. Overall, recommendations are beginning to increase.

Frequency of Eating and Nighttime Eating

The concept of when we eat and at what frequency we should eat is called nutrient timing.

When do you want to eat? If you like breakfast or a late-night snack, then eating at those times will probably help you stick to the plan. However, the food you pick to eat at those times will make the difference in how your body ultimately stores the energy.

MYTH
Too Much Protein Is Harmful

A myth about eating too much protein is that it will cause your kidneys to shut down, but this is incorrect. There is a lot of research support for a higher-protein diet; studies show no evidence of kidney disease resulting from eating more protein.

On a high-protein diet, your kidneys do perform more work to handle the protein. However, increased action does not equal damage. This is because—like all of our other bodily functions—the kidneys are very good at adapting.

Overall, there is no overwhelming evidence that says that protein harms the body, but anything in excess can potentially be damaging.
How should your daily protein needs be split up over a day for the best results? Eating about 20 grams of protein per meal, spaced evenly throughout the day, is commonly recommended. The research here is mixed, though.

Unfortunately, research shows that older individuals typically consume 8 grams of protein at breakfast, 12 grams of protein at lunch, and a maximum of 40 grams of protein at dinner. This type of spread of protein is considered protein back-loading. It is very common, but for optimal results, it seems that the dose of protein should be spaced a bit more evenly throughout the day, to stimulate muscle protein synthesis.

In overweight and obese older individuals, evenly spaced protein stimulates muscle protein synthesis significantly more effectively than this back-loaded practice. Interestingly, when resistance training is added, muscle protein synthesis normalizes no matter how the protein is eaten. Back-loaded or not, resistance training improves how we respond to eating.

If you simply don’t like eating frequently, you can also have great results by eating less frequently. You just need to be sure that when you do eat, you’re eating nutrient-dense foods and getting high-quality protein in those foods.

Another time of day that people often want to eat is before bed. It might actually be good for you to eat a small protein snack or drink a protein shake before bed.

When young and older men were given 40 grams of casein protein before bed, their muscle protein synthesis was significantly higher overnight than when they drank a no-calorie drink, regardless of their age.

How do other macronutrients and other forms of protein—besides casein—eaten or consumed before bed affect metabolism and health? In one study, the effect of a nighttime snack on next-day resting metabolic rate was influenced by the sex, age, and fitness level of the person.
What about the effect of nighttime eating on body composition? The first study to look at 12 weeks of nighttime eating before sleep and exercise training found that by simply drinking a protein shake before sleep, muscle size was improved, and so was strength.

It looks like very small, 150-calorie protein drinks before bed might actually be advisable, rather than something to avoid, but much more research is needed in this area.

**Protein Powders**

It can be difficult to eat a lot of high-protein meals. It just makes you feel very full. So, an easy way to add extra protein is in the form of protein powders. There are many types of protein powders on the market.

There are many forms of protein. Whey protein isolate is considered the purest form of protein. Hydrolyzed whey protein isolate is the most expensive because of the purity and the processes involved to make it. Whey protein concentrate has less filtering and therefore more natural carbohydrates and fats from milk, making the protein content lower in most cases—about 35 to 80 percent protein.

Two other very common sources and types of protein powders are casein, also from milk, and soy protein. Although these proteins also increase muscle protein synthesis, whey is usually considered best for improving muscle protein synthesis, especially post-workout. This is because of whey’s higher leucine content—the essential branched-chain amino acid that contributes the most to muscle protein synthesis.

Casein and soy are good options, though, for people who just don’t like whey, for those who want something that is slower digesting (casein), or for vegetarians (soy).

Many other sources also exist, such as hemp, pea, and even bug proteins, but less research exists on those.
Milk is also an acceptable source of protein and has been found to increase lean body mass more than soy protein after 12 weeks of a resistance-training program. But milk also has both carbohydrates and fat in it.

What do you look for on the label of a supplement? You want the highest percent of protein per scoop. You ideally want a powder with more than 80 percent protein in each scoop.

Take caution, though, when reading the labels on protein powders. Many powders have added proteins that our body cannot use toward building muscle—even if they contribute to the total nitrogen content. Some examples of protein fillers are l-glycine and l-taurine. Supplement companies cleverly market these fillers to make them look like they will help you, but they probably won’t.

Overall, protein powders can be a great, convenient way to increase protein intake, and most of them taste great. You can’t beat the great effects on body composition with the addition of this supplement to your diet.
Try This

Experiment with protein powders to find one that makes it convenient for you to take in enough protein to optimize your body composition.

Questions to Consider

1. What myths were busted in this lecture?
2. What foods do you eat that contribute to your daily protein needs?
Critical Micronutrients and Water

In this lecture, you will learn about what vitamins and minerals are, some specific roles that vitamins and minerals have in your body, what foods make up good sources of some of the major micronutrients, and how to recognize both deficiencies and overloading toxicities that can occur with specific micronutrients. To achieve balance, you should aim to add more nutrient-dense foods like vegetables, fruits, and whole grains to your diet; stay active; and take a multivitamin.

Vitamins

- Micronutrients include both vitamins and minerals. They do not directly provide energy but play a big role in energy production. Micronutrients are needed only in small quantities, so even small fluctuations of higher or lower intake can have a large impact on body composition, health, and performance.

- Vitamins serve many important functions in our bodies and are involved in digestion, absorption, energy production, antioxidant purposes, and growth. They are regulators in numerous metabolic reactions that release energy from food or help with energy transfer to produce ATP, the energy currency of our bodies.

- Vitamins are termed “organic compounds” because they contain carbon, just like all three of the macronutrients: carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. Vitamins also act as cofactors and coenzymes, which are required for various interactions in our metabolic pathways.
For a compound to be considered a vitamin, almost all textbooks will define them as follows.

- Vitamins are natural components of foods, usually present in very small amounts.
- Vitamins are essential for normal physiological function.
- Vitamins, when absent from the diet, will cause a specific deficiency in that particular vitamin.

This means that you must get vitamins from the food you eat.

Vitamins are classified as either fat-soluble or water-soluble, depending on whether they dissolve in fat or water. Fat-soluble vitamins include vitamins A, D, E, and K. The body absorbs them from the gastrointestinal tract and stores them in the liver, fatty tissues, and parts of your cells that contain fat, such as the cell membrane.

Fat-soluble vitamins move in your blood bound to dietary fat. This means that if fat is not part of your diet, you will likely have suboptimal fat absorption and might be set up for a fat-soluble vitamin deficiency. Fat-soluble vitamins are not readily excreted and are stored in your fat cells and liver.

Water-soluble vitamins include the B vitamins and vitamin C. These vitamins are also absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and must be transported in the blood with what are called carrier proteins.

Water-soluble vitamins are not stored in large amounts in the body because body water turnover is so constant. They are also easily excreted through urine and a little bit through your sweat. Because they are so easily excreted and not stored, a daily intake of less than 50 percent of any of the water-soluble vitamins can lead to deficiency in about four weeks.

This means that if you are missing an entire food group, such as carbohydrates or fats (which can easily happen if you follow a fad diet), it would be fairly easy to be deficient in some vitamins.
Both deficiencies and toxicities are possible with vitamins. A deficiency is not enough; a toxicity is too much.

Toxicity is not likely to occur from food alone; it’s more common when people are taking supplements. So, don’t take more than the recommended dose of whatever supplements you choose to take, and talk to a professional about what you are taking and how much.

Both deficiencies and toxicities are more likely with certain vitamins and minerals than others. Fat-soluble vitamins are stored more efficiently in the body (there is less fat turnover compared to water turnover). Vitamin A toxicity is the most common form of fat-soluble vitamin toxicity, because it can occur when intake exceeds just two times the needed recommendations.

When vitamin A accumulates in the liver, you can have both acute and more chronic outcomes. Headache, rashes, visual changes, bone pain, skin cracking, mouth ulcers, yellowing of the skin, nausea, and vomiting are acute outcomes that may occur. Chronic toxicity can even lead to liver damage.
Although there is a word of caution about foods containing vitamin A, you should not be afraid to consume them. Just be aware of how much vitamin A you are consuming.

Water-soluble vitamins, on the other hand, are much less likely to lead to toxicity, but it could occur from overconsumption of niacin, B₆, and vitamin C. Toxicities are far less common from whole-food choices than from supplements, such as multivitamins.

A number of things can impact our overall vitamin needs, such as exercise, stress, aging, sex, and medications. Micronutrient needs will vary from person to person, and a one-size-fits-all approach is not possible.

Another interesting note about vitamins is that their status in foods can change just by how you store food and cook food. Poor storage and preparation of food can result in a decreased vitamin content in your food.

Things like excessive cooking and exposure to light, heat, air, and water can all lower the vitamin content of foods. Generally, it is best to consume food soon after harvest or buy foods that have been frozen quickly after harvest. The sooner that a fresh fruit or vegetable is frozen, the more vitamin content that will be preserved.

Minerals

Minerals are inorganic molecules (meaning molecules without carbon). Like vitamins, they are essential—in very small amounts—and they must be included in our diets because we don’t make them naturally.

Similar to vitamins, minerals also serve many different regulatory functions in our bodies. They work as cofactors, meaning that they assist enzymes in energy transformation, contribute to production of other cells and enzymes, and help form red blood cells and bones. Minerals are involved in nerve impulses, body growth and development, water balance, muscle movement, and metabolism.
Electrolytes are minerals that keep our nervous system firing properly. They are electrically charged particles that most commonly include calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, and chloride. They help with establishing the electrochemical gradient across cells, which is necessary for proper nerve communication.

Electrolytes also assist with muscle contraction and modulate fluid exchange within the body’s fluid compartments. That means that the electrolyte minerals play a big role in how we store water and where we store water. In this way, they influence our body composition and our body’s water content quite a bit.

Because we need minerals in very small amounts, it is even more critical not to underestimate the value they have for our bodies.

The two types of minerals are major minerals (also called macrominerals) and trace minerals (also called microminerals). The major minerals include calcium, phosphorus, sodium, and magnesium, and they are required in amounts greater than 100 milligrams per day.

Trace minerals, on the other hand, include minerals like selenium, iron, and zinc. These are required in amounts less than 100 milligrams per day, and typically even less than 15 milligrams per day.

Ingestion of a mineral-containing food does not necessarily translate to 100 percent absorption of the mineral. This concept is called mineral bioavailability. In other words, even though you consume food with minerals, there are several factors that can affect how much of this mineral is actually absorbed from the gut to the blood stream.

In general, there are four factors involved in mineral bioavailability.
1. The type of food that contains the minerals. Typically, animal sources have a better bioavailability of minerals than plant sources.
2. Mineral-to-mineral interactions. Because minerals tend to move through similar receptors in the gastrointestinal tract, high amounts of one mineral may inhibit, or slow down, absorption of another mineral.
3. **Vitamin-mineral interactions.** A positive interaction example is that vitamin C intake improves iron absorption. A dietician will have additional information about foods you can pair to optimize your supplementation strategies for minerals.

4. **Fiber-mineral interaction.** Fiber can bind to minerals and block or slow their absorption. Typically, our dietary fiber comes from plant sources (this is another reason that animal sources might often be superior in terms of mineral bioavailability).

- Consider the food’s nutrient density, or how many nutrients it has, compared to its calorie content when you purchase food to eat.

**Phytochemicals**

- Another component of nutrition that is often considered along with micronutrients is phytochemicals, which are biologically active compounds found in plants that provide zero calories or direct energy but can influence your overall health. Currently, only a few of an extensive list of known phytochemicals have been studied.

- Phytochemicals have numerous roles but are most often linked to disease prevention. They can function as antioxidants that reduce damage caused by reactive oxygen species, can have hormonelike actions, and can even be considered metabolic boosters.

**Food Sources versus Dietary Supplements**

- Most experts will recommend getting most of your micronutrients from food sources instead of dietary supplements. Research shows that vitamins and minerals from whole foods might have more health benefits than getting the same micronutrients from a supplement.

- Although the reason why is not entirely understood, it is thought that the different types of nutrients in whole foods might interact in a synergistic manner that results in the greater absorption of combined micronutrients than when those micronutrients are taken as a separate
supplement or with a combined multivitamin. Also, there seem to be nutrients that just can’t be reproduced in dietary supplements.

- Some research also shows that single-nutrient supplements can have adverse effects—such as a higher risk of toxicity or possibly just a nutrient-nutrient interaction that might unfavorably impact nutrient absorption—even though intentions were good.

- So, a diet that includes all the macronutrients from whole foods is most likely the best option, and the best place to start, to get the best micronutrient content out of your food. In addition, you’ll likely get other active compounds, such as phytonutrients, by eating a diet consisting mostly of whole foods.

- The problem is that many people don’t eat enough variety of nutrient-dense whole foods in their day-to-day eating. Instead, whole foods get replaced by heavily processed foods for a majority of meals and snacks.
Over time, nutrient deficiencies can come about by relying solely or mostly on these processed and easily accessed foods. Although many processed foods are appealing and convenient, it is probably a good idea to limit them as much as we can.

A low-quality diet can lead to nutrient deficiencies, and deficiencies can lead not only to more than just poor health, but they have also been linked to a greater risk of becoming obese. In addition, if you throw deficiency issues on top of hard exercise training, which can also lead to a greater need for certain nutrients, you could be at a huge risk for deficiency.

Given the prevalence of these vitamin and mineral deficiencies, should you take a vitamin and mineral supplement? It depends. Quite a few people would benefit from taking a multivitamin/multimineral supplement. However, supplementation will not fix a broken diet. Work for a highly nutritious diet first, and then simply use supplements to supplement that diet.

Also, the recommended intakes for vitamins and minerals were established to only prevent against any deficiencies. They don’t consider the achievement of optimal health or body composition.

To determine if supplementation might help you, think about how many times you eat per day, what quality of food you generally eat, what

---

**The Importance of Water**

Water is essential for optimal health and body composition, but many people walk around with less-than-adequate hydration levels. In addition to keeping you hydrated, water helps transport all of the nutrients in your body and helps move metabolic waste products out of your body. Water also plays a huge part in the regulation of body temperature, particularly with exercise.

Aim for about 8 to 10 cups, or about 2 liters, of water per day in addition to eating plenty of fruits and vegetables, which are loaded with water.
medications you take, and how much exercise you do on a daily basis. Then, discuss these factors and concerns with your doctor to decide what is right for you.

### Try This

Practice drinking 8 to 10 cups of water per day and monitor your urine color.

### Questions to Consider

1. What are the main reasons for vitamins and minerals in the body?
2. What does the research say about micronutrient deficiencies in the United States?
Food Labeling and Nutritional Choices

What are the rules that we should follow in the grocery store? How can we decipher a food label and know what we’re looking for? What can we identify as important for improving body composition, recovery, or optimal aging? There is no perfect formula, magic food group, or even cursed aisle in the supermarket. Rather, there are bad options, better options, and the best options. In this lecture, you will learn how much food to consume each day, what your dietary intake should look like, and how to interpret each section of the Nutrition Facts label.

How Much Food Should You Eat?

- How much food should you eat? It depends on who you are, how old you are, how big or small you are, how much muscle you have, what your sex is, and what goals you have. These basic indicators will dictate the energy requirements of your body in general.

- At different stages in our lives, we have different energy demands—that is, different amounts of calories that we need to live optimally. For example, a child is constantly growing and developing until the onset of puberty. In comparison to their size, a child will likely require more calories than an adult while they are growing so fast.

- A larger person—in terms of body size, not fat mass—is going to require more absolute energy each day than a smaller person, assuming equal activity levels.

- Men tend to be larger than women. Therefore, based on the previous principle of body size alone, men will often require greater calorie intake than women. However, a second factor is that, on average, men will have
more muscle mass than women. Muscle tissue is highly metabolically active and demands a high energy intake—to keep us moving.

- Your relative activity level also determines how much food you need to eat every day. If you exercise a lot, you will probably need more food to refuel and recover. But there are also times when you would not want to replenish your energy stores completely.

- The food you require depends on your goals. Are you trying to lose weight? Or are you trying to put on 5 pounds (2.27 kilograms) of muscle mass? In both of these cases, total caloric intake will be different, and so will the components of that caloric intake.

- Another area we cannot ignore is genetics. For example, do you have a tendency to gain weight or lose weight easily, and what does your family look like? Answers to these questions are important. However, even a lousy or a fantastic genetic predisposition must be massaged by the other factors that we can control.

- On nutrition labels, certain nutrients are “based on a 2,000-calorie diet.” Not everyone eats a 2,000-calorie diet; this just reflects the caloric intake of an average-sized person to maintain weight and serves as a basic starting point for most people. The percentages listed on the Nutrition Facts label must be adjusted case by case.

**Are All Calories Created Equal?**

- Is a calorie just a calorie, regardless of if it’s 200 calories of pizza or 200 calories of broccoli? If you consumed primarily calories from simple sugars each day, you might not gain any weight overall, but you would be missing a ton of the nutrients that your body requires to function well, and over time, this would alter your body composition and health for the worse.

- Importantly, the readout on your scale probably won’t change—and you might go on thinking that all is well—but internally the story
could be much different. Chances are good that you would develop compromised metabolic, immune, and inflammatory function that, at best, would not allow you to function optimally and, at worst, could lead to serious conditions, such as blood glucose and lipid abnormalities and possibly chronic disease.

- While we need to be aware of the number of calories we eat, it is probably more important to worry about the quality of those calories. Essentially, eating nutrient-dense foods provides much more bang for your buck. In fact, you often have to eat quite a bit of the quality foods to meet your calorie needs—so you really can eat more and weigh less.

### Nutritional Information Labels

- The first thing to look for on a nutritional label is the serving size, located in the top-left corner of the label. The serving size is important because this is the portion that all the nutritional information is based on. If you choose to eat more or less than the serving size listed, your nutritional intake will also be higher or lower for all nutrients.

- Next, examine the total number of calories for the given serving size, located at the top of the label. This gives you an idea of how much this product is going to contribute to your entire day’s intake. Even though the quantity of calories is less important than the quality of calories, at some point you need to be aware of calories and make sure that you’re not eating too many or too few to support your goals.

- Just below where the total calories are listed is the list of nutrients provided per serving, including total fat and types of fat, cholesterol, sodium, carbohydrates and sugars, and protein. All the values are given in grams and also as a percent daily value, which provides consumers with a general estimate of how much this serving of this particular food will contribute to overall recommendations for each nutrient each day based on a 2,000-calorie diet.
At the bottom of the food label are the amounts of certain vitamins and minerals, such as vitamin A and C, calcium, and iron. This gives you a better idea of the nutrient density of the food you choose to eat. You should choose higher values of these nutrients paired with a lower-calorie amount on the label.

The food label is typically paired with a list of ingredients contained in the product. The higher up on the list, the greater relative amount of the ingredient in the food. The first item listed has the greatest relative amount in the food. You want to see more “natural” or unprocessed ingredients toward the beginning of the list.

It’s a good idea to choose foods with as few ingredients as possible to have a better idea of how processed the food is. Today, almost everything is processed to some degree—this is usually for food safety—so choose foods that are as minimally processed as you can.

The food label—specifically, the ingredients list—is also great if you need to identify anything that could trigger a known allergy. If you are unsure about a food or a name on the label, it’s better to stick with the motto of “when in doubt, leave it out.”
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration proposed a change to the label. The new label was proposed to identify a few things.

- Serving sizes are listed bigger and bolder; they are also updated to reflect more realistic serving sizes.
- The calories will be listed in a larger font.
- Added sugars must be listed on the label.
- There will be other small changes to reflect current nutrition and food science.

**Food Labels: Making Good Decisions**

Knowing the food label language will only help you make more consistently good decisions for what to buy and eat if you take a little time to look at the label and interpret whether the food has the nutritional makeup and quality to meet your goals.

You should also have an idea of what the recommended ranges are for you to try and eat of each nutrient based on things like your age, weight, and sex. But keep in mind that current science continues to update the recommendations that you should follow.

Let’s go through a food label and consider some very general rules of thumb.

- Make sure to get the right amount of protein in your diet. Determine your protein needs based on factors like age, sex, and your goals. Most people will fall somewhere between 1 and 1.5 grams of protein per kilogram of body mass for protein needs. Then, read the Nutrition Facts label to see how much protein you are eating with each meal. Add up the grams of protein and multiply by 4—the conversion factor for protein grams to protein calories.
- Use the Nutrition Facts label to look at your carbohydrate intake. Try to limit the amount of simple sugars you eat or drink, and choose more complex starches instead—foods like vegetables and whole grains, which usually have more fiber, too.
On the food label, compare the total carbohydrate value to the amount of sugar and fiber in the product. Is there a high amount of sugar compared to the total carbohydrate value? If so, this is probably a simple carbohydrate that should be limited. A food that has a high amount of fiber and low amount of sugar compared to the total carbohydrate in the product is probably the better day-to-day option.

Some recent research shows that we might be able to better choose our carbohydrates based on the ratio of carbohydrates to fiber (in grams per serving) that are listed on the Nutrition Facts label. If the ratio is greater than 10:1 for carbohydrates to fiber, the recommendation is to avoid this food. If the ratio is less than 10:1, it is likely a good choice, and if the ratio is less than 5:1, it is a great choice.

Try to identify the whole grains or oats as the first ingredient on the ingredients list at the bottom of the label for carbohydrate foods. A range of 45 to 65 percent of carbohydrate intake in your total diet is typically recommended. For body composition purposes, much of the current research indicates that the lower end of this spectrum is likely a good thing. This means smart carbohydrate choices (as with all the nutrients) at each meal.

Although there’s no gram-per-day recommendation for fat, the U.S. Department of Agriculture provides a general range based on percentage of your total dietary intake, including about 20 to 35 percent of your total calories coming from fats. But new research shows that many people successfully eat more fat than this and still improve body composition and health.

A better way to consider fats is by types of fats. Choosing a good mix of polyunsaturated, monounsaturated, and saturated fats is a good idea. Also, limiting omega-6 fatty acids from excessive intake of vegetable oils and premade dressings and increasing intake of omega-3 fatty acids (from fish, nuts, and seeds) is another good idea overall.

As of January 2006, trans fats have been required to be on the Nutrition Facts label. These rarely occur naturally and are considered the really bad guys. They’re known as lethal because
not only do they increase bad cholesterol, but they also decrease good cholesterol and are directly related to heart disease risk. Try to avoid foods high in trans fats.

- For fat calories, you need to multiply fat grams by 9, not 4, as you do for both protein and carbohydrates. This means that fat has the highest calorie count per gram of the macronutrients.
- Besides the protein, carbohydrates, and fat, also consider the sodium and cholesterol content of foods if you know that you have a negative family or personal disease history with these nutrients. Otherwise, new research indicates far less concern than originally thought.
- Also, look at the amount of micronutrients in your food, including vitamins and minerals. A few will be listed on your food label. It is best to aim for 100 percent of the micronutrients in your daily diet from all meals and supplements.

**Try This**

Read Nutrition Facts labels for sugar content and aim to reduce the amount of added sugars in your overall diet.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What sources of fat are dominant in your diet?
2. How much added sugar do you get in your typical daily diet?
Nutrient Timing and Frequency

The purpose of this lecture is to discuss the different components of nutrient timing—specifically, pre-exercise, during-exercise, and postexercise nutrition—and to shed some light on which tactics seem to work best for body composition and performance. Keep in mind that although common recommendations exist, nutrition is very individualized. Overall, make sure that you are getting adequate carbohydrates, fats, protein, and micronutrients throughout the day to fuel your lifestyle, and understand that this might differ drastically from person to person. Then, try some timing strategies to see if they work for you.

Nutrient Timing

- Timing when to eat our meals around exercise is important for many reasons. We need energy to fuel our workouts—perhaps multiple bouts in one day—but at the same time, we don’t want to eat too much or too close to a training session or we might experience gastrointestinal issues that could make us feel terrible and ruin our workout.

- Nutrient timing is an overarching idea that encompasses a variety of strategies that might be directed toward performance, recovery from strenuous exercise, improving body composition, or a combination of all three.

Pre-Exercise Nutrition

- You need fuel and energy to exercise. Your body needs at least some fuel in the tank to perform optimally. Glycogen, which is the storage form of carbohydrates in the body, is the main fuel source during moderate to vigorous exercise, so it stands to reason that carbohydrates are an important pre-exercise nutrient.
These energy stores are sometimes the limiting factor in exercise, and running out can be the cause for running out of fuel in many long-distance exercises—essentially, your tank is empty. Thus, it is recommended that consuming carbohydrates prior to exercise (referred to as “carb loading”) will fill up the tank. But how much you need depends on what your purpose is and what level of activity you are doing.

Many leading sports nutritionists instruct IRONMAN athletes—who swim 2.4 miles, bike 112 miles, and then run 26.2 miles—to increase their carbohydrate consumption to about 70 percent of their diet 5 to 7 days before a competition by adding things like oatmeal, rice, pasta, and bread to almost every meal.

Frankly, the details of optimal pre-exercise nutritional strategies are less important to the average person. That’s not to say that pre-exercise nutrition is not important—it certainly is—but simply getting in some good nutrient sources with carbohydrates and protein, ideally 3 to 4 hours before exercise, is all you should concentrate on.

Be conscious of the total calories that you are taking in and burning during exercise so that you don’t end up overeating, adding too much to your total caloric intake, and ultimately hurting your body composition or performance goals.

Many people prefer to work out in the morning before eating breakfast. If that is you, and you like that, go for it. But if you work out for more than 90 minutes, or at a vigorous intensity, you might consider fueling up a little and see how it makes you feel.

During-Exercise Nutrition

A common misconception is that you need sugar-filled sports drinks to rehydrate, no matter what type of exercise you are doing. If you are exercising for less than 60 to 90 minutes, all you really need is about a cup of water to keep you hydrated—no extra calories needed.
If you are participating in long-distance or time-consuming endurance events like marathons, then you certainly need to replenish your body with additional calories during exercise, and sports drinks are a great way to do this.

For endurance exercise of longer than 60 to 90 minutes, general recommendations for athletes are to take in between 30 and 60 grams of carbohydrates per hour during exercise to extend endurance performance.

This is a wide range because everybody is different. It is a trial-and-error process to find which fueling strategy works best for you based on what your goals are. If you can only tolerate the lower end of the 30- to 60-gram range, that doesn’t mean that you are a worse athlete. Additionally, your stomach—just like your muscles—can be trained to tolerate more.

This emphasis on eating carbohydrate during exercise becomes even more important if you have not carb loaded, not consumed pre-exercise meals, or have restricted energy intake for weight loss.
What type of carbohydrates should you eat before and during exercise? The common recommendation is to eat fast-digesting, or high-glycemic-index, carbohydrates during exercise. These include foods and drinks like sports beverages, premade gels, and whole foods like bread, jelly, and fruit.

One note of caution is that high-fructose products (such as some sports drinks) and foods (such as a lot of actual fruit) can lead to upset stomach and diarrhea. Most sports drinks have a combination of fructose and glucose, and you need to experiment with them to see what works for you.

In addition to protein prior to exercise, protein during exercise is important. Decades of research has shown that a carbohydrate-and-protein mix improves performance and lengthens time to exhaustion during endurance exercise when compared to just carbohydrates alone. These studies have all used sports drinks that include carbohydrates and protein.

The general recommendation for resistance training—because you should be doing a combination of both cardio work and resistance training—is that you include both carbohydrates and protein. The media pushes protein and resistance training so much that many people think that you only need protein during resistance training, but carbohydrates are also important.

Consuming carbohydrate in combination with protein will provide the most benefits during resistance exercise, and we’ve seen this in the research for endurance exercise, too. You’ll optimize muscle glycogen, encourage better results, and help repair muscles by using a beverage that contains both carbohydrate and protein.

**Postexercise Nutrition**

The postexercise period is widely considered the most critical part of nutrient timing. Theoretically, consuming the proper ratio of nutrients immediately following exercise can initiate the rebuilding of damaged
This entire concept of consuming nutrients immediately after exercise for maximal gains is often referred to as the “window of opportunity” or your “anabolic window.” Generally, this anabolic window is considered to be within 30 and 60 minutes after your workout.

The following are some general recommendations for replenishing your fuel stores after exercise.

- The first issue is your rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis, or how quickly you can restock your stored glucose in your muscles and liver after you depleted them during exercise. Eating carbohydrates within 30 minutes of finishing your exercise seems to result in a greater rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis than if you delay eating carbohydrates by just 2 hours.
- Some studies have suggested up to 1.5 grams of carbohydrates per kilogram of body weight after a workout. But far less than this amount of carbohydrates will have a beneficial result for glycogen resynthesis.
- Immediately after exercise, you should aim for a higher-glycemic-index carbohydrate source, such as a bagel, a muffin, pasta, or cereal. Some research shows that a beverage with glucose and fructose might take advantage of certain sugar transporters and allow for the best rate of glycogen resynthesis.
- The research also shows that adding protein to your carbohydrates after your workout might help further increase glycogen storage and also increase muscle protein synthesis. The ratio of 3 to 4 grams of carbohydrate per 1 gram of protein in the post-workout meal is the general recommendation for these benefits to occur.

While there is scientific evidence to support the idea of an anabolic window, it appears as if it is not as important as we originally thought.

For athletes who are competing extremely hard and are performing two or more workouts per day, this window is very important to maximize
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Muscle glycogen resynthesis and protein synthesis so that they can begin the recovery process as soon as possible. They need to train or compete within just a few hours.

However, for most individuals, while this window still exists, it is not necessary to change your habits to take advantage of it, but doing so might optimize your results. Unless you exercise again within a few hours, you should probably shift your focus more to the total amount of protein and carbohydrate you eat over the course of the day as opposed to hitting that window. For improvements in body composition, it is key to understand your total daily needs.

Meal Frequency

The information on how often you should eat, called meal frequency, is all over the place. Some suggest three meals per day while others suggest six, and some even suggest below and above these recommendations.

Research suggests that just by increasing protein and eating more frequently, you can improve your body composition, improve satiety, and boost metabolism. But if it’s not high in protein, consuming three versus six meals per day doesn’t seem to matter.

In other words, you can eat several small meals each day or you can eat the traditional three big meals each day, and there’s almost no physiological difference. Just decide what you like and what fits your life.

Eating frequently might help with optimizing some aspects of performance, body composition, and health, but it is likely overemphasized in many people. Eating frequently might keep you from being over-hungry and gorging at the next meal, but you have to get to know your eating patterns and habits to see if it will work for your lifestyle.
Try This

Try eating six smaller but protein-rich meals per day to see if it works for your lifestyle and goals.

Questions to Consider

1. What will you change with regard to your nutrient timing based on the information from this lecture?
2. Is there a specific food type and timing that is right for you?
Nighttime Eating

For a long time, it was believed that eating late in the night before going to sleep was bad for your health and would automatically make you gain fat. But emerging research has shown that small, protein-type beverages consumed before sleep might have a number of advantages—particularly when paired with a dynamic exercise program. After this lecture, you will have a better understanding of nighttime eating and why many people thought it was off-limits. You will also learn how eating protein at night, particularly before bed, can potentially impact body composition and overall health.

Eating before Bed: Research and Physiology

- We all have a circadian clock, or circadian timing system, that is like an internal clock that regulates our physiology with our daily behaviors and surrounding environment. For many of us, our typical circadian clock keeps us awake and active during the daytime hours and less active during the evening and night hours.

- Our circadian clock adjusts our physiology to coincide with these typical periods of activity and rest throughout the day. Because many of us are less active in the evening and late-night hours, our clock is programmed to slow our internal system down at those times, too.

- But does a less active system at night translate to fat gain if you eat at night? It depends. The food we consume essentially has two fates: It’s either stored for later use or burned for energy (oxidation). Because our biological clock slows things down at night, it seems obvious that any food we eat at night will more likely be stored rather than burned during this time. So, this might be strike one against eating at night.
When you eat carbohydrates, for example, they are broken down into smaller components, like glucose, that enter your blood. In response to the glucose, insulin is secreted from your pancreas to get the glucose into your cells. This effectively lowers blood glucose back to “normal.”

A potential strike two against eating at night is that research shows that for the same amount of glucose, greater amounts of insulin are required to remove it from the blood during the night as compared to the day. More insulin produced means more storage at night.

If nighttime eating is not done often, there is likely no problem. But if repeated over time, chronically high insulin can lead to desensitization of the insulin receptors and possibly to future problems with glucose control.
Research has also shown that the energy cost of digesting and processing your food—that is, the thermic effect of food—decreases at night. That means that if you eat the same exact meal for breakfast as you do for dinner, you’ll have lower energy expenditure in the evening.

We also know that we do not feel as full when we eat food toward the later part of the day, so there’s a chance that we’ll eat more. In addition, it takes longer for food eaten later in the day to be emptied from the stomach and into the intestines during this time.

So, our physiology at night favors storage when we eat toward the later part of the day. This might not be ideal for body composition. Based on this information, could nighttime be the wrong time to eat? Is there a wrong time of day for people to eat if they want to maintain or lose fat?

While some of the research done in this area has been focused on specific groups of people—such as night-shift workers and people with night eating syndrome who ate late at night—and there is also controversy with what defines nighttime eating, the takeaway message is not controversial: If you consume the majority of your food in the evening and night hours as opposed to during the daytime hours and in excess of your energy needs, then you will likely have some unfavorable changes in your body composition.

But many of us eat our food at various intervals throughout the day and not primarily at one point of the day or another. Also, most people sleep during the night and work during the day.

So, one way that researchers define nighttime eating, or presleep eating, is simply taking in an additional snack after dinner and before going to bed.

It might just be a matter of knowing what our best food choices are if we want to eat at night. We know that large portions are not ideal, but what about low-calorie, nutrient-dense options? What about protein?
Consuming Protein before Bed: Active People

- Many athletes and bodybuilders typically consume protein before bed, but are they reaping any benefits? For very active people, the rationale for consuming protein before bed is the belief that it would keep you anabolic overnight and promote muscle growth or repair.

- Remember that “anabolic” means promoting a metabolic environment to stimulate, in this case, muscle building. The idea is that perhaps, over the long term, this continual anabolic state could lead to increases in muscle recovery and performance. Eating protein before bed to keep muscle growth continuing overnight might give you a competitive edge or allow you to recover better.

- Whey protein is a very common supplement used by athletes and everyday gym-goers. However, casein protein, which makes up 80 percent of the protein in milk, has been highlighted as the best to be consumed before sleep due to its slow release from the stomach.

- Casein is found in higher concentrations in foods like cottage cheese and Greek yogurt. The theory is that this allows for prolonged anabolism or, at least, less muscle breakdown overnight while you are sleeping.

- It wasn’t until 2012 that research-based evidence on the impact of consuming casein protein before bed was available. Professor Luc Van Loon and his research team in the Netherlands were the first to show us that consuming casein protein before bed increases muscle protein synthesis overnight. The studies demonstrated a few new things: We can digest and absorb protein at night, and we can increase muscle protein synthesis while sleeping.

- In a follow-up study, Professor Van Loon’s group was able to show true improvements in body composition when protein was consumed at night during a 12-week resistance exercise program. This shows us that specifically eating protein at night before bed can increase muscle mass in the long term.
Furthermore, research has shown that providing casein, whey, or carbohydrates within 30 minutes of going to bed led to greater resting energy expenditure (so burning more calories) in physically active men the next morning—compared to the lower resting energy expenditure when the men were given a placebo at night before bed.

Research has also found that fat burning was better when fit young men drank either a placebo or a casein protein shake compared to when they were given whey protein or carbohydrates.

This shows that the subjects who drank a placebo, which had no calories, and those who drank about 150 calories of casein protein both responded with a nice fat-oxidation or fat-burning response. This was a better response than provided by drinking whey protein or carbohydrates.

Taken together, this information tells us that if you are an active individual or athlete, consuming something before bed is better than going to bed on an empty stomach if you want to maximize your calorie-burning potential. It also suggests that casein may be better than whey, because casein seems to increase muscle growth overnight, and may promote a greater fat utilization.

Consuming Protein before Bed: Overweight and Obese People

Drinking small amounts of protein before bed seems to be beneficial for active people, but what about for overweight and obese people? Remember that the main reason to avoid nighttime eating was because we were told that it would make us store calories rather than burn them—that is, gain fat. But is this the case when you eat specifically after dinner and before sleep and you eat only a small portion?

To answer this, researchers provided a small, low-calorie protein-and-carbohydrate snack (in the form of cereal and milk) to overweight and obese people 90 minutes after dinner. This was opposed to the typical high-calorie, high-fat meals that they were used to eating at night. They did this every day for four weeks.
They found that the people who ate the cereal at night before sleep (which was about 130 calories of food) ended up lowering the total number of calories that they ate all day long on average over the four-week study. This led them to lose body weight in this study.

Just knowing that you are “allowed” to eat again later in the evening might stop you from taking bigger servings or going for seconds at your other meals. Still, this was the only study to see nighttime feeding in a positive light for people who were not active or fit.

What would happen if the nighttime snack were a low-calorie protein beverage (of about 150 to 160 calories) instead of the protein plus carb cereal snack?

Researchers gave one of three beverages—casein protein, whey protein, or a carbohydrate drink—to overweight and obese people within 30 minutes of going to bed and found that the participants felt
fuller and had less desire to eat the next morning regardless of what they consumed (protein or carbohydrates).

Perhaps this was beneficial in terms of reducing total calorie intake the next day, similar to the cereal study. But because the study was only one night long and researchers didn’t measure how much food participants ate for breakfast or if they ate less overall as a result of nighttime eating, they don’t really know if the presleep snacks had an impact on total calorie intake.

Unfortunately, researchers also found that all groups, regardless of what they consumed, had higher insulin levels the next morning compared to normal. This was not an ideal finding because obesity is already associated with insulin resistance, or a lowered ability to use the insulin that is produced.

But the obvious solution to this problem is exercise. Exercise training increases insulin sensitivity, so adding daily exercise over a longer period might stop or reverse this acute insulin resistance associated with eating before bed in overweight and obese people.

When researchers carried out nighttime feeding of protein or carbohydrates before bed with the subjects for four weeks and added three days per week of exercise training, insulin levels did not change from baseline.

In addition, the group consuming the casein beverage felt fuller at the end of the four weeks compared to the groups consuming whey and carbohydrates. This study shows a possible advantage to casein protein.

Furthermore, there were slight decreases in body fat and slight increases in lean mass in all groups, while body weight stayed the same. In other words, there was no change in body weight, but body composition was slightly better.
So, it turns out that there might be some real advantages to eating a small protein snack late at night. We also know that increasing protein in your diet is advantageous for body composition over longer studies. This nighttime addition of protein will help increase total protein intake in your day.

**Try This**

If you are hungry at night before bedtime, try having a small protein beverage or protein food.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What are some things you tend to eat before bed? What are some alternatives that you can try instead?
2. What are three reasons why you might consider eating a small protein-centric snack before bed?
Evaluating Dietary Supplements

The field of performance nutrition is extremely dynamic. There is new research coming out almost daily that can change the general consensus on any single topic. While there are many performance supplements that show no real benefit, other supplements could be quite beneficial to health, body composition, and performance, as you will learn in this lecture. In fact, some performance supplements have shown safety and efficacy for a long time and have now made their way into the clinical world to alleviate and prevent diseases.

Supplement Facts Panel

- A dietary supplement has a very long definition. Technically, they are defined as a product that is intended to supplement the diet and contains one or more of the following ingredients: a vitamin, mineral, an herb or other botanical, an amino acid that is a concentrate, a metabolite, a constituent, an extract, or a combination of any of these.

- Note that these products are not intended to replace food that is already in your diet.

- There are some differences between a conventional food label with the Nutrition Facts panel and the Supplement Facts panel.

- You’ll often see a section with a “proprietary blend” listed. This means that rather than giving specific amounts of specific ingredients, they are bunched together under “proprietary blend,” and only a single amount of all ingredients in the blend is listed. This is a list of ingredients that are part of a product formula specific to a particular manufacturer. It is their secret ingredient.
The Food and Drug Administration does not require the amount of the ingredients in the proprietary blend formula to be listed, which is where consumers tend to run into trouble with supplements. You don’t have to avoid products with a proprietary blend, but be sure to work with a sports nutritionist and your physician to see what will work best for you.

If you do see the dose listed—which many quality companies include on their labels already—it’s best to be sure that it matches what the research evidence shows actually works for humans.

Fat-Loss Supplements: Caffeine

Contrary to what you might think, some fat-burning supplements on the market actually work and are safe. Most of these supplements target fat loss in one of three ways: by increasing the fat you burn for energy, by blocking fat storage in your body, or by controlling your calorie intake by suppressing hunger. However, of all the marketed products, only a few have good research-based evidence.

The most common supplement in the fat-burning category is caffeine. In fact, caffeine is the most popularly consumed drug in the world and is found in coffee, tea, soda, and even chocolate.

Caffeine is thought to be a weight-loss supplement because it increases resting energy expenditure by 7 to 15 percent in some studies. The active compound of caffeine, called methylxanthine, acts as a heart muscle, skeletal muscle, and central nervous system stimulant. This is why you might get the jitters when you have an extra cup of coffee in the morning.

Some people need to be careful because the extra stimulation from caffeine can be too much. But this only needs to really be taken as a precaution if you have a preexisting heart condition or are extremely sensitive to caffeine. As always, check with your doctor regarding your individual health status.
Most of the studies show that to have a noticeable metabolic-increasing effect, roughly 3 to 6 milligrams of caffeine per kilogram of body mass must be consumed at one time. This equates to about 1 to 2 normal-sized servings, such as 16- to 20-ounce cups of coffee, depending on the strength of the brew.
If you don’t like drinking that much liquid, there are caffeine tablets available on the market that are pretty inexpensive and contain about 200 milligrams per pill. Just keep in mind that an excess of pretty much anything that you put into your body will likely cause problems and could even be deadly.

You can probably see how this might lead to cost and/or efficacy issues of caffeine. For fat loss, start with many of the other nutrition and exercise factors offered in this course first. Then, if you truly want to try caffeine for fat-loss purposes, it could be useful if done properly.

It is best to have caffeine 30 to 45 minutes before exercise and/or first thing in the morning before breakfast. For best results, caffeine should be taken on an empty stomach. Consuming it with food, especially carbohydrates, diminishes its effects by lowering plasma caffeine concentrations as well as delaying the time to peak caffeine concentration in your blood.

Drinking your coffee with little or no additives, such as cream, sugar, or milk, might be most helpful (not to mention lowering your overall calorie intake).

The downside to caffeine is that the effect of caffeine on weight loss is not the same for everyone. It seems to work best for younger people and for those who are more physically fit.

Also, if you consume lots of caffeine, it is thought that you become less sensitive to its fat-loss and exercise-performance effects.

A common concern that people have with caffeine is that it will cause dehydration. However, numerous studies have shown that this is a myth and that there is no evidence to support it.

**Fat-Loss Supplements: Green Tea**

Green tea has become increasingly popular in American culture over the past decade, with all kinds of products that contain green tea or green tea...
extracts. It has been used in Eastern cultures for much longer to increase mental awareness, improve digestion, regulate body temperature, act as an antioxidant, and for its antiobesity and anticancer effects.

- The active ingredient in green tea is called epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG). In some studies, EGCG has been shown to increase energy expenditure by about 4 percent and increase fat burning by 10 percent compared to a placebo.

- Interestingly, when combined with caffeine, there seems to be a synergistic effect between caffeine and EGCG, which in some studies has been shown to ramp up fat burning more than caffeine or EGCG alone.

- But don’t run to the supermarket and start buying everything with green tea just yet. To have a beneficial effect, research shows that you need to consume about 750 milligrams, or about 15 cups, per day of EGCG.

- But you don’t have to drink all of your EGCG. Many EGCG supplements are found in capsulated form, with about 400 milligrams per pill. Check with your doctor to make sure that your choices are healthy ones.

- Many teas and supplements contain both EGCG and caffeine. But even drinking decaffeinated green tea might improve body composition.

**Fat-Loss Supplements: Capsaicin**

- Capsaicin is a spice that causes the perceived “hotness” you feel when eating spicy foods. This pungent extract has been shown to increase thermogenesis and energy expenditure.

- The issue with this is that many of these studies use rats and not humans as research subjects. So, you have to be cautious about generalizing results to humans.

- The data for humans is less impressive, but body fat reductions have been reported. The issue is that there is a high rate of weight regain,
and the participants had trouble sticking to the dosage that is thought to be required for a beneficial effect.

Fat-Loss Supplements: Carnitine

- Another debatable supplement for fat loss is called carnitine, which is a fat carrier, or gatekeeper, that helps transfer fat into the mitochondria, where it gets oxidized for fuel. Logically, it makes sense to think that if you increase the amount of carnitine, then you could get more fat into the right place to burn for energy.

- Unfortunately, that is not the case in 99 percent of the research on this topic. Until more long-term studies are completed, it doesn’t appear to be worth it.
Muscle-Gain Supplements: Creatine

- The biggest player in the category of supplements that are thought to increase your muscle mass is creatine, or creatine monohydrate. Creatine is one the most popular supplements ever produced and the most thoroughly researched of any supplement.

- We produce creatine naturally in the liver and kidneys. It is stored either as free creatine or bound to a phosphate in skeletal muscle. Naturally, the creatine phosphate energy system is used to provide energy for maximal-intensity, short-duration exercise. Creatine supplies a phosphate to adenosine diphosphate to create adenosine triphosphate, or ATP—the energy we need to do everything.

- As a supplement, creatine is often used to help build muscle, improve strength and power, and increase anaerobic, short-duration exercise (i.e., power lifting or sprinting). The standard serving of creatine is 5 grams, which is equal to the amount of creatine in about 2.5 pounds of raw meat. So, it is much easier to take a small scoop of creatine versus eating an entire plate of steak.

- There are several forms of creatine on the market, but the one that has the most research support and effectiveness is creatine monohydrate. Several hundred peer-reviewed research studies have evaluated this form, and more than 70 percent of these studies show a significant improvement in exercise capacity and increases in muscle mass.

- Most experts attribute the beneficial changes to body composition and performance from creatine to the improved ability to do more quality work during exercise. But research also shows some improvements to actual cellular processes for muscle gain, too.

- And due to the repeatable success of creatine use for improving both body composition and performance, creatine is now being studied and used with great interest for use with clinical populations and in disease prevention.
Creatine has now been shown to improve muscle mass and outcomes in people with muscular dystrophy, leukemia, traumatic brain injury, and infants born with errors in normal metabolic function.

A common myth is that creatine is a steroid and will damage your kidneys. Creatine is not a steroid; it is simply the combination of three amino acids. The research shows that creatine is safe and effective among young and old, male and female, and healthy and diseased populations. In the absence of any preexisting conditions, such as kidney disease, creatine is a supplement that has consistently been shown to be beneficial.

The most common side effect reported is weight gain. However, this is probably the type that you want, because creatine increases muscle mass. Also note that some cases of gastrointestinal upset have been noted in the literature. The most common dose is 5 grams per day (about 1 tablespoon).

Muscle-Gain Supplements: Beta-Alanine

Another supplement that might help with muscle mass and performance is called beta-alanine, which has been shown to improve performance and exercise capacity as well as permit greater intensity and volume of exercise training.

Beta-alanine, which is an amino acid made in the liver, combines with another amino acid called histidine to form a new protein molecule called carnosine in the muscle. Carnosine then acts to buffer, or soak up, the acidity, or hydrogen ions, that is created during very difficult exercise.

When accumulated, hydrogen ions cause muscle pain and fatigue, so if the hydrogen ions are controlled, theoretically, you could exercise longer and/or at a higher intensity. And higher-intensity exercise for longer should help improve body composition.
Many studies support the use of beta-alanine to increase performance and body composition in both men and women. About 3 to 6 grams per day for 4 weeks can increase intramuscular carnosine and improve performance. Typically, this dose should be split up throughout the day for best results.

One side effect to note is that beta-alanine is often associated with a tingling feeling or numbness in the extremities called paresthesia. It is temporary but annoying. And not all people have this feeling, but it is reported in many of the research studies. As a result, some companies have made extended-release capsules to allow a slow release of beta-alanine, which can help reduce or diminish any of the paresthesia effects.

**Try This**

Try adding 5 grams per day of creatine monohydrate to your daily routine.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What supplements do you already take? Are there any supplements hidden in common foods or beverages that you consume?

2. What myths have been busted based on the new information you’ve learned from this lecture? What supplements do you think you would be willing to try after learning what you learned in this lecture?
Energy Balance and Weight Control

This lecture will cover the topic of energy balance and weight control. You will learn about the major components of food and exercise that might shift your energy balance to favor weight loss or weight gain. The point is to expand your understanding of how energy balance contributes to changes in body composition and health. You will also learn what situations impact your calorie burn and the common ways that you might easily fall into a positive energy balance without even knowing it.

Food Intake and Energy Expenditure

- Most people don’t track food intake or bother to read labels or weigh food items. This might not be a practical way to live your life, but it can be useful for some people, even if you just periodically check your calorie intake to keep yourself on track.

- Knowing the relationship between your food intake and energy expenditure can be extremely helpful for figuring out if you will lose weight, maintain weight, or gain weight. The quality of your food choices makes a big difference in weight loss and weight gain goals, but at some point, knowing your routine calorie intake and expenditure is a good idea, too, and often a great place to start if you want to be more active in managing your body composition.

- Many of our official dietary recommendations are based on the calorie content of foods. While this intention was good, it puts certain high-calorie but nutrient-dense foods like nuts, seeds, and eggs into a high-caution list, simply because the calorie content is high.

- We know now that these foods are actually beneficial for weight loss and prevention of weight gain when added to the diet. But when
considering only the calorie content, they mistakenly seem like a bad choice.

- Even more interesting is that foods like whole eggs are often considered in the same category of “eat sparingly” as cookies and cakes. But eggs and cookies/cake have very different impacts physiologically.

- Nevertheless, even if certain foods might be associated with weight loss or gain, calories ultimately do matter, to some extent, in your weight-management success.

- The energy balance equation is used with regard to body weight control. Energy balance simply means that the energy that you expend from normal daily energy needs (such as breathing, staying awake, digestion and absorption, and physical activity) or extra activity (such as exercise) is matched or balanced by the energy that you take in from foods and beverages.

- There are three basic conditions to be aware of with the energy balance equation: energy balance, where the food calories that you take in match the calories that you expend or burn; positive energy balance, where you eat more calories than expended (or more in than out); and negative energy balance, where more energy is expended than consumed (or more out than in).

- Theoretically, if you are in energy balance, you will not lose or gain any weight. In a positive energy balance, you will gain weight. In a negative energy balance, you will lose weight.

- Regardless of whether you’re in a positive or negative energy balance, there are numerous changes that occur to your body—cellularly, metabolically, and hormonally—to facilitate weight gain or loss.

- When we think about energy balance, we need to pay attention to how many calories we need to eat and drink to begin losing weight (or perhaps gaining weight). This is not considering the quality of calories, though.
Energy In

- How many calories do you need to cut from your diet, or what deficit do you need to create, to lose weight? How many calories will it take to lose just one pound?

- For years, textbooks and experts have asserted that one pound of fat is equivalent to 3,500 calories. So, if you aim for a reduction in one pound of fat per week by modifying your diet alone (not considering exercise), then you would simply eat 500 fewer calories per day for one week.

- If you eat 500 fewer calories per day and lose one pound per week, why not up this to a reduction of 1,000 calories per day or more from your typical diet and lose 2 or 3 pounds per week? The “more is better” mantra does not always suit us well with diet or exercise.

- If your energy deficit is more than about 1,000 calories per day, it is generally not well tolerated. This is due to many factors, but primarily when you drop your calories by too much, you will also lose muscle—which you do not want.

- Too great a calorie deficit also runs a greater risk of missing out on key nutrients, such as vitamins and minerals, and you would likely see your energy levels drop and your fatigue increase—not to mention, you’ll probably feel hungry.

- One myth that has come about from this 3,500-calorie rule is that weight will simply continue to drop at the same rate—otherwise known as a linear model of weight loss. But it turns out that this rule actually greatly overestimates weight loss, meaning that 3,500 calories might translate to less than one pound of weight loss.

- So, an update was made, and the new model for weight loss is called the thermodynamic model, or simply the dynamic model, of weight loss and takes into consideration your baseline body composition, age, height, sex, and degree of calorie restriction. This results in a
curvilinear pattern of weight loss over time rather than the traditional linear model of weight loss and is much more accurate in actual trends for weight loss.

Counting Calories

- Food contains energy that has the potential to be converted into useful work once metabolized, or broken down, by your body. That energy is measured in units called calories. So, what is a calorie, and how do we know how many calories are in each food we choose to eat?

- Technically, a calorie is a unit of heat measurement defined as the amount of energy required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water by one degree Celsius. By using this definition, you are actually describing a kilocalorie, which is the type of calorie that you see on nutrient labels.

- In reality, calories are sort of made up. You don’t really eat calories; you eat different kinds of food with different amounts of nutrients in them. However, we give foods a calorie count by burning them in a bomb calorimeter and measuring how much heat is given off.

- Each gram of carbohydrate equals 4 calories. A gram of protein also equals 4 calories, and a gram of fat equals 9 calories. When you burn 1 gram of carbohydrate, 4.18 calories are released. When you burn 1 gram of protein, 5.65 calories are released, and when you burn 1 gram of fat, 9.44 calories are released.

- These numbers can vary by the type of carbohydrate, protein, and fat that you burn, as well. And these numbers are slightly different than the 4, 4, 9 that are commonly taught in nutrition and exercise science classes.

- This is because the digestion and absorption rates of nutrients are less than 100 percent in most foods. This results in a reduced energy intake than when measured by direct calorimetry in a bomb calorimeter.
Many factors impact how many calories you actually can use in your body. Some of these might be how the food is grown, such as the soil conditions, what the animal’s diet contained, and how ripe the food was when harvested. Even how you cook or prepare the meal makes a difference.

In general, the macronutrient with the highest coefficient of digestibility is carbohydrates at 97 percent, followed by fats at 95 percent and proteins at 92 percent. There can also be variation within a food category.

So, the process of determining the calories in foods is probably more extensive than you imagined. It might also be a shock to see how inexact the process is. In fact, the calories listed on food labels are really just approximations because the data from the bomb calorimeter has a degree of variability.
Energy Out

- Just as we can measure the calories contained in certain foods, we have ways to scientifically measure the energy that you expend each day. Direct calorimetry is the most accurate way to measure your energy expenditure, but it is very expensive and highly impractical. You don’t actually go into a bomb calorimeter and ignite, but the process is similar in many ways.

- Indirect calorimetry, which measures within ± 1 percent of the direct method, is more often used in lab settings. Indirect calorimetry measures your breath—specifically the oxygen that you use and the carbon dioxide that you exhale.

- On average, about 5 calories are burned for every 1 liter of oxygen that you consume. Using this fact as well as indirect calorimetry, we can calculate how many calories you are burning and from which macronutrient.

- This is done by determining the respiratory exchange ratio, which is calculated by dividing the amount of carbon dioxide produced or exhaled by the amount of oxygen that you consume or inhale. Values range between 0.7 and 1. Even though things like hyperventilation or excessive acid buffering in the cells can skew this ratio a bit, it does give an excellent estimation of fuel use.

- By understanding how much of what type of fuel you are burning for energy, you have a good idea of energy expenditure, which you need with your calorie intake to calculate your overall energy balance and primary nutrient needs for your lifestyle. Even better, you will also have a huge advantage from knowing how the foods you eat impact this balance and, ultimately, why and how eating and exercising contribute to your body composition.

- There are also many very good metabolic equations—such as Harris-Benedict equation and the Cunningham equation—that have been developed to estimate energy expenditure. These equations are based
on many things, such as age, gender, height, weight, and daily activity levels. These formulas are an excellent place to start and give a practical estimate when used properly.

- It is important to remember that these equations are only estimations. Metabolism is constantly changing based on the needs of the individual, so it is important to reevaluate a person’s nutrition plan based on performance, body weight, and body composition over time.

**Total Daily Energy Expenditure**

- Four components contribute to your total daily energy expenditure, or all of the calories that you burn in a day.
  - Resting metabolic rate, which is the energy required to maintain the systems of your body at rest.
  - Thermic effect of food, which is the amount of energy required to digest the food you eat.
  - Thermic effect of activity, which is the energy expended doing active things, such as working around the house or doing structured exercise.
  - Non-exercise activity thermogenesis, which includes unplanned activity, such as tapping your feet or bouncing your knees.

- Of the components of our total daily energy expenditure, by far the largest is your resting metabolic rate. About 60 to 80 percent of the oxygen you consume and calories you burn goes to just keeping you alive at rest.

- Many factors influence resting metabolic rate, including age, sex, genetics, energy intake (whether fasting or fed), body size, lean body mass, body temperature or climate, caffeine or nicotine consumption, and exercise. Obviously, there are some uncontrollable characteristics that play a part in determining it.

- Huge meals with high calorie counts have a larger thermic effect of food. Protein-rich foods also have the greatest effect on increasing
calorie burn, because they are the most difficult to digest and absorb—which is one reason that added protein in the diet can be helpful for body composition.

- The amount of exercise and activity you do will determine how much of a role the thermic effect of activity and non-exercise activity thermogenesis play into your overall energy expenditure.

**Try This**

Calculate your resting metabolic rate to have an idea about your daily caloric needs.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What sources of carbohydrate in your diet would be best for optimizing your body composition?

2. How much added sugar do you think you consume in your typical daily diet?
The Caloric Cost of Exercise

This lecture will take a closer look at the ways we can expend energy and how we might use that information in our efforts to strengthen or alter our body composition. There are many different types of exercise that can help you reach your goals—from small adjustments, such as taking the stairs at work, walking around more, and perhaps getting a standup desk if you have a desk job, to full-blown structured exercise plans. As you will learn, the body needs a combination of proper fueling and exercise to optimize its potential.

The Caloric Cost of Exercise

- If you want to manipulate your body composition, it is important to know the quality of your calories, how many calories you are eating and drinking, and how many calories you are expending.

- Various types of exercises demand varying amounts of energy—walking versus running, for example—and these energy demands are measured scientifically through metabolic testing, which measures the amount of oxygen you take in during an activity. The more strenuous or intense the activity is, the greater the oxygen consumption.

- We have all kinds of technology that estimate calories burned, but not long ago, the caloric cost of exercise was traditionally measured in metabolic equivalents (mets). You might have seen the term “mets” on the exercise equipment in your home or at the local gym. It is simply another way to assess or quantify the intensity level of your exercise.

- One metabolic equivalent is equal to the oxygen consumption of your body at rest, or 3.5 milliliters per kilogram of body weight per minute. When measuring mets, everything is compared to the cost of energy at
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rest. The more strenuous the exercise, the higher the met value will be—that is, the higher the caloric expenditure will be in relation to resting.

- Using mets as a measure of your exercise intensity might seem strange, but if you are trying to determine the number of calories you burn when you are exercising—in other words, your caloric cost of exercise—then a great estimate is to simply multiply the met value by your body weight in kilograms.

- Calories are essential; don’t treat them as the enemy. Food is fuel. Fuel your body properly for optimal body composition and performance in any aspect of your life—mental or physical.

- For most of us, our main energy source during exercise comes in the form of muscle glycogen. Your body has plenty of fuel to perform most forms of exercise—generally about two hours of moderate- to high-intensity exercise.
But sometimes we do run out, which is part of the reason you see athletes collapse from time to time. Their bodies have run out of the ability to access and utilize fuel. They might have the mental fortitude to continue, but the body’s systems begin to shut down.

The body is remarkable at properly operating all of its intricate systems most of the time—from muscles to enzymes to atoms—in complete unison. But it requires good-quality fuel.

Exercise and Your Metabolism

Exercise increases your caloric expenditure above resting levels, or your resting metabolic rate (RMR), based on how long and intensely you exercise. But does this increase in metabolism last after you finish exercising? In other words, does this increase in caloric expenditure help you burn more calories throughout the day?

Research has shown that your energy expenditure does remain elevated after cessation of exercise. But it is important to note that the amount of elevation in metabolism is dependent primarily on the intensity of the exercise and, to a lesser degree, the duration of your exercise. In other words, what you do during exercise makes a difference in your RMR.

Pretty much the same concept applies to lifting weights. Plenty of research has shown that vigorous weight training can increase your metabolic rate for hours after exercise. However, the average person who takes long breaks between sets will likely not see a large enough elevation to play a significant role on total daily energy expenditure.

You might have heard, too, that exercise increases your RMR all day long—meaning 24 hours or more. There has been quite a bit of research showing that the combination of high exercise energy expenditure and high energy intake in endurance-trained people can elevate RMR for a short period of time (from a few hours all the way up to about 24 hours), but not permanently.
However, there doesn’t seem to be substantial evidence that this elevated RMR will occur at all with normal, recreationally active people—although some research has shown benefits in the elderly.

The effect of weight training on RMR is interesting. Weight training might play a large role in total daily energy expenditure—but the caveat is that it’s not likely to dramatically increase your RMR, or postexercise energy expenditure, outside of the exercise itself.

How does high-intensity interval training (HIIT) compare to endurance training in burning calories and raising your RMR?

If you are trying to lose weight and improve body composition through exercise, it’s likely that you have been told to do aerobic exercise because it is thought to increase both cardiorespiratory fitness and to help lose weight and fat.

Most aerobic exercise interventions consist of moderate-intensity steady-state exercise for about 30 to 40 minutes for 3 to 4 days per week over a 4- to 6-month period. Unfortunately, research on these kinds of exercise programs, more often than not, have shown only a minimal fat loss. In contrast, a lot of the research shows that HIIT exercise results in significant fat loss.

This might sound counterintuitive because you know that higher-intensity exercise burns more carbohydrates, while lower-intensity exercise burns more fat. However, the key to body fat manipulation is all about the total number of calories burned.

Luckily, some research has directly compared traditional aerobic exercise to HIIT. One study showed that young women in a group who did HIIT lost 2.5 kilograms, or about 5.5 pounds, more fat over the course of a 15-week exercise plan than did the aerobic group—in about half of the exercise time. In other words, higher-intensity exercise might be much more time efficient for weight loss and improvement in body composition.
The caloric cost of this type of exercise will benefit us all. In fact, much of the research regarding HIIT shows that individuals can exercise for a shorter duration but still lose more fat, gain more muscle, and thus improve body composition and health to a greater degree than they can with a traditional aerobic program.

Non-Exercise Calorie Burn

What about caloric expenditure when you’re not exercising? What you do the rest of your day can also make a big difference in your physical activity levels and body composition.

A common misperception is that only physical activity or exercise—such as running, biking, walking, or lifting weights—is needed to get any sort of health benefit. However, just as snacking on the wrong things throughout the day can make you gain weight, small acts of physical activity throughout the day can make you healthier and even improve body composition.

Very simple things—such as taking the stairs rather than taking the escalator or elevator—can improve your health over the course of time by adding to the total caloric expenditure of the day.

Not only does taking the stairs improve leg strength and cardiovascular fitness, but research has shown that the average person will burn just more than 1 calorie per stair they climb, or about 15 calories for every flight of stairs. This caloric expenditure is based on a 150- to 160-pound person, so a lighter person will burn fewer calories and a heavier person will burn more.

In addition, research has shown that walking down stairs burns about one-third the number of calories as climbing stairs—so about 5 calories per flight descended, making a total of 20 calories per time you go up and down a flight of stairs. Furthermore, more often than not, you will actually save time taking the stairs.
Over the course of a month or a year, these calories add up and can really improve your health and help you improve your body composition, without even working out. Simple daily habits can consciously be altered to improve your health.

You might be pretty sedentary if you are sitting down at work for too long, even if you exercise most days of the week for a certain amount of time. In a typical workweek, people spend on average six hours per day sitting at their desks.

If this is the case for you, consider buying a standup desk for your office. Changing to a standing desk can reduce your risk of obesity, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and overall mortality.

Your heart rate naturally increases as you change from lying down to sitting to standing, and the difference from sitting to standing is approximately 5 to 10 beats per minute, which equates to 0.35 to 0.7 calories per minute.
While this doesn’t sound like much, it adds up to somewhere between 25 and 50 calories per hour for a simple change. Given that the average person spends 5 hours and 41 minutes per day sitting at a desk, simply standing instead of sitting could burn almost 285 calories.

If you stand, you’ll probably want to start standing for short periods and work up to longer durations. And make sure that you keep shifting around while you stand.

Improved health and body composition do not happen overnight. Changing habits over the long term are what really make the difference, and small changes as well as larger ones matter.

**Try This**

Pick a new form of activity and include it at least once per week in your weekly routine.

**Questions to Consider**

1. How can you adapt your daily routine to add simple ways of increasing your energy expenditure? Can you take the stairs? Can you add a short walk or exercise every hour at work?

2. What is the major determining factor for keeping your metabolism high after a workout?
Exercise for Fat Loss

To lose fat and gain muscle at the same time, you must understand which types of exercise will promote fat loss and which types of exercise will promote muscle gain, and how they can be used in conjunction with each other to achieve the best of both worlds. This lecture will focus on exercise—specifically, aerobic exercise and resistance exercise—to increase fat loss. You will examine these types of exercise and learn the science behind how fat loss works.

Aerobic Exercise versus Resistance Exercise

- There are two major categories of exercise: aerobic exercise (such as walking, running, swimming, or cycling) and resistance exercise (such as lifting weights or doing body-weight strength movements).

- Aerobic exercise is repetitive and relies on the continuous activation of the heart and lungs, often called cardiovascular, or cardiorespiratory, exercise. Most people think that aerobic exercise is the key to fat loss.

- Resistance exercise is less continuous and involves moving or lifting objects with forceful muscle contractions. Resistance exercise is typically related to gains in muscle mass, but plenty of evidence shows that it is actually excellent for fat loss and body composition improvements.

- Most major governing bodies that provide exercise recommendations, such as the American College of Sports Medicine, suggest using both aerobic and resistance exercise. This should provide benefits for both improving health and body composition. A combination of exercise types is also a good idea for fat loss.
Aerobic Exercise: Mode

- There are several factors we can manipulate to maximize fat loss when it comes to aerobic exercise.
  - The mode, or type, of exercise.
  - The duration of the exercise.
  - The intensity of the exercise.
  - The frequency of exercise, or how often you work out.

- In general, keep in mind that something is better than nothing. The more physical work we do, the more calories we burn, and the greater chance for our total calorie deficit to help with fat loss. But there are certain choices we can make to maximize our aerobic exercise, specifically for the greatest fat loss for a given time spent exercising. This includes altering mode, duration, intensity, and frequency of exercise.

- Much of the mode of aerobic exercise comes down to your personal preferences.
  - What do you enjoy doing?
  - What is your accessibility to certain equipment, such as a bike or a pool?
  - What time of year is it? Is it snowy or really hot?
  - What is your injury history? Certain activities might be less stressful to achy joints or problem areas.

- The more movement you do, the better. So, if you run versus just sit on a recumbent bike, for the same amount of time, you will probably have more effective fat loss with running because you are using both your upper and lower body during exercise. With more muscles being worked, more overall energy is usually expended.

- Swimming requires both upper- and lower-body muscle groups. But it seems that for a given intensity, swimming will expend fewer calories than either running or cycling. It is thought that the reduced energy expenditure for equally intense swimming exercise might be related to a
lower heart rate during swimming compared to running or cycling, even when it feels like you are working out at the same effort.

- The primary reason for this is your body position during each exercise. In a more upright exercise, such as running or biking, the heart must work to a larger extent against gravity to return blood to the heart. Swimming, however, requires you to lie flat. In this position, blood travels back to the heart quite easily. This requires less work for the heart and a lower heart rate.

- Swimming in cool water might also increase your total calorie burn. This is because you not only have to work hard just to swim, but you also have to keep your body temperature within a normal range. This concept also stands for running or cycling outside in the cold.

- Aerobic classes, such as step or dance, are not a bad idea, especially if they make exercise more enjoyable for you. However, it is often more difficult to regulate intensity in these types of classes and it also might
be a less continuous form of exercise than some other choices, with small breaks given occasionally.

- In general, running might actually be the most optimal aerobic exercise type for fat loss specifically. However, if you loathe running or cannot run due to musculoskeletal limitations or injuries, every other form of movement is good and can result in significant improvements in your body composition when paired with solid nutritional choices and lifestyle habits.

Aerobic Exercise: Duration and Intensity

- The length of time you exercise and the number of calories you burn are directly and linearly related. The longer you work, the more calories you burn.

- If you want the body composition changes that two hours of exercise would give you but you only have 45 minutes to spare in a day, you can burn the same number of calories in 45 minutes that you could over two hours by changing one thing about the way you exercise: the intensity of your exercise.

- Intensity is king when it comes to fat loss. Intensity is a measure of how hard you are working. This can be measured by how you feel or quantified by heart rate, exercise speed, or incline.

- A major misconception is the idea that low-intensity exercise is better for fat loss. Low-intensity exercise is often called the “fat burn zone.” You can actually lose a whole lot of fat by exercising for far less time per day, but you must work out very hard.

- This is where high-intensity interval training (HIIT) enters the picture: You simply intermix rest periods with very high-intensity work. So, you might run fast for 1 minute and then “recover” at a slow jog pace for 1 minute and repeat this for 20 minutes.
High-intensity exercise will burn more fuel than low-intensity exercise. When we exercise at higher intensities, we will burn more carbohydrates for energy, and when we exercise at lower intensities, we will burn more fat for energy. However, using fat for fuel during exercise will not result in the greatest overall losses to total body fat over time. So, the fat burn zone might not be named appropriately, and it’s misleading.

With a high-intensity workout, you will burn energy during and after the exercise, too. But just how much will you burn is dependent on, most importantly, how hard you exercise and somewhat on how long you exercise.

If your main reason not to exercise is your time, then this technique of going very hard but for a short time eliminates that excuse. Try warming up with a few minutes of walking and things like jumping jacks, lunges, or body-weight squats, and then break your workout session into segments of high-intensity efforts and easy recovery.

You can find access to a number of interval or HIIT workouts online, in training books, or from a coach. Some interval workouts go by minutes, some go by distance, and some just go by how you feel. But the goal is always to work hard during the active, or work, phase and then recover for a period of time before the next active phase.

As you become more fit, you can extend the “hard” work phase and decrease the recovery time. A reasonable place to start could be 30 seconds of very hard work followed by 1 minute of easy recovery.

You might even find interval exercise to be more enjoyable, because it breaks down your workout into segments and makes the time go by more quickly.

Research shows that interval training results in a greater overall adherence to exercise and might be more enjoyable than continuous lower-intensity exercise. Research also shows that interval training combined with resistance training is incredibly effective for reducing...
body fat levels. HIIT has also been shown to be as effective, or maybe even more effective, at improving heart health than low-intensity exercise that burned the same number of calories.

- A high level of activity is very difficult, so you really shouldn’t do it every day. It is best to mix in days of HIIT and days of slow- to moderate-intensity aerobic exercise. This should help maximize fat loss and keep you from getting hurt.

- And start with an amount of time that you can fit into your schedule. We have shown great results with HIIT for just 20 to 30 minutes! Essentially, you can start with very little exercise and have a great response for improving your body composition.

**Aerobic Exercise: Frequency**

- Frequency refers to the number of times you exercise per week. For general health, you should exercise three to five days per week, according to the American College of Sports Medicine guidelines.
For fat loss, it’s best to incorporate multiple types of exercise, such as aerobic, HIIT, and resistance. But for aerobic endurance exercise, there are a few ways to get the most possible fat loss from your workouts.

- Move lots of muscles.
- Choose higher-intensity exercise through interval training rather than low-intensity exercise, even when the caloric cost is the same.
- Exercise longer rather than shorter when comparing exercises of the same intensity.
- Exercise at least five days per week to see the most improvement.

If you are feeling overwhelmed, don’t worry. It is best to only make one change at a time. For example, try to change up your exercise in one small way today that is practical for you. Then, little by little, you can incorporate more of these options to maximize fat loss. It is not a good idea to change everything at once—in fact, that is a sure way to failure.

Resistance Training

A number of research studies have demonstrated that combining HIIT and resistance training is most effective for fat loss and improving body composition. Resistance training is a very powerful tool for changing body composition.

With only aerobic exercise, it is far easier to change your overall size but much more difficult to alter the way it looks physically. You can change from a “big pear” shape to a “small pear” shape, but you need to add resistance exercise if you want to add lean muscle and change the way you look.

Adding lean mass from resistance training is important for fat loss specifically. The addition of resistance training to your activity might kill two or three birds with one stone.

- It will add lean muscle mass, which is metabolically active. This means that it uses a few more calories than other tissues and contributes to your total daily caloric output.
- Resistance training increases lipolysis, or fat mobilization.
Resistance training also increases excess postexercise oxygen consumption (EPOC), just like aerobic exercise, but maybe even more.

Combining the fat-burning effects of aerobic and resistance exercise seems to offer the maximal benefits for fat loss. The combination also looks to be more favorable than aerobic exercise alone in combating certain types of chronic disease, including muscle wasting, osteoporosis, and perhaps even type 2 diabetes.

**Try This**

Replace one of your longer, slower exercise sessions with short, high-intensity intervals each week.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What exercise barriers to losing fat do you see in your lifestyle?
2. Where in your week can you fit in aerobic and resistance exercise?
Exercise for Healthy Muscle Mass

This lecture will tackle one of the most widely discussed, and often misguided, topics of interest in this field: muscle. You will learn why you want to increase muscle mass and how to do it, as well as how to properly maintain it and the health benefits of doing so, especially as you age. You will also learn about the type, volume, frequency, and intensity of exercises that induce muscle growth, and you will explore some of the new schools of training that are becoming increasingly popular.

Resistance Training and Aging

- As we age, a phenomenon called sarcopenia occurs, which is the natural, progressive loss of muscle mass as we grow older. Studies have shown that between the ages of 40 and 50, we can lose more than 8 percent of our muscle mass, and that can accelerate to more than 15 percent per decade after the age of 75 if measures are not taken to prevent it. Fortunately, there is a lot we can do to slow down this process.

- Most people think that aging alone causes us to lose muscle. But now research is clearly showing that it is more the lack of physical activity that is the major player here. Long-term exercise training can aid in preserving muscle mass. It might also prevent increases in body fat as we age.

- Resistance training adds muscle, too—if you specifically plan your program with muscle gain as one of your goals. Data show that as you age, the importance of strength is critical. In fact, just being stronger in your chest and legs is associated with the least risk of premature death.
Resistance training must be included in your exercise program, and there might be some nutritional supplements that can help even more with improving body composition and performance.

Finding a Personal Trainer

What specifically should you do to increase your muscle mass? As with most well-designed exercise training programs, you should have a balance between strength and endurance training (with your ultimate goal the key factor in how much or little of each you do). You know the difference between low-intensity/steady-state aerobic exercise and HIIT training and the benefits of both.

Considering that most of the best athletes hire a coach or trainer, you might want to consider hiring a personal trainer, too. If you are an elite athlete or if you are new to exercise, hiring a personal trainer or coach is a great way to start or work on a new goal or to prepare for a race or competition. This way, you can try new exercises, avoid injury, learn about your exercise and lifting options, and figure out how to lift safely while also working around past injuries.

When choosing a personal trainer, the first step is to figure out if you want to work out in a gym setting or have a personal trainer come to your house. Both are great options, and you just need to find what suits your lifestyle, personality, goals, and budget.

Some trainers offer gentle encouragement, and others are “in your face” to try and motivate you. The last thing you want is someone giving mild-mannered instruction when you know that does nothing to motivate you. And, likewise, you don’t want a drill sergeant type if you respond best to gentle but persistent encouragement.

Personal trainers should also be held to some educational and certification standards. Don’t be shy about directly asking them about these things. Then, take note—because there are some so-called certifications that you can get with an hour of free time and Internet
access. Some of the top certifications require a bachelor’s degree before you can even sit to take the exams.

- Just like any skilled profession, referrals will help you decide, too. Trainers should be able to provide you with some contact information for people they have trained with similar goals.

- Also ask about how they measure your success and how they progress clients. Observe them with another client and see how they behave. Does the trainer ignore the client and mindlessly count reps while texting or talking on the phone? Do not hire this type of trainer. Training sessions should be about you, your safety, and your goals.

- If you have any special needs (for example, surgeries, sore joints, or known muscle imbalances), be sure to ask if the trainer has credentials and experience with these situations. You also want to ask about the payment structure and make sure that suits your needs. In the end, a good trainer should be extremely transparent so that the client-trainer relationship works for everyone.
It’s not as scary as it sounds once you ask the right questions. Realize, too, that you don’t need a personal trainer forever. It is a great tool to have, but if you just want some instruction from time to time, personal trainers can assist with that, too.

Developing an Exercise Program

With or without a trainer, you need to develop an exercise program. The most important thing to keep in mind is that every program should be individualized. Everyone’s goals are different, and that is extremely important to consider.

A person new to exercise will have a different plan than an elite collegiate athlete or a power lifter. And as research into the science and application of sports science grows, new insights will emerge.

The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) guidelines take into account the recommendations of experts across many disciplines, such as exercise science, physiology, athletic training, and medicine. The ACSM recommends lifting weights a minimum of two to three days per week if you use a full-body workout. But if you really enjoy strength training, you can easily spread it out over four or more days per week and change up the order of the muscle groups you exercise each time. Training each major muscle group twice per week is sufficient.

What fits into your schedule now? If it is only exercising one day per week, then doing it one day per week is great. Over time, you can add more days, time, and intensity to your training once you get the hang of it all.

It is recommended to start with 1 to 3 sets of exercises that target each major muscle group. Aim for 8 to 12 repetitions—for example, back, chest, glutes, shoulders, arms, and legs. Often, beginning with machines instead of using free weights is your best bet because they help reinforce proper alignment and form and might be safer until you feel more comfortable with the process.
As you begin to get more comfortable and advanced with your program and your goals become even more specific, your goals can become better defined, and you’ll want to develop a specific plan tailored to help you meet those goals.

For example, when designing a plan to build muscle mass or improve muscle quality, there are a few things to think about and include that are unique to these plans.

- **Muscular strength** is a measure of how much force your muscles can produce in one effort. To improve strength, you want to do 5 to 8 repetitions at a weight that progresses up to about 80 percent of your maximal strength for 1 repetition, or 1 RM. Think higher weight and low to moderate reps for 3 sets.
- **Muscular endurance** ultimately leads to hypertrophy, or the increase in the muscle fiber size. For muscular endurance/hypertrophy, you would use a lower weight, roughly 65 to 85 percent of your 1 RM—for 8 to 12 repetitions and 1 to 3 sets.
- **Muscular power** is the amount of work performed per unit of time. This is a quick movement. Aim for a heavy load, typically more than 90 percent of your 1 RM and with only 1 to 4 repetitions.

To increase your muscle mass, you’re going to have to put in effort when you’re at the gym. If you like to lift and do aerobic exercise, that’s great. And don’t worry about whether you do cardio or resistance training first when you work out; it’s based on personal preference.

### Types of Routines

Assuming that you want to lift weights, you might think you should do a total-body routine or split the body segments up and work your legs one day and your upper body on a second day. But many other variations exist, such as lifting your chest and triceps on day one; then back, biceps, and shoulders on day two; and legs on day three. It can be confusing without proper guidance.
To settle this argument, researchers recruited 20 resistance-trained young men and had them perform 2 to 3 sets of 8 to 12 reps for a total of 18 sets per session for 8 weeks. They used either a one-day-per-week split-body routine, where multiple exercises were done for 2 to 3 muscle groups per session; or a three-day-per-week total-body routine, where one exercise was performed per muscle group per session with all muscle groups trained.

The researchers tested the upper- and lower-body strength and muscle size. After 8 weeks, there were no differences (except for greater increases in the size of the forearm flexors) in the total-body routine compared to the split-body routine.

Select a resistance-training program that you like and can stick to—one that you think is fun and keeps you engaged. The chances of you continuing this kind of program are probably far greater than if you follow some plan that you don’t think is fun.

Blood Flow Restriction

There are other techniques that are now becoming common that are designed to help optimize muscle protein synthesis and muscle growth. If you’re working with a trainer, you can discuss whether any of these would work well for you.

One of these is called blood flow restriction, or occlusion training. Essentially, you perform low-intensity resistance training—only about 20 percent of your one-repetition maximum. You do this while also occluding blood flow with a tourniquet, or tight wrap.

This type of training has many proposed benefits—from improved endurance during aerobic exercise, to increased muscle protein synthesis through one of the main growth-promoting signaling proteins, to the recruitment of more muscle fibers during an exercise. Some research has even shown occlusion training to increase growth hormone, which might result in beneficial physiological outcomes.
Supporters of occlusion training say that it can produce the same responses as if you were lifting heavy weights due to the buildup up of some specific metabolites, such as adenosine monophosphate, inorganic phosphate, and lactate, as well as the depletion of phosphocreatine and a decrease in muscle pH, meaning increased acidity, or muscle “burn.”

It’s not really any better than traditional training. It can be added as a supplement but shouldn’t replace your normal training regimen. You might use it when you are injured and can’t lift the same weight as usual. This way, you can still use light weight and get pretty good muscular adaptations.

**Try This**

See if you can find a great personal trainer and start lifting weights at least one time per week.

**Questions to Consider**

1. How will you incorporate resistance training into your exercise routine?
2. How can you modify gym-based routines for exercises at home?
Hormones and Body Composition

Your nutrition, exercise, normal physiological processes, and body composition could not occur without the help of hormones, or chemical messengers that act on specific target organs and tissues to cause cellular responses. These responses are essential to help you gain muscle and lose fat. In this lecture, you will learn about hormonal influences on body composition and consider the uncontrollable factors of sex differences and aging changes as well as the controllable factors of diet and exercise.

Insulin

- Insulin is one of the more commonly known hormones. This is because of the huge prevalence of diabetes in the United States and globally. Insulin acts on the liver, fat tissue, and muscles and is one of many hormones required for human growth and development.

- Insulin’s main function is to help regulate blood sugar levels. After you eat and your blood sugar begins to rise, the beta cells of your pancreas secrete insulin, which help take glucose out of your blood and put it into cells, where it can be stored or used as energy. At the same time, insulin releases signals to your brain that you are fed, and this can act like a satiety signal, which help you feel full.

- Insulin is a storage hormone. It not only stores sugar, but it also helps you store fat. When insulin is released, it activates an enzyme called lipoprotein lipase, which not only moves fat into fat cells for storage, but also simultaneously inhibits lipolysis (fat breakdown).

- Insulin can also increase your ability to add muscle mass. This is because insulin-stimulated glucose uptake into muscle cells also enhances muscle protein synthesis by increasing the transport of amino acids into your
muscles. When insulin is released, you essentially go into “storage” mode rather than “burn” mode and turn off your ability to use fat as a fuel.

- Very high-carbohydrate meals tend to raise insulin levels the highest. Also, the glycemic index, or the relative amount that a food raises your blood glucose, can predict your insulin response. The higher the glycemic index of the carbohydrate, the more it will raise insulin.

- This acute rise in insulin is normal and really not a problem; your body handles it, and then blood glucose and insulin will return to lower concentrations. However, if you constantly bombard your system with overloads of high-carbohydrate meals, your insulin levels will always be high. This means that you are likely spending more time in fat-storing mode than fat-burning mode.

- If this pattern continues for long periods of time, you might become insulin resistant. This is when your cells don’t respond to the insulin well, so your blood sugar is not as well controlled and your body is forced to produce more and more insulin to have the same impact on reducing your blood glucose levels.

- It is best to avoid massive swings in insulin concentrations. Instead, aim to keep your insulin levels stable by consuming most of your carbohydrates as vegetables and whole grains. These foods tend to have lower glycemic index values—meaning that they don’t raise your blood glucose very much when you eat them when compared to sweets, some breads, or juice, which have high glycemic index values.

- Protein and fat can also influence insulin, but not to the same extent as carbohydrates. So, it might be beneficial to think about building your typical meal as protein first, good-quality fats and vegetables next, and then other low glycemic index carbohydrates.
Cortisol

- Cortisol, commonly known as the stress hormone, is often blamed for weight gain, poor health, and a slew of other headline-friendly half-truths. But the truth is that cortisol is actually very important to our overall health, helping our bodies have a healthy response to physical stressors as well as other life stressors, such as crying children, deadlines, and traffic.

- Cortisol is produced and released from the adrenal glands as part of a complex pathway known as the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.

- The cortisol that is released in response to normal daily patterns, or even to stress, is very useful for us metabolically. It helps us use our stored glucose, fat, and protein as energy to deal with the stresses we perceive. Additionally, cortisol can temporarily improve brain and immune function to help you overcome a fear, meet a deadline, or try new exercises.

- Cortisol also helps to decrease inflammation, which is why you might have cortisone injections into knees, wrists, and other problematic areas as you age. In fact, certain autoimmune disorders, such as rheumatoid arthritis, have been linked to a suppressed HPA axis and chronically low cortisol levels.

- Cortisol acts pretty fast. After roughly 30 minutes, cortisol will begin to degrade, and the HPA axis will stop releasing it. So, the cortisol response to an acute stress like exercise is really not all that long and is quite useful.

- Very high levels of cortisol over a long time can lead to fat storage, particularly in your visceral fat, surrounding your organs. Chronically high cortisol is also linked to psychological factors, such as depression, anxiety, and grief, and to physical factors, such as extreme levels of exercise combined with little rest and recovery.

- In these situations, not only are changes in your metabolism occurring, but your immune system might also become weak. This is why many
people associate high stress or extreme exercise over a long period of time with a greater occurrence of sickness.

- Even though exercise and other stressors can temporarily increase cortisol and cortisol in chronically elevated situations is associated with fat storage, any change in body weight or body fat is probably due to the fact that many people deal with these stresses by eating more and making bad food choices.

- Normal levels of exercise are not likely to cause chronically high levels of cortisol. In fact, exercising for about an hour per day should help keep cortisol levels within normal ranges.

Catecholamines

- In response to stress, exercise, or a frightening situation, many other hormones can be released. Two of these hormones are called the catecholamines, and they are also important contributors to body composition changes.

- If you are walking through the woods and a bear walks out in front of you, your body immediately and automatically prepares you to deal with the situation. We refer to this as a “fight-or-flight response.”

- In this situation, two hormones called epinephrine and norepinephrine are secreted in high amounts into the blood. Together, these hormones are called catecholamines. They immediately provide glucose from breaking down stored glycogen and fat to your muscles so that you can either fight or run away.

- These same responses will occur when you begin to ramp up the intensity of exercise. With intense exercise, catecholamines will be released, and you will likely notice that your heart rate and respiratory rate will increase to improve blood flow and deliver oxygen to active organs and tissues so that you can have a better fight-or-flight response.
Catecholamines will also begin to break down stored body fat when they interact with specific receptors called adrenergic receptors, or adrenoceptors, which are receptors that respond specifically to the catecholamines.

Because exercise and catecholamines both lead to lipolysis, or fat breakdown, exercise can be effective at burning fat as a fuel.

One way to begin to change your body composition is to simply exercise regularly. This way, you take advantage of the catecholamine response that occurs and will lead to the breakdown of fat. But nutrition must also be considered here, along with the type and intensity of exercise being done.

A long, slow training session would likely have the lowest catecholamine response, and if you combine this with too much food pre-exercise, during-exercise, or postexercise, then you will likely have little fat loss.

But if you work out intensely with enough fuel to go all out but not too much that you stop lipolysis, you might have a great recipe for burning fat—in part because you have elevated your catecholamines the most with this type of workout.

This is a trial-and-error process, though. You have to experiment with your food and your workouts to see how it makes you feel and if your body composition begins to improve over time. Then, you simply adjust accordingly to continue your path toward your optimal body composition.

Remember, too, that if you exercise at an intense level, you might also be setting yourself up best to burn calories even after your exercise bout is finished. This “after burn” effect can last from just minutes to 24 hours, depending on your exercise intensity.
Changing Body Composition through Diet and Exercise

Thyroid

- The thyroid hormones also have a powerful influence on metabolism, body composition, and health. They might be the most misunderstood hormones when it comes to body composition.

- Contrary to popular belief, while thyroid problems can certainly contribute to weight gain or even weight loss, the situations where this is the primary reason for weight change are pretty rare, particularly when considering the excellent advances in medications for diagnosed thyroid problems.

- The thyroid hormones are produced by the thyroid gland, located in the front of your neck. The two hormones released from the thyroid gland are called thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3). These unique messengers affect most bodily functions and influence nearly every tissue in your body throughout your entire life.

- The thyroid hormones regulate body temperature and are required for efficient metabolism, normal growth and development, and the actions of many other hormones. Without normal levels of thyroid hormones and growth hormone, for example, infants and children experience growth and developmental problems.

- Because the thyroid hormones are involved in many metabolic processes, they also play a role in maintaining and increasing your resting metabolic rate and production of body heat—a process called thermogenesis. Heat production is another process that uses energy and can influence your body composition over time.

- Many of the bodily functions that thyroid hormones influence expend energy, and we need to replenish that energy by eating. Normally, T3 will increase energy expenditure after we eat, or “burn more calories,” as our food is broken down and transported to various cells within the body. This can help regulate weight when the thyroid hormones are within a normal range.
We need to have normal T₃ levels to be healthy in a number of ways. Unfortunately, some people experience chronically low levels of T₃ and T₄, which is called hypothyroidism. In this circumstance, weight gain is likely. If the opposite occurs and T₃ and T₄ are chronically high, this is called hyperthyroidism and would likely result in weight loss.

If you are taking medication for diagnosed hypothyroidism, then your levels are normal because of the thyroid medication that your physician has prescribed.

Your body is capable of maintaining a healthy body composition with smart exercise and quality nutrition, as long as your thyroid levels are regulated.

**Hormones, Gender, and Age**

Men naturally have more lean muscle compared to women, while women tend to have more total body fat. This is often explained by the location of body fat and the unique reproductive function needs
for women. This higher level of fat and lower level of muscle in women typically means that women have metabolic rates that are about 5 to 10 percent lower than men of the same height and weight because muscle mass is more metabolically active. This might explain some of the gender discrepancies in metabolism.

- In addition, women are 5 to 8 times more likely to develop hypothyroidism compared to men, which, if not treated, may lead to weight gain. The prevalence of hypothyroidism increases with age, too, affecting about 9 percent of men and women over the age of 60 years old. This might have implications for weight gain in later years, because a decrease in thyroid hormones slows metabolic rate if not treated with medication.

- Additionally, decreased muscle mass and strength occurs as we get older, resulting from a gradual loss (about 5 to 10 percent per decade) of skeletal muscle after the age of 30. But these massive changes to body composition only occur if you choose not to exercise or eat properly. In fact, there is other evidence that shows excellent muscle mass quality and function in those who are lifelong exercisers and athletes.

**Try This**

Limit your intake of added sugars and sugar-sweetened beverages to control your insulin levels, hunger, and body composition.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What are the primary hormones responsible for dictating body composition?

2. What myths were put to rest in this lecture?
Novel Ways to Change Body Composition

The best method for changing body composition is by increasing the quality of both your exercise and dietary intake. But this can be complicated, leaving some people to search for outside-the-box options—such as using no-calorie sweeteners, using a stand-up desk, wearing ice-cold vests, or simply sleeping more—to help them meet their body composition goals. The rationale behind these methods is generally to either decrease the amount of food you eat or increase your total energy expenditure. This lecture is dedicated to evaluating the efficacy of some of the less-traditional approaches to altering body composition.

Artificial Sweeteners

- There are some tools and tricks that are used to decrease total energy intake to manipulate body composition. To limit calorie intake, many people choose to use low-calorie or no-calorie sweeteners.

- Originally, these artificial sweeteners were for people with diabetes because of their inability to handle large doses of real sugar, but in recent years, they have been incorporated into diets of those looking to lose weight and fat.

- While some research shows that using low-calorie sweeteners instead of full-calorie versions can improve weight loss, there have been some claims that the use of artificial sweeteners can actually increase body weight and might cause negative health effects.

- You might find success using low-calorie sweeteners in moderation to decrease energy intake and help maintain weight loss. Although more research is needed, it seems reasonable to try to choose the artificial
sweeteners that are as natural as you can get. For example, stevia is an herb; you can even grow it in your garden.

- But just because they might be more natural does not mean that they are safer. It is probably best to limit added sugars or added artificial sweeteners when possible.

Detox Diets

- Another popular dietary method that people use to try to improve body composition and weight loss is the ever-popular detox, or cleanse, diet. Detox regimens normally include pretty serious calorie restriction and focus on the consumption of fruits and vegetables only, many times in the form of juices.
With calorie restriction, you are likely to see weight loss results, but where is this weight loss coming from? The weight loss from detox diets is most likely coming from a loss of stored glucose, also called glycogen.

When you drastically reduce calorie intake, you will deplete glycogen stores from your body in just 24 to 48 hours, which results in even more weight loss, because glycogen is stored with water. So, you end up losing stored glucose and water weight.

Cleanses, or detox diets, only provide short-term fixes for weight loss and do not result in long-term improvements in fat mass. They might even decrease your muscle mass, which is definitely not desirable.

The science does not support the use of detox diets for health or body composition improvements. Until there is consistent research evidence to the contrary, with a healthy liver, you have all the detox power that you need.

**Eating Out versus at Home**

- Probably the easiest way to consume fewer overall calories and create a negative energy balance is to consider how much you eat out at restaurants each week.

- Research has shown that eating out at a fast-food or full-service restaurant resulted in an increase in total energy intake, saturated fat, and sodium intake. In fact, eating out results in approximately an extra 200 calories eaten per day.

- The typical American adult eats a meal or snack from a restaurant 5.8 times per week. This might cause a long-term positive energy balance, especially if you make poor choices at the restaurant and don’t exercise much.
Even with busy schedules, making a conscious effort to prepare more meals at home might make the difference between being stuck in a plateau and reaching the goals you have set for yourself.

It is important to be conscious of portion sizes, regardless of whether you are eating out or cooking at home. Sometimes, you just need to practice eating until you are about 80 percent full. It can take a little while for you to realize that you’ve had enough to eat—sometimes as long as 15 to 20 minutes.

Sedentary Lifestyle

Americans spend an average of 13 hours per day with no movement. Then, if you add 8 hours of sleep, this makes it a whopping total of 21 hours per day—almost 90 percent of your day.

Studies have found that even if you are doing some physical activity during the day, it can’t outdo the harmful effects of sitting during the other time. Sitting for an extended amount of time per day has been related to the development of cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

The simple solution is to move more. Research has shown that people who take more breaks from sitting have lower waist circumferences, lower body mass indexes, and better glucose control. And the average length of the breaks was only 4.5 minutes.

No matter how busy you are, you can find a few minutes to get up and move. Try something simple like drinking more water so that you have to get up more to use the bathroom more often. Or instead of calling or sending an email to people in your building for a meeting, walk to their office and meet in person.

Even those who fidget throughout the day might see health benefits. A study from the Mayo Clinic placed sensors on people to measure their daily movement and found that people who commonly paced and fidgeted during the day—including tapping their feet, bouncing their
legs, or twiddling their thumbs—were leaner than people who did not fidget as much. Those tiny movements add up over a day.

- Another option to cut down on sitting time is to use a standing desk at work, whether this is at the office or at home. You can even add a walking treadmill underneath your desk.

- Find a few minutes at lunch to walk, or make a rule to always stand up when you are on the phone. Start small and work up to standing more and more every day.

- But just standing isn’t the answer, either; it is best to shift around and stand in different positions, such as having one leg up or kneeling. You can find tutorials online about the best positions to stand at your desk.

**Cold Exposure**

- A concept that has taken off in recent years to improve body composition is to use cold thermogenesis as a way to increase energy expenditure. There are cold vests on the market that promise you’ll burn up to 500 more calories. Others say to take a cold shower, sit in an ice bath, or simply be exposed to cold environments throughout the day if you want to stay thin and lose fat.

- A 2014 study compared the metabolic effects of exercise to the metabolic effects of shivering by covering the study participants with cold water–filled blankets. The energy expenditure was higher with exercise than just being cold, but similar increases in a hormone known as irisin, which is released both during muscle contraction and during shivering, were seen in both conditions.

- Although it might increase energy expenditure slightly, there haven’t been studies that show that shivering will induce weight loss or fat loss on its own. Some research exists, but the outcomes are scattered, so a more straightforward and practical examination of cold thermogenesis is needed.
Chewing

- Research has shown that when you increase the number of times you chew your food, you eat less food and also have a higher thermic effect of food. The thermic effect of food, or diet-induced thermogenesis, means that you increase energy expenditure for digestion, absorption, and storage of food.

- Although this technique might seem to have a small impact, think about how quickly you can eat your food when you’re really hungry or in a rush. Odds are that you aren’t paying attention and taking the time to chew your food very well.

- This method certainly isn’t going to change your body overnight, but it is something to think about as you eat each meal. When you eat slowly and chew more, you might just increase the thermic effect of that meal and decrease the total number of calories you eat, too.

Sleep

- Sleep, or lack of sleep, is more crucial to weight loss and weight gain than most people realize. A 2013 Gallup poll found that 40 percent of adults are getting less than 7 hours of sleep per night, which is below the lowest recommended amount. The national average is only 6.8 hours per night.

- In addition, it is estimated that 50 to 70 million Americans have some form of sleep or wakefulness disorder, making it difficult to get a solid 8 hours per night.

- It is likely that this ambitious attitude and continuous sleep debt is hurting our health. Sleep can have an effect on metabolic control, insulin sensitivity, food cravings, muscle recovery, body composition, and hormone profile and performance. Sleep debt has also been shown to increase the risk of several chronic diseases.
In addition, sleep is a time for your body to heal and recover. Without proper sleep and recovery, it will be more difficult to make the body composition changes you might be looking for. Lack of sleep will cause more fatigue, making your next exercise bout more difficult. Fat loss and muscle gain will suffer.

How can you get more sleep each night?
- Keep a regular sleep schedule by going to bed and waking up at the same times, even on the weekends. This helps your body develop a consistent sleep-wake cycle, making it easier for you to fall asleep at night and feel more rested in the morning.
- Manage stress and try to do something relaxing before crawling into bed each night.
- Turn off your electronics at least 30 minutes before you try to go to sleep.
- When you’re restless, try writing down a list of things that are on your mind or wind down by reading a book.
- Take note of what you are eating and drinking in the hours before you doze off. Because bioactive peptides naturally found in milk are
linked to more restful sleep patterns and relaxation, try drinking a small cup of milk before going to bed. It is also important to avoid certain foods and drinks before bed, such as caffeine, nicotine, or spicy foods.

- Sufficient sleep is very important, and if you don’t get enough, it can seriously affect multiple systems of your body, especially body composition.

Pollutants

- There has been a new surge in attention to the influence of environmental pollutants on your body composition.

- Obesogens are chemicals in the environment that could alter metabolism and make you have trouble losing fat. Some examples of obesogens are pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and chemicals in plastics, cans, and personal care products. One of the most common is bisphenol A, which is found in all types of plastic products.

- Obesogens are thought to disrupt your endocrine system and affect the number and size of your fat cells and other hormones associated with appetite and satiety. These alterations to the endocrine systems might result in fat gain over time.

- We don’t know exactly how much exposure will make some of these compounds active in your body, so it is best to avoid exposure. When possible, try filtering water, choosing organic foods, and choosing glassware over plastic when you can.

- Exposure to pollutants is not a proven cause of metabolic issues that lead to poor body composition, but they could possibly be a contributing factor.
Try This

As much as possible, aim to get a little more sleep each night.

Questions to Consider

1. What is one nontraditional method of improving your body composition that you will try to incorporate into your routine?
2. Which of the nontraditional methods of improving body composition do you think is the most influential?
Even though the most common nutrition recommendations might work for many people with many different goals, there are some specific needs for certain populations. In this lecture, you will learn about plant-based eating and nutritional concerns for both young people and older people—some of the most common special dietary categories. In general, total caloric intake, protein content, micronutrient needs, and hydration status are areas to think about as you continue your quest for optimal health.

Vegetarian Eating

- A vegetarian diet is essentially a plant-based diet. There are many reasons for choosing to eat this way, and there are many ways that it’s practiced in real life.

- There is a whole continuum of plant-based eating. For example, some plant-based eaters don’t eat meat but do eat fish, dairy products, and eggs. Some avoid meat, fish, and eggs but will eat dairy products. Some will just avoid red meat but eat chicken and other poultry and fish. Other plant-based eaters still eat meat, just not much of it.

- The strictest form of plant-based eating is called vegan. Vegans avoid all animal products, and this includes anything that an animal might produce, such as milk, eggs, and even honey.

- Eating more plant foods is a good thing nutritionally. Typically, plants come with a good dose of fiber, vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants—molecules that help maintain your cellular health. If you are eating more plants, you likely will eat less sugar and fat. In addition, there might be fewer incidences of heart disease and cancer from eating more plants.
There are some very important considerations to think about when eating a plant-based diet. There is more that has to be planned and included in a plant-based diet to ensure proper intake of protein, vitamins, minerals, and more.

Combining sources of protein for plant-based eating is necessary to get the essential amino acids required for certain health and growth processes. The key challenge for plant-based eaters is getting the essential amino acids found in animal products into their diet.

Most plant sources of food have incomplete proteins; they lack one or more of the amino acids essential to maintaining and/or building your muscle tissue. But you can combine plant sources of food—such as rice and beans—to create a mixture that is complete in its protein makeup.

Plant-based diets might also be low in other nutrients.
- Vitamin B₁₂ is only found as a “good” source in animal products. You can get B₁₂ in foods like cereals that are fortified with B₁₂, but otherwise, supplementing will be needed.
- Iron is also a nutrient that needs some special attention in plant-based diets. Plant-based dieters need almost two times the amount of iron from plant sources to get the same amount of iron as meat eaters.
- Vitamin C helps you absorb plant-based iron, but calcium and tannins found in drinks like tea and coffee reduce plant-based iron absorption. Because many plant-based eaters consume a good amount of vitamin C (which is found in foods like peppers, kale, and broccoli), the absorption of iron might not be an issue. But it makes sense to combine iron intake with vitamin C and try to have calcium supplements and tea or coffee an hour or two before you eat iron-rich foods.
- Vitamin D is added to dairy foods or drinks during processing. Plant-based eaters who avoid dairy as well as meat might want to supplement with vitamin D.
- Omega-3 fats can be found in cold-water fish, but plant-based eaters can consume walnuts, seaweed, hemp, and flax. Because the
body uses the plant-based sources for omega-3 fats inefficiently, supplementation with fish oil, krill oil, or an algae-based product is needed.

◆ Calcium and zinc can be consumed in the diet, but absorption for both of these tends to be low compared to nonvegetarians. Plant-based eaters need to take in more calcium and zinc to fulfill the same requirements.

◆ If you are very physically active and trying to train for performance, consuming traditional sports supplements like creatine and beta-alanine might be something to consider.

- On a plant-based diet, make sure that you have a combination of plant proteins to meet your goals; have a good variety of nonstarchy vegetables; include good fats; and eat starches, fruit, and starchy vegetables to complete your energy needs.

The Special Nutritional Needs of Children

- Both children and adults need carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, but the amount needed changes as we age. The three major nutritional concerns specifically for children are sufficient calories for proper growth, development, and performance; calcium and iron intake; and hydration.

- Active children need more calories per kilogram (or per pound) than adults do. They weigh a lot less, so their total intake is lower, but on a relative basis, children need more food per pound of body weight.

- Dietary reference intakes (DRIs) exist for children, but they are simply baseline recommendations meant to help children live illness- and disease-free. They were not established for active children looking to perform optimally.

- Relative to body weight, children need more protein and a higher percent of essential amino acids than adults because of their extreme rate of growth. The recommendations for boys and girls are identical,
with at least 13 grams of protein per day for children ages 1 to 3, 19 grams for ages 4 to 8, and 34 grams for ages 9 to 13.

- After age 13, the recommendations differ between girls, who need at least 46 grams of protein, and boys, who need at least 52 grams of protein. This difference is mostly because boys tend to have a larger body size and larger food intake.

- A range between about 10 and 30 percent of protein in the diet is considered acceptable. Some resources recommend that children who are athletes (or at least very active) eat about 1.5 grams of protein per kilogram of body weight (or 0.7 grams of protein per pound) per day.

- Carbohydrates also come with recommendations. Children need about 130 grams per day; this provides 520 calories from carbohydrates. This might work well for your child, but you have to consider the same factors that you did for total calorie intake—especially their body size, growth rate, and activity level.

- These considerations primarily boil down to two basic recommendations: Make sure that children eat enough food, and make sure that they get enough protein to support rapid growth and development.

- Of particular concern with children is that, for the most part, they are entirely dependent on adults to purchase, prepare, and pack their food. Depending on the age of the child or adolescent, there are some pretty easy ways to have children get involved with food or cooking. Have them choose a fruit or vegetable at the store or pick a meal they want to help with.

- Another resource for children’s nutrition are the DRIs of vitamins and minerals. Typically, these are lower at younger ages and progressively increase through the teenage years. Complete lists of DRIs for all age groups can be found online. Calcium and iron intake are of particular concern.
In addition to the calorie and nutrient issues for children, their hydration needs must be considered—particularly if your child is very active. Drinking water or even diluted sports drinks is a good idea, especially during vigorous exercise and outside in warm weather.

Nutrition and Exercise with Age

Your nutrient needs change as you age. While there is no magic drink, potion, or pill for aging, we do know that proper nutrition and exercise are vital for increasing longevity and improving quality of life as you age.

It is not uncommon for exercise to slow down or become nonexistent as we grow older. The World Health Organization recommends at least 150 minutes of activity but says that for real benefits, it’s best to exercise roughly 300 minutes per week—about 1 hour per day—for 5 days per week. This should be a mix of moderate and vigorous exercise.

If you don’t exercise now, you should start; you can add fitness, muscle, and strength at any age. Research shows that muscle quantity and quality remains excellent if physical activity is consistently part of your daily routine. In addition, it is important to eat properly not only to fuel for a healthy life, but also to help with physical activity, reduce fatigue, and maintain or build muscle mass.

Protein intake for aging people is extremely important. According to the research on protein needs in older people, protein intake should almost be doubled compared to the recommended amount of 0.8 grams of protein per kilogram per day (or 0.36 grams per pound of body weight per day).

This is due to the fact of an age change called anabolic resistance, where we grow resistant to the growth-promoting properties of protein. Anabolic resistance develops as early as roughly age 40.

It is important to also include resistance training or weight lifting in your exercise plan to maintain or improve muscle mass—which is what keeps you moving and healthy. Aiming for about 30 to 40 grams of protein
each time you eat might be optimal to improve muscle mass and defend against any age-related decline in muscle mass.

- You want to combine this nutrition strategy with resistance training. To fight off sarcopenia, or the age-related decline in muscle mass that affects nearly 50 percent of men and 60 percent of women aged 60 to 69 years old, you have to lift weights and eat enough calories and protein.

- Because hunger can decrease with age, it is also important to be aware of your total calorie intake.

- Two other nutrient considerations to pay attention to as you age are vitamin D and calcium. To help maintain bone mass and prevent the loss of bone, it is a good idea to eat calcium-containing foods, such as dairy products, green leafy vegetables, and fruit—or you can use a calcium
supplement. You should also make an effort to get some sun exposure or supplement with vitamin D to make sure that you are have enough to meet your needs.

- Dehydration is also a concern in older individuals. Between the reduced ability to respond to dehydration and a reduction in thirst in older people, they can have major issues with regulating body water content. Even if you don’t have the urge to drink fluids, you might need to.

**Try This**

Get more vegetables into your diet. Aim to eat an additional one to two servings of vegetables per day about three days per week to start.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What are some nutritional obstacles that people who are new to plant-based eating face?
2. What are some considerations for exercising in the heat if you are an older individual?
At some point, you’ve probably wanted to lose “those last 5 pounds” before some upcoming event. Those last 5 pounds are often stubborn. Even with some changes that can be made to fine-tune the last 5 pounds, you’ll end up fighting your physiology at some point. The set-point theory describes how and why your body is typically within just a few pounds of your “usual” body weight—the body weight that you just don’t seem to budge from. In this lecture, you’ll learn about ideal body weight, the set-point theory, and some common habits that make losing those last 5 pounds pretty difficult, but not impossible.

Ideal Body Weight

- Just like many topics in this field, your ideal body composition is different from that of your spouse or your best friend. Simply stop comparing and some of your stress will immediately decrease. But, of course, this is difficult to do.

- For ideal body weight, first think about what weight you were able to sustain, as an adult, where you felt the best you’ve ever felt. Chances are that this is more reasonable as a target then some former version of yourself with totally different life circumstances, stresses, and priorities.

- Your ideal body weight and body composition is when you feel your best, perform your best, and look your best. This ideal weight might change over time and is dependent on your goals.

- Calculating your ideal body weight is a good first step—although this will involve some trial and error.
First, you’ll need to get your body composition measured. This can be done by any of the various measurement techniques, such as a skinfold test, bioelectrical impedance analysis, or DXA scan. Your best bet is to look up exercise science labs at local universities or colleges or speak with some professional staff at your health club. Just be sure to use the same method for measuring each time.

Once you have your body composition measured, take your weight of muscle mass and divide it by \((1 - \text{your goal body fat percent})\). This value is your ideal body weight at your selected percent body fat. This is your new goal weight.
Then, subtract your goal weight from your current weight to determine how many pounds (or kilograms) of fat you need to weigh your goal weight and have your goal body fat percent.

This might be simple to calculate, but making it a reality is the difficult part. Despite implementing the right steps for diet and exercise, sometimes a plateau still hits you unexpectedly.

Set-Point Theory

The concept of set point also goes by names like “lipostat” or “homeostatic control mechanism.” The set-point theory states that you have a “set” weight where your body is most comfortable. By this definition, if you were to either gain or lose weight, your body would do all it could to pull you back to the original starting weight.

For example, if you start to diet and exercise properly, it is common to lose weight rapidly at first before this rate of weight loss slows down significantly. In other words, you hit a plateau.

While you might have great intentions and a great start to a new lifestyle, in the end, despite great efforts and initial changes, body fat and weight tend to creep back up, and there is no improved body composition or health.

Often, if you restrict your food intake enough, it just dramatically increases your hunger levels—similar in some cases to starvation. This response is called hyperphagia, or increased hunger.

The truth about most diets is that you eventually return to the ways you used to eat. Typically, this is because you change so many things all at once that you can’t keep it up. Other times, the diets are just absurd, and you can’t live a real life.

When you do eat again after a severe diet, your fat mass comes back quickly compared to the slower development of lean muscle. You might
feel hungry until your muscle mass has fully recovered. You also slow
your metabolic rate, in part due to the loss of lean mass.

- If you put together reduced energy expenditure with increased hunger,
you could end up with more fat mass and body weight after dieting.

- It seems that we are just ingrained with a body weight that our bodies
work hard to defend. This is the set-point theory.

- Essentially, you have a well-regulated internal control mechanism in the
hypothalamus that tightly maintains your preset level of body fat and
body weight. Your hypothalamus responds to signals from your fat cells,
your gastrointestinal tract, and your pancreas to alter your metabolism,
hunger, body fat levels, and weight.

- Not only do these changes occur but you also have some hormones like
ghrelin, leptin, and serotonin that control your hunger and appetite.

- And, just as you might expect, if you lose weight, there is a good chance
you’ll end up hungry, and if you gain weight, you may end up losing
your appetite.

- With weight loss, your metabolic rate will decrease, so you require fewer
calories than you used before you started losing weight. Eventually, the
initial decrease in food you eat becomes the “normal” amount of food
you require to sustain your new size.

- Your body no longer sees that you are eating less, so there is no energy
deficit. So, now, at the lower weight, you have to adjust, lowering energy
intake again—that is, reducing your calories even more—to spark more
weight loss.

- The opposite is true, too: If you are trying to gain weight by eating a
lot more food, you will increase your metabolic rate in an unconscious
effort to bring your weight back to a set point, where it is comfortable
hanging out.
Research repeatedly shows that when overfeeding or underfeeding stops, body weight returns to its starting point. So, despite your best efforts, it is really difficult to lose fat and keep it off. But can you change your set point?

If you can reestablish normal hormone functioning and a normal energy balance at the lower or higher target weight—by eating high-quality foods and exercising in a smart way—then your new body weight can be maintained.

If you make the right choices to fuel yourself well with nutrient-dense, high-quality foods and live an active and healthy lifestyle, your body simply regulates your body composition for you. Maybe you just need to consistently choose foods that work with your body composition goals rather than against them.

Breaking through a Plateau

Despite the challenge of losing fat and keeping it off, plenty of success stories exist. So, how do you reset your set point? One theory is that if you need to focus on quality foods, then you have a chance to fix the hormones that were not serving you well and begin to automatically regain control.

Two hormones that have to do with this are insulin and leptin. Insulin is the blood glucose–lowering and fat-storing hormone, and leptin is thought of as the “stop eating” hormone. The problem with these is that people can become resistant to both of them.

With obesity, you have a greater risk for these hormones (among others) to not work properly, and you can become resistant to their actions. This means that even with more insulin or leptin, the normal physiological responses of clearing blood glucose and stopping your hunger do not happen easily.
Research suggests that both eating more nourishing, high-quality foods and exercising can restore normal functioning of hormones like insulin and leptin as well as improve metabolic functioning and overall health.

There are some more ways to break through a plateau. First, consider why you are doing this. You work hard all day long; you have a lot going on in your life. Why even focus on your body composition?

This is very personal, but you must find a real reason for why you care about feeling your best, looking your best, and performing your best. Maybe you set a small bet with a friend. This challenge keeps you accountable and motivated.

You need to set some behavioral goals. You’ll feel a sense of accomplishment by checking off the goal of working out 3 times per week instead of just focusing on the long-term goal of improving your muscle mass by 5 pounds or losing 10 pounds of fat.

By simply focusing on the things you can control—such as what you eat, how much and how often you eat, and your workouts—you immediately have achievable goals. This is much better than going after some lofty weight loss goal or body composition change. Like most things, half the battle can just be getting started.

None of us have time to work out, eat well, plan ahead, or make this a priority. But all of us can make time.

Next, consider whether you are getting sloppy—with your exercise, your sleep habits, or your nutrition. Maybe you work out with a little less intensity or for a shorter duration of time than you meant to. Maybe you dropped from a solid 8 hours per night of sleep to only 5 or 6. If you follow the same plan every day, it gets pretty easy to become a bit sloppy with your usual habits.

If breaking a plateau is important to you, you will need to rededicate yourself to exercise basics. Make sure that you are working out for the
full amount of time that you promised yourself, instead of taking a bunch of breaks and counting them as exercise.

- You need to lift weights. This is what transforms your body, adds the most muscle mass, and helps ramp up your metabolism little by little. In addition to slowing muscle loss, lifting weights might help you get past that plateau.

- If you’ve hit a plateau, it’s probably a good time to revisit what you do for your overall exercise plan as well and get back in the right mindset to work out.

- Make sure that your workout is fun, entertaining, and rewarding. Recent research determined that exercise adherence and weight loss success were largely determined by your attitude toward the workout session.

- Focus, from time to time, on the bigger reason for needing to change. Is it to be healthy enough to play with your children and grandchildren? Is it to live well rather than just to live long? These larger goals can help, although it’s usually the fun of the activity and the smaller, more immediate goals that will drive your day-to-day commitment.

- Finally, consider whether you are getting lazy with your eating habits. This could be a great time to briefly track your calories, even if you think you’re eating right. Recheck your “take for granted” habits, such as your usual serving sizes. Are you putting more on your plate than usual?

- Try to pay attention to your hunger. Pay attention to how you feel. You don’t need a huge post-workout meal every day. You might consider different food choices and sizes based on how hard you actually push yourself that day.

- Think about your activity level and your food quality; these should be your guiding principles. Once you can get your focus back for your eating habits and exercise plan, you’ll probably find that you can continue to move toward your goals.
Make small changes, instead of massively overhauling everything at once. Don’t try to start exercising every day, eat completely new foods, drink more water, eat more vegetables and fruits, and skip every happy hour all at once. Find one very easy thing to do, such as drink more water, and begin there.

**Try This**

Write down three things that you feel you’ve become a little sloppy with in your daily routine. You’ll most likely identify some great places to focus on to reset your set point.

**Questions to Consider**

1. What nutrition and eating habits do you take for granted that can be tightened up?
2. What are the first two small changes you can make to improve your body composition?
Choosing Your Nutrition Plan

The fad diet popularity might stem from the belief that maybe there is an easy and quick way to improve body composition. It also stems from the thought that there might be one diet that is best for everyone. But this just isn’t the case. Your personal preferences and physiology have a lot to do with your success of changing your body composition through diet and exercise. This lecture will highlight some interesting key points and new research for traditional diets and popular fad diets.

MyPlate

- For many years, the conventional approach to eating in the United States was to follow the Food Guide Pyramid. In fact, many countries have some pyramid design to indicate their eating recommendations. The original design had a wide base of grains, indicating that you should build a diet primarily from carbohydrates, leading up to a peak of fat and oils to use sparingly.

- In 2011, the traditional pyramid was replaced with something called MyPlate, which is an image of a plate with the food groups on it. The new plate graphic has been both praised and criticized, but it does, at least, seem to make sense to show food on a plate rather than a pyramid. It was designed to remind Americans to eat healthfully, but not necessarily to change consumer behavior.

- This guide assumes that most Americans know how to eat healthfully and that “healthfully” has a definition that is the same for everyone. In addition, just by looking at the MyPlate image, it is difficult to interpret which foods should be a priority.
The MyPlate recommendations encourage variety in what we eat, and they provide some visual cues for the proportion of vegetables, fruit, grains, and protein that should be on your plate. It also encourages whole grain consumption rather than simply more grain consumption.

MyPlate recommendations, however, are very general. The MyPlate diet—traditionally thought of as a high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet—suggests that a plate 75 percent full of grains, vegetables, and fruit, which are all sources of carbohydrates, is best for everyone, regardless of how active your lifestyle is.

For very active people, and especially people who like to work out at high intensities, a higher-carbohydrate diet has been supported in the research more times than not. This, though, is usually based on improving exercise or sports performance, but not everyone is
concerned with performance. You might be much more interested in body weight or body composition.

- The overall calorie and carbohydrate needs of someone who is physically active will be different from someone of the same size and gender who is sitting still all day at a desk.

- In addition, constantly high blood sugar levels—which you might get following a very high-carbohydrate diet without enough exercise—are at least related to many different kinds of ailments, including type 2 diabetes.

- Carbohydrates are not inherently a problem, but the overconsumption of them combined with a lack of physical activity tends to get people into body composition trouble.

- The MyPlate recommendations suggest that real fruit and 100 percent fruit juice as well as real vegetables and 100 percent vegetable juices are the same. However, the ways we digest and absorb solid food compared to liquids are different in many ways, including how quickly the nutrients get into your body. In addition, many juices are loaded with added sugars that real fruit does not contain.

- Healthy fats—such as olive oil, avocado, and fish or fish oil—are not included, even though healthy fats have a major place in our diets and have some wonderful health benefits.

- Another drawback is that there is not really a distinction between “better” choices and “worse” choices of proteins or carbohydrates.

- Most of the epidemiological scientific literature regarding health and weight loss in overweight individuals recommends consuming more healthy fats and reducing intake of refined carbohydrates. There are both positives and negatives with a high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet, and it is entirely dependent on how you feel, look, and perform when eating this way.
High-Fat, Low-Carb Diets

- Over much of the same time that we have been told that a higher-carb, low-fat diet is best for all of us, primarily from the MyPlate recommendations, obesity and diabetes rates have skyrocketed. So, naturally, people have been drawn to drastically different eating styles to see if they can improve their health and body composition.

- Thus, the high-fat, low-carb diet was born. This kind of eating goes by many names, such as Atkins, Paleo, and ketogenic diets. While these are different diets, some major similarities exist. Advocates of the high-fat, low-carb diets point to research that shows more fat oxidation (fat burning) with this kind of diet—and rapid weight loss.

- Eating a high-fat diet means that fat would make up about 60 to 75 percent of your total caloric intake. The assumption with high-fat diets is that if carbohydrate feeding lowers your ability to burn fat, then a high-fat diet would increase your ability to burn fat as a fuel.

- Overall, there is actually a lot of evidence to show improvements in health, body composition, and other physiological functions with a higher-fat, low-carb approach. For example, with this diet, there is higher fat oxidation during exercise, increased availability of free fatty acids, and increased activity of fat oxidation enzymes. Additionally, there is a reduction in enzymes involved with glycolysis—which is the breakdown of sugar to provide energy—along with reduced muscle glycogen and liver glycogen storage.

- If you can better control blood sugar with a high-fat, low-carb diet, this could be highly useful for controlling body fat and ultimately your overall body composition. Also, fat and protein tend to keep you feeling full for a longer period of time than carbohydrates alone.

- So, you can use a high-fat, low-carb approach to improve some health outcomes and maybe even body composition, but the problem is that this diet is often carried out incorrectly. While on a high-fat diet, people
are usually just eating more fast food, fried food, and processed meats—a high fat intake, with no concern of the type of fat, along with a normal amount of carbohydrate intake. Ultimately, with a plan like this, health does not seem to improve.

- Additionally, there are some questions as to the feasibility of a high-fat, low-carb diet when you bring exercise into the equation. Some studies show no difference in exercise performance after you eat a high-fat or high-carb diet; however, these studies usually involve exercise that is done at low to moderate intensities. If you exercise at high intensities, then exercise performance might decline on a high-fat diet.

The Ketogenic Diet

- Traditional high-fat, low-carb diets are 60 percent fat, 20 percent carbohydrate, and 20 percent protein. But there are two very popular diets that manipulate these percentages: the ketogenic diet and the Paleo diet.

- The ketogenic diet is a more extreme version of a typical high-fat, low-carb diet. While traditional high-fat diets allow for quite a few carbohydrates in the diet, the ketogenic diet tends to restrict carbohydrate intake to around 50 grams—2 slices of whole wheat bread—of carbohydrate per day. This diet is about 5 to 10 percent carbohydrate, 80 percent fat, and the rest protein.
The ketogenic diet attempts to put a person into nutritional ketosis, where you burn a lot of fat. Almost all of the energy you use is from fat. When you do this, ketones are produced as natural byproducts. Your organs and cells use ketones when you are in ketosis instead of glucose. This typically would happen during periods of fasting or, as in this case, extreme carbohydrate restriction.

The ketogenic diet is being studied for possible use as a treatment for conditions like epilepsy and even brain cancer, as well as body composition and health improvements.

Eating like this, with so little carbohydrate, might be difficult for the first few weeks. Reports of irritability, hunger, and lethargy are common. But experts say that it becomes easier over time, and you can still exercise, perform, think, and concentrate on this kind of diet. But this is definitely not for everyone.

The Paleo Diet

The Paleo diet is a dietary approach based on eating like we imagine our ancestors did to stay healthy, lean, and fit. The idea is that we evolved to eat certain foods but not others.

The Paleo diet emphasizes animal products, nuts and seeds, fruits, and vegetables. Notably, strict followers of the Paleo diet do not eat grains, legumes (such as beans and peas), or dairy products. This is because the designers of the diet say that these foods did not exist 10,000 years ago, and our ancestors did not eat them. It’s a sort of radical back-to-nature approach.

Many excellent books and websites dig into the evolution of these Paleo theories, and most do not hold up to scientific scrutiny from evolutionary biologists and archaeologists (because we don’t know exactly what foods our ancestors ate 10,000 years ago). Nevertheless, the Paleo diet, overall, is an approach worth considering, but likely not for the reasons that Paleo followers promote.
In general, Paleo promotes good-quality foods. Research has also shown that the Paleo diet improves many markers of health and metabolism. This diet promotes quality protein intake and lots of vegetables. Whole foods are also emphasized, so this diet is superior to a typical fast-food diet.

The exclusion of milk, legumes, and grains isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach. Those with allergies or sensitivities might fair well, but for everyone else, it doesn’t make much sense to eliminate all of these great foods. There are many lean, energetic, and active healthy people who choose to include milk, legumes, and dairy in their diets.

The original Paleo diet has been revised and has changed to a much more reasonable approach that is now mainstream. Things like grass-fed dairy and some starches and wine are allowed.
Intermittent Fasting

- Intermittent fasting is simply a diet plan where you go for extended periods of time without eating. There are many types of intermittent fasting schedules. Some popular ones include alternate-day fasting, where you only eat every other day; eat, stop, eat, where you have a 24-hour fast about 1 to 2 times per week; and the 16:8 diet, where you fast for 16 hours and then have 8 hours where eating is allowed.

- Intermittent fasting is not a new concept. Most people fast for about 8 to 10 hours every night. There are religious observances, such as Ramadan, where Muslims fast from sunrise to sunset for an entire month.

- Research is now accumulating to show some benefits to following an intermittent fasting diet. Health benefits—such as improved blood lipids and blood glucose, reduced inflammation in the body, and improved appetite control—have been shown.

- Theoretically, intermittent fasting could make a difference in body composition. The problem is that there are so many different styles of fasting, so clear-cut answers are difficult to come by.

- For some people, intermittent fasting fits well into their lifestyle. If you don’t like breakfast and can’t be bothered to take a lunch break, it might work for you. But for others, this style of eating can promote some binge eating at night and less control over what is eaten when you finally get home, feeling starved.

- If you are exercise training while fasted, and you do this regularly, data shows elevated markers of muscle damage and overall stress. And almost all data shows a performance advantage from eating food prior to exercise and a performance decrease if you are fasted.

- The benefits reported with intermittent fasting have also been shown with exercise and a restriction-free diet. So, only choose intermittent fasting if you know it fits your lifestyle and you know you can stick to it.
Try This

Rather than a fad diet, choose a healthy eating habit that you’ve learned and start by fitting it into your schedule just two times per week.

Questions to Consider

1. What are the positive and negative aspects of a diet that you have tried? Was the diet successful?
2. What would be the first easy-to-change habit that you would focus on?
Motivation to Change Your Body Composition

The goal of this course has been to provide you with tools to implement change as you see fit. What you now have is a knowledge base and a tool set. Together, they offer a way to achieve more and live life as a fit and healthy person. You have the science behind the basics of nutrition and exercise and how they work to alter your body composition, improve your performance, and optimize your health. But how do you best implement these changes? This lecture discusses major motivational concepts and ideas for how to change your daily behaviors to reach your optimal body composition, health, and performance.

Successfully Changing Your Body Composition

- Changing your exercise habits alone is probably not enough to drastically change your body composition. To significantly change body composition, both smart exercise and a healthy diet are necessary.

- In addition, the type of exercise you do makes a difference. For example, research has shown that simply eating a higher-protein diet and doing both resistance training and HIIT training leads to more body fat and belly fat loss compared to eating a more traditional lower-protein diet and simply walking or jogging most days of the week.

- If your goal is to improve body composition, simplify both your diet and exercise routine, and do not change everything at once. Creating a complex meal plan and exercise schedule does you no good if you can’t stick to it. It might just set you up for failure and disappointment.
No change is too small. And the more confident you are with your goal, the more likely you are to be successful.

Another strategy is to simply be aware and fully present when you make nutrition and exercise choices. This is more difficult than it seems.

How many times do you try to eat a meal, finish a few emails, take a call, watch television, and talk to your spouse all at the same time? If you’re too busy and distracted to pay attention to what you’re eating and drinking throughout the day, it is easy to overeat or overdrink.

Researchers have shown that distracted eating leads to eating more food at that meal and in subsequent meals. In addition, simply being mindful—or paying attention—leads to eating less later in the day.

The type of distraction that leads to more food consumption is probably individualized. But there are many different types of mindless acts that can sabotage everything you have worked so hard for during your workouts.

The simple act of paying attention and being physically and mentally present when you eat can make a real difference in the number of calories you consume. It’s much easier to eat until you are about 80 percent full if you pay attention. There is no clear way for how to only eat until you are 80 percent full, so you will have to experiment with this.

Research has shown that people who know about and practice being fully present when they eat—called mindful eating—take in fewer calories throughout the day and lose significantly more weight than people who do not.

To start, slow down. Simply eating slowly might give your brain a chance to process your hunger cues and help you figure out when to stop eating. It takes a little time to feel full. If you don’t give yourself that time and just keep shoveling your food in, it’s pretty easy to get a few hundred extra calories down in just a few minutes.
Also, try to eliminate distractions. Just like when you drive, if you can stop all the distractions—such as television, tablets, cell phones, and any number of gadgets—when you eat, you’ll have a better chance of making it to your destination.

You can also practice being fully present and engaged during your workouts. If you’re outside, try to look around a bit (safety, of course) and notice the landscape and trees and smell the fresh air. If you always jog or run with music, then from time to time, try unplugging and listening to your breathing and heartbeat as you exercise.

Think about what muscles are working and what these exercises are doing for you. Think about how much stronger you are becoming both physically and mentally from each successful workout.

Some people call this the mind-body connection. You think about your progress, the blood flowing through your body and nourishing your cells, and the fuel you ate to power your workout and make you strong and energetic.

This ability to focus and connect with your workout could be the one thing that turns the corner for you and makes you truly love being physically active.

Also, find activities that you enjoy doing. They might be traditional things, such as walking, running, or swimming, or other options, such as yoga, hiking, group exercise, or sports. There are endless options for getting in your recommended amount of exercise, and it doesn’t have to be something you dread.

To improve health, you need to exercise. Doing a wide variety of exercises, including resistance training and high-intensity intervals, can be pretty simple to include and can also be fun, especially if you are in the right mindset for change.
Adherence to your diet and exercise plans are going to make or break your efforts. No matter the diet or exercise regimen, a participant's adherence to the program is most strongly associated with their weight loss. Simply making changes that you can stick to is the key to success with body composition change.

**Grocery Shopping Tips**

- One way to improve adherence is to understand how to set up your home for success, and it starts with knowing some grocery shopping tips. This is one of the most fundamental concepts that sets the stage for making successful dietary changes. If your grocery shopping is organized, it makes it so much easier for you to make better and healthier choices at home.

- Make a list before you go to the store. You arrive prepared, and you save time. Just get what you need. If it isn’t on the list, don’t buy it. This doesn’t mean to exclude any items that you consider treats—but only buy small amounts, because if it’s in your house, you’ll probably eat it.

- Making a list also helps you think about your meals for the week, rather than just one meal or one day’s meals. You have a broader perspective on your dietary choices. Making a list helps you prepare for meals in advance so that you’re more likely to have a go-to option that fuels you right.

- If you don’t use a list, especially if you are new to eating well, you are more likely to buy the food you’ve always bought, and that might be the problem. Use a list to remind you of the healthier choices you want to start making.

- Don’t get confused by labels like “natural,” “gluten-free,” and “low-fat.” The food industry bombards you with thousands of options, which leads to confusion and often poor choices. The health halo effect occurs when you see a label on the front of a package that says “good source of vitamin C” and believe that it is automatically better for you or lower in calories.
These claims can actually mean very little, but we often believe that they are better for us. Your best bet is to investigate the product for yourself by looking at the Nutrition Facts label that can be found on each item. Or, better yet, aim for minimally processed foods with as few ingredients as possible.

It isn’t practical to think that you can avoid processed foods altogether. Almost everything we buy to eat is processed in some way. But aim for products that require the least amount of processing to get onto your plate.

When you get home, you might even immediately wash and cut fruits and vegetables and store them in a visible place or keep a bowl of fruit out on the counter for an easy grab-and-go option. Keep things like nuts, seeds, and vegetables accessible for snacks.

Simple changes to your grocery habits and kitchen setup will enable you to make better choices and help you meet your goals. Several facets
of your lifestyle play a role in your ability to successfully make behavior changes, so take note of these and slowly address them over time.

What Progress Looks Like

- As you implement one change at a time, you might wonder what sort of results you can anticipate. Patience is key. If it took 20 years to put on, give it more than 20 days to come off.

- Losing massive amounts of weight quickly might not be the best approach. If you lose 5 pounds (2.3 kilograms) in a week, it is most likely due to changes in water weight or even from muscle loss with extreme calorie restriction. Neither of these will result in the positive body composition changes you are looking for.

- Some research supports the idea that slower weight loss might be best for actual and permanent changes in body composition, particularly with your muscle mass.

- What kind of changes in numbers should you see if you make a solid effort to improve your body composition? It’s difficult to say because it is so individualized, but some experts suggest that average fat loss changes are around 0.5 percent body fat loss every 4 weeks and average muscle gain is around 1 pound (0.45 kilograms) of lean mass every 4 weeks (if those are your specific goals).

- Before focusing on numbers and goals, you should consider how these changes make you feel. Is this working for your lifestyle? And then listen to your body. But if you aren’t making any progress, then it is important to reevaluate and make a change that you can stick to, and begin the process again.

- Being aware of what your progress should look like and being prepared to encounter barriers and relapses are both very important to your overall success.
Try This

Write down your shopping list and take it with you to the store to stock your house with foods that support your goals.

Questions to Consider

1. What is one behavior change that you will make to overcome a barrier?

2. What is one goal that you will set yourself to achieve?
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(2002): 3116–3126. Available at http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=195038. This paper reviews the clinically important vitamins with regard to their biological effects, food sources, deficiency syndromes, potential for toxicity, and relationship to chronic disease. [Lecture 10]


Folch, N., et al. “Metabolic Response to a Large Starch Meal after Rest and Exercise: Comparison between Men and Women.” *European Journal of Clinical Nutrition* 57, no. 9 (2003): 1107–1115. The authors hypothesize that net whole-body de novo lipogenesis could be larger in women than men and that glycogen and fat balance could be lower and higher, respectively, following a large pasta meal ingested after rest or exercise. [Lecture 6]
Folch, N., et al. “Metabolic Response to Small and Large 13C-Labelled Pasta Meals Following Rest or Exercise in Man.” *British Journal of Nutrition* 85 (2001): 671–680. The metabolic response to a 150- or 400-gram 13C-labeled pasta meal was studied for eight hours following rest or exercise at low or moderate workload. [Lecture 6]

Ford, E. S., C. Li, A. G. Wheaton, D. P. Chapman, G. S. Perry, and J. B. Croft. “Sleep Duration and Body Mass Index and Waist Circumference among U.S. Adults.” *Obesity* 22, no. 2 (2014): 598–607. Available at http://www.researchgate.net/publication/247772753_Sleep_Duration_and_Body_Mass_Index_and_Waist_Circumference_among_US_Adults. This paper aims to examine the form of the relationship between sleep duration and anthropometric measures and possible differences in these relationships by gender and race or ethnicity. [Lecture 13]

Foss, B., L. R. Saeterdal, O. Nordgard, and S. M. Dyrstad. “Exercise Can Alter Cortisol Responses in Obese Subjects.” *Journal of Exercise Physiology* 17, no. 1 (2014): 67–77. The aim of this study was to examine the influence of a 22-week lifestyle intervention program on the cortisol response in 35 inactive, obese subjects. [Lecture 19]

Foster-Schubert, K. E., et al. “Effect of Diet and Exercise, Alone or Combined, on Weight and Body Composition in Overweight-to-Obese Post-Menopausal Women.” *Obesity* 20, no. 8 (2012): 1628–1638. Available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3406229/. The authors conducted a randomized trial among 439 overweight-to-obese postmenopausal sedentary women to determine the effects of a reduced-calorie, low-fat diet, a moderate facility-based aerobic exercise program, or the combination of both interventions, versus a no-lifestyle-change control on change in body weight and composition. [Lecture 24]

Garthe, I., et al. “Effect of Two Different Weight-Loss Rates on Body Composition and Strength and Power-Related Performance in Elite Athletes.” *International Journal of Sport Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism* 21, no. 2 (2011): 97–104. Available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21558571. The aim of this study was to compare changes in body composition, strength, and power during a weekly body-weight loss of 0.7 percent slow reduction versus 1.4 percent fast reduction. [Lecture 24]

Gebel, K., et al. “Effect of Moderate to Vigorous Physical Activity on All-Cause Mortality in Middle-Aged and Older Australians.” *Journal of the American Medical Association* 175, no. 6 (2015): 970–977. Available at http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=2212268. This paper examines whether the proportion of total moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) that is achieved through vigorous activity is associated with all-cause mortality independently of the total amount of MVPA. [Lecture 17]


Gibala, M. “Molecular Responses to High-Intensity Interval Exercise.” *Applied Physiology, Nutrition, and Metabolism* 34, no. 3 (2009): 428–432. This paper examines the plausibility that metabolic adaptations to high-intensity endurance training could be mediated in part through signaling pathways that are normally associated with endurance training. [Lecture 17]


between hours of television viewed and the prevalence of overweight children in 1990 and the incidence and remission of overweight children from 1986 to 1990. [Lecture 1]

Greer, B. K., et al. “Branched-Chain Amino Acid Supplementation and Indicators of Muscle Damage after Endurance Exercise.” *International Journal of Sports Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism* 17, no. 6 (2007): 595–607. The purpose of this study was to determine whether branched-chain amino acid supplementation attenuates indirect indicators of muscle damage during endurance exercise as compared with an isocaloric carbohydrate beverage or a noncaloric placebo beverage. [Lecture 8]


Grün, Felix, and Bruce Blumberg. “Endocrine Disruptors as Obesogens.” *Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology* 304, no. 1–2 (2009): 19–29. This review highlights recent advances in the understanding of the molecular targets and possible mechanisms of action for these compounds as well as areas of future research needed to evaluate the significance of their contribution to obesity. [Lecture 20]

———. “Minireview: The Case for Obesogens.” *Molecular Endocrinology* 23, no. 8 (2009): 1127–1134. This review considers the evidence for obesogens, how they might act, and where future research is needed to clarify their relative contribution to the obesity epidemic. [Lecture 20]

Hamilton, M. T., et al. “Role of Low Energy Expenditure and Sitting in Obesity, Metabolic Syndrome, Type 2 Diabetes, and Cardiovascular Disease.” *Diabetes* 56, no. 11 (2007): 2655–2667. The purpose was to examine the role of sedentary behaviors, especially sitting, on mortality,
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome risk factors, and obesity. [Lecture 1]


to systematically compare postprandial insulin responses to isoenergetic 1000-kilojoule (240-kilocalorie) portions of several common foods. [Lecture 6]

Holtcamp, Wendee. “Obesogens: An Environmental Link to Obesity.” Environmental Health Perspectives 120, no. 2 (2012): a62–a68. Available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3279464/. According to this research, obesogens might have a link to obesity. [Lecture 20]

Houston, D. K., B. J. Nicklas, J. Ding, T. B. Harris, and F. A. Tylavsky, et al. “Dietary Protein Intake Is Associated with Lean Mass Change in Older, Community-Dwelling Adults: The Health, Aging, and Body Composition (Health ABC) Study.” American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 87 (2008): 150–155. The objective of the study was to determine the association between dietary protein and changes in total lean mass and nonboneappendicular lean mass in older, community-dwelling men and women. [Lecture 9]


Josse, A. R., S. A. Atkinson, M. A. Tarnopolsky, and S. M. Phillips. “Increased Consumption of Dairy Foods and Protein during Diet- and Exercise-Induced Weight Loss Promotes Fat Mass Loss and Lean Mass Gain in Overweight and Obese Premenopausal Women.” Journal of Nutrition 141 (2011): 1626–34. The hypothesis of this paper is that participants that consume a high-protein, high-milk-product diet will lose a larger ratio of fat mass to lean body mass than participants consuming an adequate protein diet with moderate or low
dairy products during an intervention with energy restriction and an exercise routine. [Lecture 9]

Jówko, Ewa, et al. “Creatine and β-Hydroxy-β-Methylbutyrate (HMB) Additively Increase Lean Body Mass and Muscle Strength during a Weight-Training Program.” *Nutrition* 17, no. 7 (2001): 558–566. This paper investigates whether creatine and β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate act by similar or different mechanisms to increase lean body mass and strength in humans undergoing progressive resistance exercise training. [Lecture 14]

Kalergis, M., A. Schiffrin, R. Gougeon, P. J. Jones, and J. F. Yale. “Impact of Bedtime Snack Composition on Prevention of Nocturnal Hypoglycemia in Adults with Type 1 Diabetes Undergoing Intensive Insulin Management Using Lispro Insulin before Meals: A Randomized, Placebo-Controlled, Crossover Trial.” *Diabetes Care* 26, no. 1 (2003): 9–15. The aim of this paper was to determine the impact of four bedtime snack compositions on nocturnal glycemic control, including frequency of hypoglycemia and morning hyperglycemia, in adults with type 1 diabetes using lispro insulin before meals and NPH insulin at bedtime. [Lecture 13]

Katayose, Y., M. Tasaki, H. Ogata, Y. Nakata, K. Tokuyama, and M. Satoh. “Metabolic Rate and Fuel Utilization during Sleep Assessed by Whole-Body Indirect Calorimetry.” *Metabolism* 58, no. 7 (2009): 920–926. The purpose of this study was to examine metabolic rate and substrate oxidation during sleep in relation to time of sleep and sleep stage. [Lecture 13]


Keesey, R. E., and M. D. Hirvonen. “Body Weight Set-Points: Determination and Adjustment.” *Journal of Nutrition* 127, no. 9 (1997): 1875S–1883S. It appears that hypothalamic mechanisms play a primary role in setting the level at which individuals regulate body weight, and it is likely that the
genetic, dietary, and other lifespan influences on body weight are expressed through these mechanisms. [Lecture 22]


Kern, Ben D., and Tracey L. Robinson. “Effects of β-Alanine Supplementation on Performance and Body Composition in Collegiate Wrestlers and Football Players.” The Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research 25, no. 7 (2011): 1804–1815. The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of beta-alanine as an ergogenic aid in tests of anaerobic power output after eight weeks of high-intensity interval, repeated sprint, and resistance training in previously trained collegiate wrestlers and football players. [Lecture 14]


Knab, A. M., et al. “A 45-Minute Vigorous Exercise Bout Increases Metabolic Rate for 14 Hours.” Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise 43, no. 9 (2011): 1643–1648. This study investigated the effects of inserting a 45-minute vigorous cycling bout into the daily schedule versus a controlled resting day on 24-hour energy expenditure in a metabolic chamber. [Lecture 17]

Koball, A. M., M. R. Meers, A. Storfer-Isser, S. E. Domoff, and D. R. Mushet-Eizenman. “Eating When Bored: Revision of the Emotional Eating Scale with a Focus on Boredom.” Health Psychology 31, no. 4 (2012): 521–524. This study explored whether eating when bored is a distinct construct from other negative emotions by revising the emotional eating scale to include a separate boredom factor. [Lecture 21]


Michalakis, K., D. G. Goulis, A. Vazaiou, G. Mintziori, A. Polymeris, and A. Abrahamian-Michalakis. “Obesity in the Ageing Man.” *Metabolism: Clinical and Experimental* 62, no. 10 (2013): 1341–1349. The aim of this narrative review is to present and discuss the current evidence on the changes in body
composition, energy balance, and endocrine environment that occur in the aging man. [Lecture 19]


Miller, Paige E., and Vanessa Perez. “Low-Calorie Sweeteners and Body Weight and Composition: A Meta-Analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials and Prospective Cohort Studies.” *The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition* 100, no. 3 (2014): 765–777. Available at http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/early/2014/06/18/ajcn.113.082826.full.pdf+html. The objective of this study was to systematically review and quantitatively evaluate randomized controlled trials and prospective cohort studies, separately, that examined the relation between low-calorie sweeteners and body weight and composition. [Lecture 20]

Misner, B. “Food Alone May Not Provide Sufficient Micronutrients for Preventing Deficiency.” *Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition* 3, no. 1 (2006): 51–55. The American Dietetic Association has stated that the best nutritional strategy for promoting optimal health and reducing the risk of chronic disease is to wisely choose a wide variety of foods, but this paper aims to show that this is not the only way. [Lecture 10]


and Metabolism 308, no. 9 (2015): E734–743. This article is about the way dietary protein distribution affects muscle protein synthesis. [Lecture 9]


Ormsbee, Michael J., et al. “Fat Metabolism and Acute Resistance Exercise in Trained Men.” Journal of Applied Physiology 102, no. 5 (2007): 1767–1772. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of acute resistance exercise on lipolysis within adipose tissue and subsequent substrate oxidation to better understand how resistance exercise might contribute to improvements in body composition. [Lecture 18]

whole-body energy expenditure and $\alpha_2$-adrenergic receptor regulation of lipolysis in subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue was determined in sedentary lean and obese men. [Lecture 18]


Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology 27 (2013): 3837–3847. This study measured the effects of high-protein diets on muscle mass after weight loss. [Lecture 1, Lecture 9]


Pelley, Janet. “Plasticizer May Make Boys Less Masculine.” Environmental Science and Technology. November 12, 2008. This study measured the environmental impact on hormones that influence body composition. [Lecture 20]

Pietiläinen, K. H., S. E. Saarni, J. Kaprio, and A. Rissanen. “Does Dieting Make You Fat? A Twin Study.” International Journal of Obesity 36, no. 3 (2012): 456–464. The objective of this study is to investigate whether the paradoxical weight gain associated with dieting is better related to genetic propensity to weight gain than to the weight-loss episodes themselves. [Lecture 19, Lecture 22]

Pope, Zachary K., Jeffrey M. Willardson, and Brad J. Schoenfeld. “Exercise and Blood Flow Restriction.” The Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research 27, no. 10 (2013): 2914–2926. The purpose of this review was to discuss the relevant literature with regard to the type and magnitude of acute responses and chronic adaptations associated with blood flow restriction exercise protocols versus traditional non–blood flow restriction exercise protocols. [Lecture 18]
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Reinehr, T. “Obesity and Thyroid Function.” *Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology* 316, no. 2 (2010): 165–171. This is a study on thyrotropin and obesity. [Lecture 19]

Ren, R., X. Jiang, X. Zhang, Q. Guan, C. Yu, Y. Li, L. Gao, H. Zhang, and J. Zhao. “Associations between Thyroid Hormones and Body Fat in Euthyroid Subjects.” *Clinical Endocrinology* 80, no. 4 (2014): 585–590. The aim of this study was to explore the association between thyroid hormones and body fat in a euthyroid population. [Lecture 19]
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365–379. Available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12442909. This study analyzed fish oil components and why they are important. [Lecture 7]

Skinner, Tina L., et al. “Factors Influencing Serum Caffeine Concentrations Following Caffeine Ingestion.” *Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport* 17, no. 5 (2014): 516–520. The purpose of this paper is to determine whether differences in training status, body composition, and/or habitual caffeine intake influenced serum caffeine concentrations following caffeine ingestion. [Lecture 14]

Skinner, Tina L., et al. “Influence of Carbohydrate on Serum Caffeine Concentrations Following Caffeine Ingestion.” *Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport* 16, no. 4 (2013): 343–347. The purpose of this paper is to examine the effect of a high-carbohydrate meal on serum caffeine concentration following caffeine intake. [Lecture 14]


Spear, B. A. “Does Dieting Increase the Risk for Obesity and Eating Disorders?” *Journal of the American Dietetic Association* 106, no. 4 (2006): 523–525. This study examines how dieting might contribute to disordered eating. [Lecture 19]


Tang, J. E., D. R. Moore, G. W. Kujbida, M. A. Tarnopolsky, and S. M. Phillips. “Ingestion of Whey Hydrolysate, Casein, or Soy Protein Isolate: Effects on Mixed Muscle Protein Synthesis at Rest and Following Resistance Exercise in Young Men.” Journal of Applied Physiology 107, no. 3 (2009): 987–992. This study was designed to compare the acute response of mixed muscle protein synthesis to rapidly and slowly digested proteins both at rest and after resistance exercise. [Lecture 9]


International Journal of Obesity (London) 37, no. 12 (2013): 1611–1613. In this paper, the authors demonstrate the risk of applying the 3,500-kilocalorie rule even as a convenient estimate by comparing predicted against actual weight loss in seven weight-loss experiments conducted in confinement under total supervision or objectively measured energy intake. [Lecture 14]
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Young Women.” *International Journal of Obesity* 32, no. 4 (2008): 684–691. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a 15-week high-intensity intermittent exercise program on subcutaneous and trunk fat and insulin resistance of young women. [Lecture 16]


Veldhuis, J. D. “Changes in Pituitary Function with Ageing and Implications for Patient Care.” *Nature Reviews Endocrinology* 9, no. 4 (2013): 205–215. The aim of this article is to critically discuss the mechanisms mediating clinical facets of changes in the hypothalamic-pituitary axis during aging and the extent to which confounding factors operate to obscure aging-related effects. [Lecture 19]


“ready-to-eat” breakfast cereal would help regulate excess energy intake and contribute to weight loss in night snackers. [Lecture 13]

Weigle, D. S. “Appetite Regulation of Body Composition.” Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology 8, no. 3 (1994): 302–310. The implications of this adipose tissue–related satiety factor for the pathogenesis of obesity and the possible nature of the factor are discussed within this paper. [Lecture 22]

Werle, C. O. C., B. Wansink, and C. Payne. “Is It Fun or Exercise? The Framing of Physical Activity Biases Subsequent Snacking.” Marking Letters (2014): 1–12. This paper offers the simple advice to consumers to make certain that they make their physical activity routine fun in order to avoid compensation. [Lecture 22]


Wroblewski, Andrew P., et al. “Chronic Exercise Preserves Lean Muscle Mass in Masters Athletes.” *Physician and Sportsmedicine* 39, no. 3 (2011): 172–178. This study evaluated whether high levels of chronic exercise prevents the loss of lean muscle mass and strength experienced in sedentary aging adults. [Lecture 18]
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